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CHAPTER I: INTRODUCTION 

MAYA ARCHAEOLOGY IN BELIZE 

Belize, a country about the same size as the state of 

New Hampshire, was for many years cor.sidered to be on the 

fringes of the great prehistoric developments which 

cUlminated in the Classic Maya civilization. Geographically 

and culturally, the Belize archaeological region belongs 

primarily to the Maya lowlands; the south part of the 

country has the tropical forest characteristics of the 

Peten, while northern Belize is a ridged limestone 

environment similar to the rest of the north Yucatan. 

However, although Belizean Maya sites are, in general, 

relatively poor in terms of spectacular Classic Maya art, 

architecture and stelae, they contained enough typical Mayan 

artifactual material to draw some interest, persistent if 

unsystematic, over the past 100 years (Brunhouse 1973). A 

few excavations during the late 1950's and early 1960's 

suggested the presence in Belize of Maya occupation dating 

to the Middle Preclassic, and it was interest in this 

relatively little-known period that particularly stimulated 

interest in Belize beginning about 1970 (Hammond 1977:45-

47) . In addition, in the 1960's there began to be 

increased archaeological interest in the more mundane 

aspects of prehistoric Maya life. In 1939 J.E.S. Thompson 

had excavated at the Belizean site of San Jose with the 
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express purpose of examining a small site "typical of the 

culture .•• to paint with firmer strokes the culture and 

physical background against which the average man played his 

simple part •.• a Maya Gopher city" (1939:1). with the 

advent of processual archaeology, more research would be 

focussed on Maya Gopher Cities, and Belize abounds in 

remains of these small to medium-sized prehistoric towns. 

In addition, the political climate in Belize has 

been congenial to foreign archaeologists, and topographic 

and infrastructural factors have made access to Belizean 

sites easier than is the case in some other Central American 

locales. 

Thus, in recent years there has been a veritable 

explosion in archaeological work in Belize, and particularly 

in northern Belize. The modern era of Belizean 

archaeology may be said to have begun with the large-scale 

Belize River Valley project (Willey et ale 1965), closely 

followed by Hammond's work at Lubaantun (Hammond 1970), and 

by the Corozal Project which began in 1973 (Hammond 1973). 

Subsequent work at Cuello, Cerros, Colha, Kichpanha, Nohmul, 

and other sites, has resulted in a wealth of new information 

regarding, in particular, the Late Preclassic Maya era. 

- .. -----------
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MAYA LITHICS AND BELIZEAN ARCHAEOLOGY 

One aspect of the recent archaeological work in Belize 

has been an increase in stone tools and tool by-products 

available for analysis. The emergence of this larger data 

base has coincided with an increasing interest in Maya 

lithics in general over the past 15 years (see Fowler 1984). 

For reasons that will be discussed below, in northern 

Belize, particularly, there has been an intense focus of 

research on lithics, and especially the technology of lithic 

production. 

This paper is concerned with the nature and uses of 

some lithic data, mostly from Preclassic contexts, from 

these recent excavations in northern Belize, and from the 

minor ceremonial center at Cuello, in particular. An 

earlier examination of stone tools excavated from Cuello 

[McSwain in press(a) and (b)] had shown that there was a 

marked increase in the numbers of bifaces over time, and a 

possible shift in the selection of raw materials for making 

certain kinds of tools. In addition, two preliminary 

studies of small samples of flakes from Cuello (McSwain 

1982; Seymour ms.) suggested that some tools, including 

bifaces, utilizing a variety of raw materials, were being 

manufactured at Cuello during the Late Preclassic period. 

At the same time, evidence emerging from Colha, a 

Middle Preclassic town a few kilometers south of Cuello, 
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At the same time, evidence emerging from Colha, a 

Middle Preclassic town a few kilometers south of Cuello, 

suggested the presence of large-scale tool manufacture 

there, with the possibility that these tools were being 

exported to contemporaneous Maya communities (Shafer and 

Hester 1983). These discoveries had, of course, implications 

regarding regional Preclassic socioeconomic arrangements. 

The purpose of the analysis undertaken for the present 

study was to examine further the trends seen in the previous 

Cuello lithic analyses, and to develop more data from the 

Cuello material which might be applicable to the questions 

of regional manufacture and trading of lithics in northern 

Belize during the Preclassic era. 

This study is based upon a number of assumptions. The 

most important, and sweeping, of those assumptions is that 

to a significant degree the socioeconomic patterns 

underlying the processes of manufacture, use, revision, 

recycling, and deposition of stone tools have material 

correlates in lithic data which can be derived from 

archaeological evidence. Unfortunately, there is as yet 

relatively little information about what those material 

correlates are, though there is some. 

A second assumption is that purely technical 

information -- the mechanics of tool manufacture, recycling, 

breakage, etc. -- cannot be used directly for inference 

about the socioeconomic systems in which the tools existed. 
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Interestingly, some researchers in Belize have focussed on 

the material correlates of technique, with useful results in 

terms of understanding technical aspects of stone tool 

production by the ancient Maya, but have then made an 

inferential leap into discussions of socioeconomic 

arrangements without being able to show convincinglY what 

the connections are between the purely technical data and 

the socioeconomic systems proposed. Understanding the 

biophysical factors underlying stone tool production is 

clearly a very different proposition from the derivation of 

material correlates for socioeconomic behavior patterns, yet 

there has been a tendency to confound these kinds of data, 

as if information about how a tool is produced will directly 

reveal the larger behavioral structure within which it is 

embedded. These matters will be discussed further below. 

The discussion will begin with a review of lithic data 

and their uses in interpretation from the Maya lowlands. 

Then there will be an extended review of a particular body 

of data from northern Belizean sites, and discussion of an 

economic model that has been offered for the Late Preclassic 

system in that region, based in part on those data. 

Following that, some lithic data will be presented from the 

Preclassic site of Cuello, prefaced by a brief introduction 

to the site and its archaeological contexts, and including 

where possible comparisons with lithic data from other 

northern Belizean sites. Finally, the results of the 

----------
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lithic analysis will be summarized and the economic model 

further discussed and evaluated in the light of these data, 

and of possibly relevant ethnographic data. 

Although this paper is rather critical of the 

interpretive uses of lithic data by archaeologists working 

in northern Belize, it is obvious that without their 

research efforts and pUblications the present paper could 

not have been written. What I wished to do was not to 

denigrate the efforts of those who have accomplished so much 

during the last 15 years, but to try to work out and to 

demonstrate ways in which lithic data can be used more 

fruitfully by Maya archaeologists, to promote both intersite 

comparability (so crucial in the development of regional 

models), and logically sound higher-order inference. This 

was the goal of this research and of this paper, and both 

should be judged by the degree to which that goal was 

reached. 
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CHAPTER II: LITHIC ANALYSIS IN THE MAYA LOWLANDS 

INTRODUCTION 

Like the history of archaeology in general, the history 

of lowland Maya lithic studies is in essence a story of 

increasing availability of data and of evolving analytic 

methods, the latter tending to lag behind the former. 

When Maya sites began to be explored and excavated, the 

lithics of interest were those tools of marked aesthetic or 

technical distinction such as well-made eccentrics and 

bifaces. with the advent of academic Maya archaeology, 

attention began to be directed to a broader range of lithic 

items, and data from many excavations accumulated during the 

first half of the 20th century. Developments in the wider 

discipline after 1950 focussed at least some of Maya 

archaeological research on questions about socioeconomics 

and the processes of social change. 

At the same time, there was a related evolution in the 

approach taken to analysis of stone tools, from formal, 

morphologically oriented studies of tools as finished items 

to studies shaped by a growing understanding of the dynamics 

of stone tool production and use. This evolution in turn 

resulted in, among other things, a new interest in lithic 

byproducts: flakes, cores, discards, and amorphous pieces. 

Most of the recent work from northern Belize, like the 



present study, is a product of these trends, as will be 

discussed in detail in this chapter. 
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Appendix I provides a summary of Maya lithic studies 

with a presentation of the typologies derived from, and used 

for, the important lithic analyses discussed below. 

HISTORICAL SUMMARY 

The history of lithic studies in the Maya lowlands is 

not a very long one. During the earliest era of Maya 

studies, in the 18th through early 20th centuries, 

archaeological attention focussed on monumental remains, 

stelae, art, and architecture, and interest in stone tools 

was limited to noting the occurrence of some distinctive 

types (e.g. Gann 1900; Joyce 1932; Mason 1928). 

Unfortunately, there are still important lowland sites from 

which there are few or no published lithic data: Caracol, 

Yaxha, Yaxchilan, Bonampak, Pusilha, Calakmul, Uxmul, 

Lamanai and others. 

Substantial and detailed lithic data are available in 

reports from Uaxactun (Ricketson and Ricketson 1937; Kidder 

1947), San Jose (Thompson 1939), Piedras Negras (Coe 1959), 

Mayapan (Proskouriakoff 1962), Lubaantun (Hammond 1975), 

Chicanna and the Rio Bec region (Rovner 1975), Becan 

(stoltman 1978), Palenque and environs (Johnson 1976), 

Barton Ramie and the Belize River Valley region (Willey et 
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ale 1965), Altar de Sacrificios (Willey 1972), Seibal 

(Willey 1978), and the Pulltrouser Swamp sites (Shafer 

1983). Data in preliminary or summarized form are available 

from Nohoch Ek (Coe and Coe 1956), San Es·tevan (Bullard 

1965), Baking Pot (Bullard and Bullard 1965), EI Mirador 

(Fowler 1984), Cerros (Mitchum 1986 and Lewenstein 1986, 

1987), Cuello (Hammond et ale 1979), and Colha (Hester 1979; 

Hester et ale 1980; Hester et ale 1981; Shafer and Hester 

1983). Finally, miscellaneous data on a variety of topics 

from a number of sites are available in the form of articles 

and conference papers: Hester and Hammond (1976), Becker 

(1973), Gibson (1982), Graham et ale (1972), Moholy-Nagy 

(1975; 1976), Moholy-Nagy et ale (1984), D. Puleston (1975), 

O. Puleston (1969), and a few others. 

Looking at all these studies from a broad historical 

perspective, an evolution over time can be seen both in the 

sheer numbers of lithics analyzed and in the analytic 

approach to the material. As Maya archaeology has changed 

over the course of the 20th century, Maya lithic studies 

have changed as well, but these two courses of change have 

not quite been identical or synchronous. 

In comprehensive reviews, both Sheets (1977) and Fowler 

(1984) divided Mesoamerican lithic studies into historical 

periods corresponding generally to Willey and Sabloff's 

(1980) periods in American archaeology. Thus, the early 

era, prior to the 1960's, is seen as oriented toward the 
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elucidation of culture history, with an emphasis on the 

search for chronologically significant items, attributes, or 

modes (Fowler 1984:1; Sheets 1977:139), an emphasis 

characteristic of Willey and Sabloff's Classificatory-

Historical Period, 1914-1960. The later era in 

Mesoamerican and Maya lithic studies, falling into Willey 

and Sabloff's Explanatory Period (after 1960), is seen as 

oriented toward an understanding of sociocultural process, 

with interpretation focussed on "the dynamic interaction of 

components (or subsystems) in a cultural system in order to 

understand how and why cultures change or remain stable" 

(Fowler 1984:2). 

However, this conventional description of the history 

of Maya lithic studies, which fits such studies neatly into 

a broader framework of archaeological history, is somewhat 

inaccurate in detail. In the first place, as Fowler noted 

(1984:1-2), so-called cultural-historical approaches are 

still widely used Cc.f. Mitchum 1986 and Hester 1981, 

mentioned above). In the second place, in the specific case 

of Maya (as a subset of Mesoamerican) lithic studies a more 

realistic date for the beginning of a new approach would be 

about 1975. This ne'" approach, perhaps indeed growing out 

of the processuaJ. emphasis of the "Explanatory Period" or 

"new archaeology", is a reflection of a renewed interest in 

the technology of stone tool production (see Holmes 1894 and 

1919 for an early exploration of this topic). Experimental 
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work provided information about the successive stages of 

reduction involved in making tools, and descriptions of 

byproducts and errors (most importantly Don Crabtree's work, 

e.g. 1972; also Muto 1971 and Collins 1975), and analysts 

working with a~chaeological collections began to organize 

their work around this information. Sheets was the first in 

Mesoamerica to do such an analysis on a large scale, in his 

study of lithics from the highland Maya site at Chalchuapa 

(1974, 1975; also Sharer 1978). 

Thus, Sheets' classification of chipped stone 

artifacts is based upon assumptions about the procedures and 

techniques involved in stone tool production and, further, 

this classification is seen as one inherent in the material 

to be analyzed: 

From a behavioral point of view, identifying 
industries by the differences in raw material and 
the differences in the actions taken by artisans 
to process those raw materials provide[s] for an 
inherently 'real' separation of material culture. 
The concept of industry therefore is the highest 
level organizing concept in this artifact 
analysis ••• If I have correctly interpreted the 
traces of different procedures used in 
manufacturing the different artifacts of 
Chalchuapa, then I see the boundaries of the 
industries I have defined correlating with the 
boundaries of behavior used by groups of artisans 
[1974:9]. 

Table 1 shows Sheets' classification scheme for the 

Chalchuapa lithics (the vast majority of which are of 

obsidian). Although some functional categories are seen at 

lower-level d~visions -- i.e. "scraper" and "drill" -- the 
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most important organizing principle is technological, based 

upon reduction trajectories and upon overall morphology. 

TABLE 1: CLASSIFICATION OF CHIPPED STONE FROM 
THE HIGHLAND MAYA SITE OF CHALCHUAPA 

I. Unclassified artifacts [mostly debitage] 
II. Classified artifacts 

-------'----

A. No secondary retouch 
1. utilized flakes 
2 • Large blades 
3. Prismatic blades 
4. Cores 

a. polyhedral 
b. flake 

B. Secondary retouch 
1. Unifacially retouched 

a. from prismatic blade blank 
1) points 

a)with prismatic blade 
platform 
b) snapped 

(l)base unthinned, straight 
(2)base thinned, straight 
(3)base thinned, concave 

2) gravers 
3) spokeshaves 
4) snapped segments 

b. from large blade blank 
1) stemmed large blades or 

"daggers" 
2) retouchedcips of large 

blades 
3) scrapers 

a) general 
b) domed 
c) discoidal 
d)thin elongate 
e)on end of snapped segment 

c. from other than prismatic blade 
or large blade blank 
1) drill 
2) scrapers 



2. Bifacially retouched 
a. from large blade blank 

1)bipointed 
2)straight base, parallel to 

expanding blade 
3)round base, parallel to 

expanding blade 
4) stemmed, straight base, 

parallel 
to expanding blade 

5) stemmed, round base, parallel 
to expanding blade 

6)pointed stem, ovate blade 
7)straight base, corner notched, 

ovate blade (large variety) 
8)straight base, corner notched, 

ovate blade (small variety) 
9)straight base, side notched 

b. from flake, prismatic blade, or 
other blank 

1)basal notched, probably 
straight based 

2)angular concave base, 
triangular blade 

3)concave base, probably 
triangular blade 

4)base missing, stemmed, 
excurvate blade 

5) "eccentric" 
6) crescent 
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In the Maya lowlands, lithic analysis explicitly based 

upon a technologically oriented typology was first done by 

Rovner with the collections from Dzibilchaltun, Becan and 

Chicanna (Rovner 1975) (AppendiK 1H shows the typology in 

detail). Rovner's intention was to use "predominantly 

intrinsic technological and morphological characteristics" 

in the formation of a typology, with the goal of applying 

the lithic evidence thus obtained "to the reconstruction of 

Maya culture and history" (Rovner 1975:17,18). Rovner's 



typology is based upon a "dendritic flow chart" (p. 38) 

which represents the reductive steps leading to the 

production of stone tools and byproducts. 
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In practice, the Dzibilchaltun, Becan and Chicanna 

typology (like the Chalchuapa typology) is a mix of 

technological and functional categories, so that "products" 

of decortication and primary trimming include "domed 

smoother", "celt", "pick", and other items with no obvious 

technological meaning (Appendix 1H and Rovner 1975:Table 1). 

However, Rovner's study is a significant departure from the 

lowland Maya lithic studies of the previous 25 years. 

From this point of view, the essential difference 

between lowland Maya lithic studies from 1947 to 1975 and 

those done since 1975 is not so much a new problem 

orientation (social process as opposed to culture history) 

but a difference in analytical method, and in particular a 

new method of typology formation. Thus, Willey et al.'s 

1965 analysis of the Belize Valley lithic materials, 

although a component of an explicitly processual research 

project, did not differ in content from lithic analyses as 

components of earlier culture-historically oriented 

researches. An examination of Appendices IA through IG will 

demonstrate the siilarities in approaches to lithics from 

1937 through 1972. Although the technological factor of 

location of retouch (or "secondary chipping") is an element 

in all these classifications, it is at a subsidiary level 
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after 1939. The primary organizing elements for these 

analyses are formal and functional: "leaf-shaped projectile 

points or knives", "end scrapers", etc. In contrast, most 

studies since 1975 have taken a technological approach to 

lithic classification, regardless of the overall research 

orientation within which they are done. Thus, lithics are 

perceived as "products of decortication and primary 

trimming", "industries" or IIsystems", "primary category 

artifacts" or "secondary category artifacts", or, more 

simply, as "bifacial" or "macroblade" tools. Appendices 

IH through IM show the technologically oriented typologies 

used after 1975. In all of these examples, reduction 

sequence is an important organizing principle, and debitage 

is usually included in the lithic analysis. 

In sum, Maya lithic studies in general evolved 

from analyses based on formal typologies to analyses based 

on technological typologies. It must be pointed out, 

however, that this progression is not, strictly speaking, a 

linear one, but is, rather, circular, or perhaps a 

progressive spiral. In fact, Ricketson's 1937 and 

Thompson's 1939 lithic classification schemes are 

technological ones and quite similar to Rovner's 1975 work. 

So the earliest use of reduction sequence as the basis for 

typology in the lowlands was by Ricketson in the first 

Uaxactun report in 1937. After an initial division 

according to raw material ("flint" or chert versus 
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obsidian), the stone tools were grouped according to the 

degree of retouch they exhibited: Implements with secondary 

chipping on all major faces, implements with no secondary 

chipping on one or more major faces, implements with no 

secondary chipping. In this order, of course, the 

categories represent decreasing amounts of reduction, in 

fact a linear reduction sequence in general form with, 

however, no implication of a relationship among categories 

(such as, for example, that suggested by Dibble (1987) for 

Middle Paleolithic scraper forms). Appendix 1A shows 

Ricketson's typology for Uaxactun. 

J.E.S. Thompson's (1939) report from San Jose follows 

this organizational scheme, with some variations: Appendix 

1B shows details. Both Ricketson's and Thompson's 

typologies were based upon Kidder's classification of 

lithics from Pecos, New Mexico (1932). However, when Kidder 

himself dealt with a collection from Uaxactun (Appendix 1e), 

he devised a different typology which used the functional 

criterion of "utilitarian" versus "ceremonial" for its 

highest-level division, and made no use of the technological 

sequence in any lower-order category (Kidder 1947). Kidder 

explained that he developed this new classificatory scheme 

because the Pecos approach, based upon retouch criteria, 

placed very unlike objects in the same category (1947:4) 

he does not elaborate. 
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Following this decision of Kidder's, the technological 

typology was largely abandoned, replaced by the formal 

typology. From 1947 until 1975 Kidder's 

utilitarian/ceremonial lithics classification was widely 

used by Mayanists: by Coe (1959) at Piedras Negras (Appendix 

1D), by Proskouriakoff (1962) at Mayapan (Appendix 1E), and 

by willey et al. (1965) in the Belize Valley (Appendix 1F). 

(However, for the Altar de Sacrificios analysis in 1972, 

willey essentially abandoned this format; see Appendix 1G.) 

Whether or not one sees Kidder's functionally based 

typology as a "plague" as Sheets did in his 1977 review, it 

is unquestionably true that the method has not been very 

fruitful in either chronological-historical or explanatory 

studies, although some generalizations emerged from 

increasingly detailed reports. 

In 1965 Coe noted that as of that time it was not 

possible to differentiate with confidence between a 

Preclassic and a Late Classic assemblage on the basis of 

nonceramic artifacts (1965:594), but as of 1982 this 

distinction can be made, at least in northern Belize,on the 

basis of stone tool types (Hester 1981). Additionally, in 

the whole lowland Maya region, the presence of chipped stone 

projectile points (of a size appropriate for arrows or 

darts) may date an assemblage to some time after the 

preclassic. 1 [MaCNeish has found projectile points in 

Belize which may date to preceramic times (e.g. MacNeish et 
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al. 1980: Figs.15,16); if these do prove to be very early in 

date, then the Preclassic may represent a 1500-year hiatus 

in manufacture and use of projectile points, at least in 

Belize. ] 

However, few types have in fact been found useful for 

chronology. Johnson (1976:16) pointed out that in the Altar 

de sacrificios report (Willey 1972), only five out of 71 

types were seen to have any distinct chronological position 

in the assemblage. In any case, the use of lithic types as 

chronological markers has been of little importance in the 

Maya area, where there are so many other sources of reliable 

dating, physiochemical and typological. 

In his 1965 review of artifacts from the Maya lowlands, 

Coe also noted that "the delineation of lithic complexes at 

a given site •.• is surely a desideratum but as surely a 

distant one until implements are as conscientiously 

recovered as ceramics" (1965:594). He then proceeded to 

offer an inventory of stone tools for the Peten-Belize 

region based on Classic-period material from Tikal which to 

at least some degree contradicts his suggestion that the 

tools have not been "conscientiously recovered"; there are 

in fact many items available for description and comparison. 

A relative neglect of stone tools in early excavations was 

only one element of the problem of analyzing lithic data: 

the Ricketsons, Kidder and J.E.S. Thompson were all 



conscientious collectors of stone tools from their sites 

(although debitage was not usually recorded or saved). 
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But during the 1970's, analyses of stone tools 

became more central to reports of archaeological work in the 

Maya area, with some scholars focussing exclusivelY on 

lithic studies (e.g. Rovner 1975 and Stoltman 1978). And 

in 1976, a Maya archaeological conference was held in Belize 

which was concerned directly with questions related to Maya 

lithics and current research related to stone tools in the 

Maya area (Hester and Hammond 1976). This first Maya 

lithic conference was held in Belize, the area in which the 

Maya lithic data base was to expand rapidly over the 

following decade, and where Maya lithic studies would become 

centrally important to the understanding of regional 

prehistory. 

NORTHERN BELIZE 

Colha 

In 1973, the British Museum-Cambridge University 

Corozal Project reported the presence of "flint workshops" 

associated with a ceremonial center at the site of Colha, 

northern Belize (Hammond 1973). In 1973, 1975 and 1976, 

surface reconnaissance and test excavations were carried out 

(Wilk 1976a, 1976b). In 1979, the Colha Project was 

initiated by Hester and Shafer under the auspices of the 
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University of Texas, and this work continued for several 

seasons (Hester 1979; Hester et al. 1980; Hester et al. 

1982; Shafer and Hester 1983). Colha has proved to be a 

site of great importance from two standpoints. First, the 

presence of huge amounts of lithic material in association 

with a monumental center and a large settlement beginning in 

the Preclassic period has raised the possibility of 

socioeconomic complexity surpassing what had generally been 

thought to be the case for Preclassic communities; indeed, 

Shafer and Hester (1983; 529) suggest "industrial-level mass 

production" beginning at 300 B.C. Secondly, the approach 

to lithic analysis has been dominated by concepts of the 

technology of reduction. 

As noted above, before extensive excavation began at 

Colha the deposits containing large quantities of lithics 

(the upper levels of which were visible on the surface of 

the site) were already labelled "workshops" (Wilk 

1976(a):152; wilk 1976(b):35). An early paper related a new 

and "enigmatic" lithic form (discovered during the 

preliminary studies) to a manufacturing procedure apparently 

unique to northern Belize, and developed a "processual 

model ••• to illustrate the manufacturing trajectory" in the 

course of which this lithic form was produced (Shafer and 

Hester 1979:18). This kind of interest in and understanding 

of the technology of tool production have shaped and colored 

all Colha publications. Thus, lithic items were classified 
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according to their position on a reduction trajectory, the 

end-point of which was a specific finished tool (Shafer 

1979:28-75); Roemer 1980:90; Shafer and Oglesby 1980:195-

219). The Colha analyses ar~ the latest, most comprehensive 

expression of the behavioral analysis originally 

demonstrated in Mesoamerica by Sheets at Chalchuapa, the 

theoretical basis of which was discussed by him in a 1975 

paper (Sheets 1975:378). 

In the case of Colha, the technological analysis has 

produced data which have then been used to describe elements 

of an economic system in northern Belize (Shafer and Hester 

1983). In essence, the quantity and quality of tools found 

at Colha (coupled with the natural occurrence of abundant, 

fine-quality chert raw material within and around the site) 

have been taken as evidence that the chert tools produced 

there were the products of specialist tool-makers and were 

intended for export to other northern Belizean communities 

in the Late Preclassic (and perhaps in the Classic period as 

well). Thus at least some sites in that region are labelled 

"consumer" communities for the Colha products. These sites 

include Cuello and those in the Pulltrouser Swamp area, 

among others. 

No comprehensive typological organization of the Colha 

lithic material has been presented up to this time. 

However, artifacts are for the most part categorized 

according to their position in the reduction trajectories 

-- - ----------
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involved in production of the large oval biface, the 

tranchet bit tool, and the macroblade (e.g. Shafer 1979). 

Figure 1 shows examples from Cuello of these three types, 

the most important items in the proposed exchange model for 

Late Preclassic northern Belize. The lithic types subsumed 

under the various production systems are listed in Appendix 

1L. 

Pulltrouser Swamp 

The Pulltrouser Swamp Project, undertaken in 1979, was 

primarily concerned with the question of the nature of 

prehistoric agriculture in the lowland Maya area. Ground 

patterns noted on aerial photographs of northern Belize 

suggested the possibility of prehistoric raised fields in 

the vicinity of Pulltrouser Swamp, and the project "was a 

pilot study designed principally to determine the nature and 

origins of the ground patterns found there" (Turner and 

Harrison 1983:4). Analysis by Shafer of the lithic 

assemblage from test excavations and settlement pattern 

surveys was undertaken with the objective of exploring the 

role of stone tools in lowland Maya agriculture, especially 

in the building and maintenance of raised fields (Shafer 

1983:213). The analysis is specifically a technological 

one (Shafer 1983:214), and "the artifacts were sorted on the 

basis of observable technological attributes" (p. 215). 

Secondly, a use-wear analysis was done, microscopically 
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examining edge damage and surface wear (pp. 216-218). 

Finally, functional assessments were made, based upon 

artifact form, wear patterns, and technology, and tools were 

assigned to one of two tool classes, formal or second-order 

(p. 218). 

As can be seen in Appendix 1M(a) , the chipped stone 

artifacts are organized primarily in terms of the Colha tool 

types(Shafer 1983:Table 12-1). Shafer notes the reason for 

this: " ..• The few recognizable formal chert tools in the 

collection were identical to those that were produced in 

Late Preclassic and Late Classic workshops at Colha .•. " (p. 

214) • Thus, among the highest-order divisions are "oval 

biface system", "tranchet-bit system", and the "macroblade 

system". The other major divisions are "miscellaneous" 

(i.e., not fitting into the Colha systems), "unifaces and 

flakes" (the latter only those flakes which do not fall 

under one of the Colha systems), "obsidian blade system", 

and "ground stone artifacts". 

The lithic analysis is directed by the "working 

hypothesis" that the chipped chert items seen at Pulltrouser 

were brought there as formal tools and were then modified by 

use, retouch and recycling (Shafer 1983:215). And the 

ultimate goal of the study is to help define the nature of 

economic relationships between Colha and the Pulltrouser 

Swamp sites (Shafer 1983:215). Thus, Shafer's is a 

processually oriented technological/behavioral analysis in 
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the tradition of Sheets and the post-1975 Mayan analysts, 

and organized along the same lines as Shafer's and others' 

studies at of the lithics at Colha. 

In this Pulltrouser lithic analysis, Shafer found that 

the recognizable formal tools were Colha types -

predominantly the large oval biface, the tranchet-bit tool, 

and the stemmed macroblade probably made at Colha and 

brought as completed tools to the Pulltrouser sites. There, 

the tools underwent extensive resharpenining, reworking and 

recycling. Wear patterns suggest that the oval bifaces were 

hafted and were used "in a chopping motion against soft, 

abrasive materials" (Shafer 1986: 242). Because the nature 

of local soil is consistent with the wear patterns seen on 

these tools, Shafer suggests that the oval bifaces were 

"blades for groundworking tools" (Shafer 1986: 242). The 

stemmed macroblades show a greater variety of wear patterns, 

and were probably used for a number of heavy-duty cutting 

and slicing tasks. The tranchet-bit tools were possibly 

brush-clearing or wood-working tools (Shafer 1986:243). 

Another study of the chipped stone tools from 

Pulltrouser Swamp was undertaken by McAnany (1986), with the 

goal of integrating a technological approach to lithics with 

the examination of "the sUbsistence base of society and a 

system of interpolity exchange" (vi). The typological 

organization used by McAnany for the Pulltrouser assemblage 

is shown in Appendix 1M(b). Here, there is (as in Rovner's 
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1975 analysis), a mix of technological and functional terms 

in the typology: e.g., "biface", "blade", "bifacial pick", 

"celt". McAnany finds, as did Shafer in the 1983 study, 

that "the overwhelming majority of formal tools are 

undistinguishable in raw material and form from the stone 

tools mass-produced at Colha" (p. 180). McAnany also 

looked at burning and post-depositional damage, type and 

location of tool breakage, recycling stage, polish 

(presence, intensity, and direction in relation to working 

edge), edge damage on formal tools, shape of recycled tool 

fragments, and edge damage on recycled tool fragments (pp. 

183-187). 

Further, debitage including flakes was analyzed; 

Appendix 1M(b) shows the debitage typology. Specific 

attributes observed on debitage (in most cases flakes or 

flake fragments) were raw material, burning and post

depositional damage, platform scar count, platform 

morphology, C-shaped stepped scars on platforms, 

platform/dorsal face polish; platform/dorsal face edge 

damage or core edge damage, dorsal scar count, percentage of 

cortex on dorsal side of flakes, type of flake termination, 

flake retouch ("marginal flake scars deeper than 2 mm") , and 

flake utilization (pp. 189-191). 

McAnany's study, focussed on the socioeconomic system 

in which the Pulltrouser communities participated, found 

those sites to play a consumer role in that system with 
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respect to Colha lithic types. She finds no evidence that 

the oval bifaces, tranchet-bit tools, or stemmed macroblades 

were made at Pulltrouser, but does note evidence that these 

items were imported as complete tools, then extensively 

recycled. In addition, this tool exchange network was a 

highly stable one from Late Preclassic through Late Classic 

times (McAnany 1986:223-259). 

Cerros 

Cerros is a Preclassic Maya site located on a narrow 

spit of low-lying, swampy land near the northernmost point 

of Belize, on Chetumal Bay, and was originally described by 

Hammond (1973). Extensive excavation was undertaken in 1974 

and continued through 1981 (Friedel 1979; Robertson and 

Freidel 1986). 

The lithics at Cerros have been studied by Mitchum 

(1983, 1986) and by Lewenstein (1987). Mitchum's analysis 

of the Cerros lithics is a descriptive study of a mostly 

Preclassic assemblage using a typology based on formal types 

from Colha and elsewhere in the Maya lowlands; this typology 

is shown in Appendix 1N(a). The types are grouped into 

three "general tool classes": bifacially worked tools, 

plano-convex tools "produced from large blade (macroblade) 

blanks", and "small flake and blade tools" (Mitchum 

1986:105). Thus, "although the tool categories are similar 

to those generally used in Maya lithic studies, they have 
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been grouped to reflect the technological sequences used the 

tool manufacture" (p. 105). 

Mitchum finds two distinct reduction sequences 

represented by the Cerros tools, one for biface production, 

and one for macroblade tool production (Mitchum 1986:105). 

The standard Colha types, the oval biface, the tranchet-bit 

tool, and the stemmed macroblade ("planoconvex tanged 

dagger") characterize the Late Preclassic Cerros deposits, 

and there is little primary tool manufacture at this 

location, with considerable evidence of late-stage biface 

reduction and resharpening (111). 

Lewenstein's study of the Cerros lithics was a 

functional study involving an experimental program, in which 

replicas of archaeologically known tool types were used for 

various tasks, producing use-wear which was then compared to 

wear on the archaeological examples from the site of Cerros. 

Lewenstein describes her analysis as "aimed at the economic 

reconstruction of the prehistoric community" (p. 8). For 

one typology, Lewenstein uses undefined but familiar types 

similar to those used by Mitchum (1986) and related to the 

types found at Colha; Appendix 1N(b) lists these types as 

used by Lewenstein. The emphasis in this study, however, 

is not on tool form but on the characteristics of use loci; 

there may be none, one, or several of the latter on one 

particular stone tool or piece of debitage (pp. 139-140). 

Thus, in fact, there are two classes of typologies used in 

-------- ----
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this study. The first includes the "formal" typology, as 

noted previously. This typology class also includes another 

set of types based upon degree of retouch (Appendix 1N(b) 

which is used to examine edge angles and location of retouch 

(Lewenstein 1987:169,172). The second class is composed of 

two typologies of function formulated on the basis of use

wear morphology: the forms of flake scarring, striation, 

and polish which can be related to specific uses of tools 

and to specific materials on which the tools were used. The 

typologies of function used by Lewenstein are shown in 

Appendix 1N(c). Lewenstein's work is an excellent example 

of the use of typologies designed for a specific research 

purpose (Jelinek 1976). 

A number of generalizations emerged from Lewenstein's 

very detailed studies. First, there was a decline in the 

importance of formal tool types from early Late Preclassic 

to Late Postclassic times; by the end of the Late 

Preclassic, Cerros residents were using more ad hoc tools 

and fewer tools of formal morphological type, such as the 

Colha types (Lewenstein 1987: 164-65). Secondly, wood 

processing was the most important function for stone tools 

throughout the history of the Cerros community (165). It 

is also noted that at Cerros, at least, "substantial numbers 

of slicing/cutting tools provide the best indicator of a 

domestic locus" (194). Finally, Lewenstein concludes that 

there is an unusually high proportion of tools showing use 
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wear at Cerros (as compared to other sites) and that this, 

coupled with the absence of primary manufacturing debris, 

suggests that Cerros residents did not make tools as 

frequently as they used, recycled, and discarded them 

(Lewenstein 1987:194). 

other sites 

Two other major archaeological projects in northern 

Belize have not yet published analyses of lithic material. 

The sites, Nohmul (Hammond 1983; Hammond et ale 1985, 1987; 

Hammond et ale 1988) and Lamanai (Pendergast 1981) are 

important ones and the lithic analyses will be equally 

important. 

Lithics from 11 sites were examined by Andresen (1976; 

1983). The descriptive typology is based upon technological 

factors (stages of reduction) and upon (presumed) function; 

the typology is shown in Appendix 10. This is quite similar 

to Mitchum's approach to the study of the Cerros lithics as 

discussed previously. 

Andresen suggests that lithics from all these sites 

(ranging from Preclassic to Postclassic in date) provide 

evidence that initial reduction of chert cores and nodules 

probably took place at quarry sites (such as Colha), and the 

resultant blanks and large blades were distributed 

throughout the region for further reduction into tools. He 

also notes that scraping and cutting tools are the most 
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common implements in the collection (Andresen 1976:172) and 

that in terms of morphology, 85% of the lithics are non-tool 

items: cores, debitage, blanks, waste flakes and the like 

(156). Andresen's illustrations show a stemmed macroblade 

(Figure 6C) and a possible oval biface (Figure 7c). 

MacNeish and others have recently analyzed lithics from 

sites in northern Belize thought to be preceramic (MacNeish 

1981, 1982; MacNeish and Nelken-Terner 1983; Mac Neish et 

al. 1980). The typology used to organize this very diverse 

material is shown in Appendix 1P; like Mitchum's, Rovner's, 

Willey's, Andresen's and others typological schemes, this is 

based upon a mixture of technological and (assumed) 

functional attributes. A use-wear study, with a 

replication and experimental use program, was developed as 

well in 1983 (MacNeish and Nelken-Terner 1983:11). 

ANALYSIS OF FLAKES IN THE LOWLAND MAYA AREA 

The present study of lithics from Cuello is based upon 

data derived from an analysis of chert flakes, and 

discussion and interpretation of results in the following 

chapters will involve comparisons with flake data (as well 

as other kinds of lithic data) from other northern Belizean 

sites. In general, flake data are accumulating rapidly 

from the lowland Maya area, even though work with debitage, 

and in particular with flakes, is a fairly recent 



development in this region, and indeed in Mesoamerica 

overall. 

The value of detailed analyses of chipped stone 
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debitage the byproducts of manufacture and sharpening of 

stone tools -- is just beginning to be recognized by Maya 

archaeologists, and there are really no studies of flakes, 

per se, until after 1978. 

In general, flakes and other debitage have not been 

analyzed in Maya lithic studies. In Ricketson's treatment 

of the Uaxactun lithics, flakes are classed in the category 

of "implements with no secondary chipping"; obsidian and 

"flint" "chips" are grouped together and are not counted or 

otherwise described. In this report, there is also an 

evaluation of chronological variation in the occurrence of 

flake debitage, as well as some contextual information for a 

few special deposits, such as caches under stelae (Ricketson 

and Ricketson 1937:183-187). Thompson reported the 

occurrence of flint or chert flakes in caches at San Jose 

(1939:170, 185, 189), and Coe notes the presence of unworked 

flakes in caches at Piedras Negras (Coe 1959:24, 30), 

otherwise mentioning flakes only in passing. 

Kidder defines "chips" and "flakes" separately in his 

1947 Uaxactun report (p. 5), the latter probably being what 

would today probably be called flake tools, and the former 

being un retouched flakes (although, as Rovner points out, 

the meaning of Kidder's terms remains unclear (1975:40». 
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Kidder says nothing further about chips and flakes, except 

for a brief discussion of obsidian "flake-blades", which are 

described in a general way, but only those from burials are 

counted and discussed (p.20). 

Chert flakes were collected by Hammond at Lubaantun 

and analyzed by R. M. Jacobi with regard to flake 

morphology, reduction stage, and utilization (Hammond 

1975:337-338). The majority of these flakes (75%) are 

unretouched, and only a very few are felt to relate to 

biface thinning. About 7% of the flakes and 2 of the 5 

blades show utilization wear, while 4 out of 5 of the blades 

are retouched, and about 4% of the flakes are retouched or 

very heavily damaged (338). 

Rovner notes the presence of flake and blade debris 

and their occurrence at Dzibilchaltun and in the Rio Bec 

area (1975:46,58,60), but presents no further analysis of 

flake types or distribution chronologically or spatially. 

stoltman (1978) does consider flakes in his analysis of 

lithics from Becan, dividing them into four classes and 

examining the distribution of these classes chronologically 

and spatially in the site (Table 5). Among chert flakes, 

Stoltman found that over 35% retained cortex over at least 

half of the exterior surface. He also notes that these 

decortication flakes occurred with surprisingly high 

frequency in "elite" residential districts (Stoltman 1978: 

12), and suggests that a good deal of "non-elite" activity 
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may occurred on a daily basis in Maya ceremonial centers 

(12). In terms of the distribution of flake types, it was 

found that hillside houses and terraces had fewer 

decortication flakes than other loci, and that the secondary 

flakes found in hillside house and terrace contexts reflect 

maintenance and reshaping activities rather than primary 

stages of manufacture (13). Stoltman suggests that the 

residents of Becan trimmed chert nodules carefully at the 

quarry sites "before transporting them up to their 

relatively remote houses" (12). 

From Colha, there is one detailed analysis of a sample 

of about 800 flakes (Nash 1980). Here, several attributes 

"assumed to be reflective of changes in manufacturing 

strategies" (p. 333) were observed and their distribution 

among three lithic workshops presented. Shafer and Hester 

have observed that there were many flakes at site workshops: 

"The matrix in these deposits of workshop debris contains 

almost exclusively flaking debitage, discarded implements 

broken during the course of manufacture, or exhausted 

manufacturing tools ••• " (1983:523). In the preliminary 

site reports from Colha, Shafer and others present various 

data rel·ating to frequency of flake types from specific 

excavation loci. The results of the Colha flake studies 

will be discussed in more detail in the following chapters, 

especially in comparison with specific flake data from 

Cuello. 
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Lewenstein examined flakes for evidence of use-wear at 

Cerros (1986:139), and those on which use-wear were found 

she calls "casual flake tools" (p.156) or "ad hoc" 

implements (p. 155). Mitchum reports a preliminary 

analysis from a Late Preclassic midden (Operation 1); no 

specific quantities or types are presented, but it is noted 

that the "two most common types of debris are biface 

trimming flakes from late stage biface reduction and biface 

resharpening flakes" (1986:111). 

From Pulltrouser, Shafer (1983) and McAnany (1983) both 

note the presence of flakes and other debitage. Shafer 

classifies flakes within the oval biface and tranchet bit , 

systems or in a separate "debitage" category, in the case of 

flakes that do not appear to fit within one of the reduction 

trajectories (p. 215). Those in the latter, debitage, 

category, are further examined and divided into types based 

first on raw material and then on hypothesized hammer type; 

spatial distribution among the Pull trouser excavations are 

noted (Shafer 1983:Table 12-2). McAnany notes that 

"debitage, as a class of data, is much more diagnostic of 

lithic reduction stage than are the stone tools themselves" 

(1983:232), and goes on to present several kinds of data 

derived from flakes (Table 22; Table 23). These Pulltrouser 

data, and other data from flakes in the northern Belizean 

area will be further discussed in the following chapters, 

and results compared with flake data from Cuello. 
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SUMMARY 

The study of lowland Maya lithics, as is the case for 

Mesoamerican lithic studies in general, has become of 

increasing importance in the past 20 years, and has profited 

from both the accumulation of data and the institution of 

"new" approaches based upon technological and use-wear 

considerations (with historical roots in earlier studies 

such as Ricketson's and Holmes', among others). Some 

sUbstantive progress has been made in identifying the 

geographical and temporal distribution of certain formal 

types, and in describing manufacturing techniques for these 

and other formal types. 

Studies of flakes (and of other debitage) have lagged 

behind those of "tools", but relevant data are slowly 

becoming available, and are certainly critical to any 

understanding of the dynamics of stone tool production, 

exchange, and use in the Maya area. 

The chapters that follow will present a more detailed 

examination of the results of some of the investigations 

carried out in northern Belize in the past 10 years, and 

then offer a discussion of research purposes, methods and 

results of a study of some chert flakes from Cuello, Belize. 

The Cuello flake study, which addresses a particular set of 

questions currently of interest in the northern Belize 
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region, is formulated and carried out in the context of the 

particular history of Maya lithics. It is based upon an 

understanding of formal tool types derived from the 

information presented by earlier researchers, as well as 

upon an application of knowledge, accumulated by 

archaeologists in the Maya area and elsewhere, about the 

technology of stone tool production. 

Notes 
1. Small points suitable for tipping arrows must be 
distinguished from large stemmed blades sometimes called 
"points" and found in Early Middle Preclassic through 
Classic contexts at Cuello and other sftes (Willey et al. 
1965:422-23). This latter type cannot be, as Sheets 
suggested (1976), a marker for the lowland Protoclassici it 
is present in Belize perhaps 1000 years before that era. 
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CHAPTER III: THE PRODUCER-CONSUMER MODEL FOR STONE TOOL 
EXCHANGE IN NORTHERN BELIZE 

INTRODUCTION 

The extensive archaeological work at Colha since 

1979, reported in preliminary form (Hester 1979; Hester et 

ale 1980; Hester et ale 1982) and in a summary article 

(Shafer and Hester 1983) has had as focus the study of Colha 

as a tool-producing center, particularly in the Late 

Preclassic and Late Classic eras. Further, it has been 

suggested that tools made at Colha were then circulated 

throughout northern Belize (and perhaps elsewhere), with the 

community at Colha controlling the flow of these items; this 

is what I have termed the Producer-Consumer Model for 

northern Belize. The craft specialization of stone tool 

manufacture, and the economic system of regional exchange 

which grew around it, have been discussed in a number of 

pUblications (Fowler 1984; Marcus 1983: Mitchum 1986; 

Lewenstein 1986; Shafer 1986). Given the possible 

importance of regional trade in the development of complex 

society (Brumfiel and Earle 1987), it is of interest to 

examine more closely the northern Belize Producer-Consumer 

model as outlined by Hester and Shafer and to discuss the 

evidence presented as well as the conclusions drawn from it. 

Figure 2 shows the locations of northern Belizean sites 

referred to in the following chapters. 
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PRODUCER 

As described above, survey and excavation have been 

carried out at Colha, in northern Belize, since the early 

1970's (Hammond 1973). In 1983, Shafer and Hester 

summarized this work and presented their evaluation of the 

nature of the site and of the significance of the 

discoveries there (Shafer and Hester 1983). It is their 

belief that the archaeological data give a picture of 

"industrial-level mass production" beginning "around 300 

B.C." (1983:519). Furthermore, the workshops represent 

"the most tangible evidence of material craft specialization 

yet documented in the lowlands", although whether full- or 

part-time specialization is not clear (Shafer and Hester 

, 1983:539). 

The mounded lithic debris found at Colha has, from the 

beginning of work at the site, been taken as the 

archaeological residuum of "workshops" (e.g. wilk 1976a), 

and although wilk (1977) suggested that the final products 

of the workshops could have been wooden items (p.7), the 

large oval bifaces, tranchet-bit tools and macroblades 

(among other lithic items) have been assumed to be the most 

important end products of the Colha workshops: 
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There could be other specializations in addition 
to chert tool production that coexisted at Colha because of 
the immediate and abundant supply of chert tools, but there 
is no tangible evidence of craft specialization other than 
stone tool production (1983:535). 

In 1976 Hester referred to Colha as a "major Maya 

chert-working center" (1976:16), and in 1979 Hester and 

others referred to the "lithic workshops" to be excavated in 

that season (Hester et al. 1979:3). Some elements of the 

socioeconomic arrangements represented by the archaeological 

data were also discussed in the first preliminary field 

report (Hester 1979): 

Already it is clear that a highly organized lithic 
production industry was present at Colha in Late Preclassic 
times ••• There is evidence of a systematic production system, 
and a surprisingly limited set of tool forms being produced. 
However, it is clearly a mass production situation, 
especially in the Late Preclassic, and large quantities of 
adzes, celts and stemmed blades were apparently exported to 
other Maya centers (Hester et al. 1979: 6). 

Interestingly, however, there is evidence that at 

least some of the tools being manufactured at Colha were 

being used at Colha: Shafer and Hester refer to the 

"frequent occurrence of exhausted formal tools in mound 

rubble and midden deposits" (1983:535). And although Shafer 

and Hester comment that "patterned recycling of broken or 

exhausted formal tools" is not evident in the Colha 

workshops (1983:535), Shafer (1979) had earlier noted that 9 

out of 77 triangular bifaces from Operation 2001 (an early 

Postclassic workshop) "were recycled and used as edge 
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abrading tools", and that from Operation 2006 (a Late 

Preclassic workshop) there are "six exhausted celts which 

represent the exhausted end of the oval biface system" and 

notes that other specimens (number not specified) show 

evidence of use: 

continuous 'use of other celts, especially those with 
more acute edge angle, resulted in their gradual reduction 
in length. This reduction is enhanced by the frequent 
removal of flakes on both sides from use impact. Edge 
battering, the removal of expanding flakes terminating in 
hinge or step fractures, edge polish and striations 
perpendicular to the edge and surface polish near the poll 
end along flake scar ridges from hafting are all 
characteristic wear patterns (Shafer 1979:60). 

In addition, wear patterns found on tranchet bit tools, also 

from operation 2006, and on macroblade tools are discussed 

(Shafer 1979:61, 71), although the percentage of tools 

showing use wear is not given. 

CONSUMERS 

Shafer and Hester (1983) suggest that "on-site 

consumption .•• does not account for all of the implements 

produced at Calha" (p. 536). They note that their 

examination of lithics from Cuello, Pull trouser Swamp sites, 

Cerros, and Kichpanha revealed that the "vast majority of 

formal tools were manufactured from Calha-like cherts" and 

that "these tools exhibit manufacturing techniques, such as 

the tranchet, that are characteristic of Calha production" 

(p. 537). 
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These observations suggest a strong possibility that the 
major consumption area for the Colha production was beyond 
the chert-bearing zone to the north ••• This suggests to us 
that the majority of the Late Preclassic Colha lithic 
production was entering an intersite exchange system (p. 
537) . 

Shafer and Hester note that the exact nature of 

the mechanism by which tools produced at Colha might have 

been distributed to other sites is uncleari with regard in 

particular to the Late Preclassic they comment: 

We have posited elsewhere in this paper that Colha was 
a major center for the production and distribution of chert 
artifacts during the Late Preclassic period. Its status 
with regards to other Late Preclassic centers or settlements 
such as Cuello, Cerros, K'axob, Tibaat, Kichpanha, Nohmul 
and possibly even Lamanai (among others), is unknown but we 
have observed Colha-like production items dominating the 
chert assemblages at all but the last site mentioned. It is 
indeed possible that each of these sites produced some 
specialized product and participated in a regional 
interaction sphere such as that proposed by Freidel (1979). 
The assemblages of secular artifacts were distributed 
through some type of regional exchange network but the type 
of network and mechanisms of exchange are unknown. We favor 
Colha as being the locale of regional exchange for chert 
items in the Late Preclassic period since it is the 
industrial center for chert tool production (1983:538). 

Taking a more specific view of the exchange mechanisms 

involved, Potter (1982) in a study of a nonworkshop locus at 

Colha, refers to the Late Preclassic "centralized control of 

regional trade" by Colha (p. 117). 

In their analyses of lithics from the Pull trouser Swamp 

sites, both Shafer(1986) and McAnany(1986i 1988) conclude 

that those assemblages of stone tools are dominated by 

whole, broken, and recycled Colha types, imported as 
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finished tools from Colha. McAnany comments that "the 

remains of the wetland farmers of Pulltrouser Swamp provide 

an unparalleled opportunity to study both the process of 

agricultural intensification and the economics of a regional 

stone tool exchange network" (1986:6). She notes that one 

of the goals of her analysis of the lithics from Pulltrouser 

Swamp will be to demonstrate lithe presence of a regional 

stone tool exchange network" and to examine lithe consumer 

role of Pulltrouser Swamp in that network" (p. 7). 

Shafer describes his approach to the Pulltrouser 

lithics as follows: 

The working hypothesis for the lithic analysis is that 
the chert artifacts were first introduced into the 
Pulltrouser consumption sphere as formal tools ..• The chert 
tools underwent a transformation from the formal tools to 
their present state through a reduction continuum due to 
use, retouch, and recycling. If the Pulltrouser lithic 
collection can be shown to represent an example of the 
consumption end of the Colha-related production-exchange
consumption system, these findings will contribute 
significantly both toward the development of a useful lithic 
taxonomy for the portion of the Maya lowlands and toward our 
understanding of the socioeconomic context of Colha 
(1986:215). 

This hypothesis has been widely accepted as an accurate 

picture of at least one aspect of economic relationships in 

northern Belize (e.g. Marcus 1983). 
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DISCUSSION: COLHA AS PRODUCER 

Mallory (1986) suggested that the Colha evidence is 

not, in fact, indicative of lithic workshops. His argument 

is based upon an attempt to quantify output at the various 

Colha loci, and a subsequent suggestion that relatively few 

tools were actually produced in each year of the Late 

Preclassic and Late Classic eras. Shafer and Hester (1986) 

responded with a presentation of figures suggesting that, on 

the contrary, the many Colha workshops produced literally 

millions of tools over the relevant periods. It is 

difficult to evaluate these arguments, given uncertainties 

about the actual periods of time over which the debris 

mounds accumulated (Shafer and Hester 1983:538), as well as 

about the means of estimating tool output from debitage, 

especially for the biface and macroblade systems (Shafer and 

Hester 1983:529; Shafer and Oglesby 1980:215). However, 

the sheer mass of lithic material from Colha is certainly 

impressive and unequalled in the Maya area (lowland or 

highland); whatever was happening at Colha in the Late 

Preclassic and Late Classic periods, it involved tremendous 

quantities of chipped stone tools. 

On the other hand, there are some disturbing elements 

in the assignment of the Colha lithic phenomena to the very 

specific category of lithic workshops. In 1976 
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archaeological work that had been done at Colha was 

extremely limited in scope, yet Colha was already being 

described as a "chert working center" by Hester (1976), and 

despite Wilk's opinion to the contrary (1977) by 1979 this 

assumption was guiding all archaeological research at the 

site (Hester et al. 1979). 

Sheer masses of lithic debris may, in themselves, be 

interpreted in a variety of ways. Large quantities of 

debitage literally on top of an abundant raw material source 

may occur as a result of (for example) exploitation of the 

resource by large numbers of people from a wide region over 

a long period of time; use (perhaps profligate use) of the 

raw material to make tools which are then used to make other 

items for local or distant consumption; specialized 

production of tools from the raw material for export (as 

hypothesized by Shafer and Hester). Doubtless there are 

other possible explanations. 

It is interesting that there are some hints that lithic 

debris mounds tend to occur as spatially isolated phenomena 

in the Late Preclassic but to be associated with residential 

structures in the Classic period (Shafer and Hester 

1983:522). If there is such a change in site pattern over 

time, it might indicate a change in the infrastructure 

associated with the workshops: for example, the isolated 

mounds might represent the remains of work done by people 

from other communities (perhaps with kinship connections to 
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Colha residents) coming to the Colha locale to obtain stone 

tools or to make other items using those tools, while debris 

closely associated with residences might suggest a more 

exclusive relationship between tool manufacture and Colha 

residents themselves. This kind of contextual data are 

not, by and large, yet available from Colha. 

The occurrence of exhausted tools within the debris 

mounds is not accounted for by the lithic workshop model. 

In fact, the presence of complete tools from the various 

production systems in the lithic mounds at Colha itself is 

not really very well accounted for by this model: Why 

should any usable items be retained in the lithic workshop 

area? Shafer (1979) notes that most of the specimens of 

bifaces from several workshops are "failures" (p. 37), that 

is, tools broken in the course of manufacture and discarded 

on the spot, but no exact figures are given in this 

preliminary report. It would be of interest to know the 

ratio of complete to broken tools and of exhausted to broken 

tools, and to compare these ratios among the various Colha 

loci (for example, residential structures and workshops). 

Another problem is that Shafer (1979) has attributed 

all tool breakage at Colha to manufacturing failures, but it 

is not quite clear on what basis (other than his own --

considerable experience in flint-knapping) he identifies 

them as such. 
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We have few data, for example, about the relative 

dimensions of broken specimens and complete ones which would 

demonstrate that the broken items are larger (thicker, 

longer and wider) than the complete specimens -- evidence 

that would tend to support the technological relationship 

Shafer proposes. Some data on the dimensions of "laurel 

leaf bifaces" are presented in the 1979 preliminary report 

(Shafer 1979: Table 2); the picture presented is unclear. 

Stage 1 items are said to "represent failures in the early 

portion of the reduction continuum"; Stage 2 are "further 

reduced and begun to assume identifiable form with regards 

to stem configuration" and Stage 3 bifaces "represent either 

failures near the end of the trajectory or rejected 

completed specimens" (p. 43). The figures shown indicate 

that the length range of Stage 1 bifaces includes some items 

considerably shorter than some Stage 3 bifaces (90 versus 

126 mm), and that some stage 1 items are thinner than some 

Stage 3 items. In terms of average sizes, mean length of 

Stage 1 items is greater than mean lengths of Stage 2 and of 

some Stage 3 items, but actually less than other Stage 3 

items. Thickness ranges of all three categories overlap, 

although the mean of stage 1 is greater than that of Stage 

2, which is turn is greater that that of stage 3 items. 

The last pattern is the ideal in a reductive system such as 

the Laurel Leaf Biface System that Shafer proposes here. 

More complete quantitative data from this and other 
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the figures, would be of interest. 
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In addition it would seem important to demonstrate that 

broken specimens identified as manufacturing failures have 

been examined for signs of use-wear or hafting wear and show 

none. 

Further, it would be interesting to know how patterns 

of breakage (i.e. type of break, dimensions and kinds of 

tool fragments) compare among the workshop and residential 

loci; Potter notes that among bifaces from the Middle 

Preclassic residential midden at Operation 2012 "proximal 

fracture is very common"(no specific figures are given) and 

that this is the result of a high degree of stress in tool 

use and, alternatively, is "at least partially the result of 

purposeful fracturing and removal of the tool from its haft 

when no longer serviceable" (Potter 1982:116). It may be, 

of course, that the kinds and amounts of breakage among 

workshop debris is very different from those at other Colha 

loci, but these data have not as yet been presented. 

There are some quantitative lithic data from Colha. In 

1980 Shafer and Oglesby reported the numbers of tools from 

test excavations in Operation 4001, a "debitage mound" 

probably Middle and Late Preclassic in date; the excavations 

involved a 5 M X 5 M pit dug in 20 cm arbitrary levels and 

sorted with the use of a 1/4-inch screen. "Diagnostic 

material" was separated from "waste flake debitage". 
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Tranchet flakes, byproducts of the manufacture or sharpening 

of tranchet bit tools (Shafer 1976), dominate the 

assemblage, making up 95% of items counted. (Again, note 

that other kinds of flakes were not counted.) Tranchet bit 

tools, on the other hand, account for only 1% of the total, 

and it appears that the tranchet tools themselves were being 

used (or at least discarded) at other locales. A similar 

pattern is seen at operation 2006 (Late preclassic), where 

72% of counted artifacts are tranchet bit flakes and there 

are no tranchet bit tools (Shafer 1979). Here, then, are 

some sUbstantive supportive data for the lithic workshop 

model. However, it must be remembered that there are no 

data here to show where the tranchet bit tools were taken or 

within what kind of socioeconomic system they were moved. 

DISCUSSION: THE CONSUMER SITES 

On the consumer side of the model, some of the same 

problems are found: an a priori assumption that all formal 

tools, or at least all tools of types like those found at 

Colha, were imported as finished tools from Colha, and some 

weaknesses in the presentation of specific data to support 

the assumption. 

In an early manuscript, Shafer and others described a 

collection of lithics from Cuello. The authors note that in 

looking at this collection they "wanted to gain the 
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experience of working with a collection of materials from a 

site where the tools were most likely consumed and not 

produced" (Shafer et al. 1980). Colha is referred to as 

"the production site" (Shafer et ale 1980). A group of 32 

"adzes" and bifaces are discussed as follows: 

Although the sample is small, it is interesting to 
compare it in general terms with the bifaces of Colha. At 
the production site (Colha), the celts are much larger as 
many are obviously specimens abandoned or broken during the 
manufacturing process, are preforms which were never 
finished, or are finished specimens never utilized. There 
may also be a temporal difference, in that many of t~e Colha 
celts are indeed worn and polished, but are larger and more 
uniform than the specimens from Cuello. The Cuello sample, 
by contrast, would represent the "consumer" end of the 
biface consumption process, with the battered pieces which 
so typify this assemblage being the literal "end of the 
line". 

However, specific comparisons of the dimensions of 

Colha tools with those of Cuello tools (or of tools from 

other "consumer" sites) are not presented in this paper. 

Such a comparison, to provide compelling evidence of 

meaningful differences between assemblages, would involve 

not simple presentation of mean dimensions for types, but 

rather some statistically significant result showing 

patterning in the data as a whole, controlling for temporal 

and contextual variation. But even in terms of basic 

descriptive data as to tool mean dimensions there has been 

as yet no systematic pUblication of data from Colha. There 

are some very general statements, e.g., that "finished 

specimens range from about 20 to 27 cm in length", and a few 

data relevant to selected tool types from some workshops. 
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other data as to relative frequency of tool types and 

of debitage are also lacking. In addition, Shafer's and 

others' assumption that Cuello represents the "consumer" end 

of a stone tool exchange system predates any examination of 

debitage; the absence of mounded "lithic workshop" loci at 

Cuello (and other northern Belizean sites) is taken as prima 

facie evidence th.at stone tools were not made within the 

community. However, aside from the fact that it is 

notoriously difficult to prove a negative, it is also a fact 

that mounds of lithics are lacking at all known lowland Maya 

sites with the exception of Colha, and outside of northern 

Belize this lack is not necessarily considered to be 

evidence for the absence of on-site stone tool manufacture. 

There are, of course, a number of alternative 

explanations for the existence at Cuello (and other sites) 

of tools similar (or even identical) to those found at 

Colha. Additionally, there are a number of related possible 

socioeconomic arrangements. Manufacture at Colha followed 

by export to other communities, with the whole system 

controlled by Colha, is one possible scenario. Another is 

that the similarities seen represent stylistic influences on 

local knappers, with no political involvement by Colha 

whatsoever. Table 2 shows some other possibilities. I do 

not suggest that this is a complete list of all 

possibilities; there are doubtless many others. 



TABLE 2: ALTERNATIVE EXPLANATIONS FOR THE PRESENCE 
OF COLHA-LlKE IMPLEMENTS AT CUELLO 

I. Local manufacture 
A. From nodules brought to site 

1. By individuals through 
a. purchase or trade 
b. clan-based social arrangements 
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2. By the community's officials or chiefs through 
a. purchase or trade 
b. other socioeconomic/political 

arrangements 
(e.g. Cuello, Cerros and Pulltrousr 

communities are satellites of Colha and are allotted a given 
number of nodules per year to make tools; e. g. periodic 
raids on Colha result in acquisition of nodules) 

B. From tool blanks brought to site 
1. By individuals through 

a. purchase or trade 
b. clan-based socioeconomic 

arrangements 
2. By the community's officials or chiefs 

through 
a. purchase or trade 
b. other socioeconomic/political 

arrangements 
(e.g. Cuello, Cerros and 

Pulltrouser communities are satellites of Colha and are 
allotted a given number of blanks per year to make toolsie. 
g. periodic raids on Colha result in acquisition of tool 
blanks) 

II. Import of finished tools 
A. By individuals through 

1. Purchase or trade 
2. Clan-based socioeconomic arrangements 
3. Theft 

B. By the community's officials or chiefs 
through 
1. Purchase or trade 
2. Other socioeconomic/political 

arrangements 
(e.g. Cuello, Cerros and Pulltrouser 

communities are satellites of Colha and are allotted a given 
number of tools per year; e.g. periodic raids on Colha 
result in tool acquisition) 

III. Various mixtures and variations of all of the above. 
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Shafer and Hester (1983) do not posit a specific 

sociopolitical structure for their proposed lithic regional 

exchange system, but Shafer and others working at. the site 

(e.g. Potter 1982) have seemed to favor a model involving 

centralized control of the system from Colha. Shafer has 

summarized his view of the situation during the Middle and 

Late Preclassic eras as follows: 

As demand for chert implements grew in the region, 
Colha came to exploit this resource 1n a commercial way by 
the Late Preclassic period. It is at this time that Colha 
became a major Late Preclassic center displaying four or 
five courtyards and monumental architecture. The 
significance of the settlements is presumably derived from 
the wealth gained by holding a monopoly on the chert 
production in the chert-bearing zone of northern 
Belize ••• The standardization in space and through time would 
seem to indicate a tightly administered community of craft
artisans who were passing their knowledge on from generation 
to generation presumably through kinship lines. (1980:34) 

However, he also notes that "placing Colha in such a 

regional system begs for socioeconomic data from other sites 

in northern Belize which is presently unavailable" 

(1980:35). 

By 1986, analysis of lithics from the Pull trouser Swamp 

sites provided some data. In reporting results of a study 

done at some of the Pulltrouser Swamp sites, McAnany (1986) 

offers data from an analysis of debitage as evidence to 

support the Producer-Consumer model, noting that: "The 

consumer role of Pulltrouser Swamp in an interpolity 

exchange network is suggested by the absence of debris 
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generated by tool production" (p.vii); and that: "By 

documenting the absence of lithic attributes referable to 

stone tool production at Pulltrouser Swamp, the presence of 

a regional exchange network is implicated" (p. 9). 

In terms of specific sociopolitical mechanisms for the 

exchange system, McAnany. suggests that the Pulltrouser Swamp 

communities and Colha "were within the spheres of different 

polities" (p. 267) and that "in the stone tool exchange 

network under study, commodities probably changed hands 

within the parameters of market exchange" (p. 269). 

It is in McAnany's Pulltrouser Swamp study that one 

finds sUbstantive data from lithic debitage analysis which 

bear upon the Producer-Consumer model. The data presented 

are described and discussed by McAnany (1986) as follows. 

When cores are sorted by raw material class, only 36% 
of the core material is of Colha chert; the other 64% is 
chalcedony. This latter material is available locally in 
pebble and small nodular form and is less frequently used in 
the production of formal tools ••• (231) 

The ratio of flakes to cores provides a gross measure 
of the degree to which the primary reduction of lithic 
material dominates the assemblage. A low ratio indicates 
that there are few flakes relative to cores, hence a more 
primary assemblage is indicated. A high ratio indicates 
just the opposite. The flake:core ratio for Colha chert is 
46:1 while the ratio for chalcedony is only 5:1. (231) 

Debitage, as a class of data, is much more diagnostic 
of lithic reduction stage than are the stone tools 
themselves ••• lf the Colha chert debitage is referable to 
tool production, then flakes should consistently be longer 
and thinner than chalcedony flakes and exhibit a higher 
percentage of platforms with multiple scars and negligible 
amounts of edge damage (232) ••• In contrast to the 
expectations for flake dimensions predicated under the 
assumption that most tools were produced locally, Colha 
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chert flakes are on the average only 23 mm long, and in 
fact, are slightly shorter than chalcedony flakes ••• In all 
other dimensions the chert flakes are smaller than the 
chalcedony flakes, particularly in thickness and overall 
size, thus reinforcing the tertiary nature of the chert 
debitage. Platform and dorsal scar counts display the 
opposite tendency and are considerably higher for the chert 
debitage th~n for the chalcedony. This pattern highlights 
the contrast between primary core reduction (in chalcedony) 
and tertiary reduction (in chert), possibly consisting of 
edge refurbishing (234). 

"Cortex is an attribute of debitage that is indicative 
of early stage reduction of lithic material ••. While 89% of 
the Colha chert debitage bears no cortical rind whatsoever, 
only 60% of the chalcedony flakes lack cortex •• (236). 

[F]or almost all time periods roughly 20% of the flakes 
terminate in a hinge or step fracture, with the hinge 
fractures being the most common. As expected, this pattern 
indicates a tendency toward moderately high levels of 
flintknapping error, and is illustrative of the lithic 
technology of a community spatially removed from the tool 
production loci. Thus, this pattern confirms the hypothesis 
of the entrenched nature of the exchange network. (251) 

All these statements are weakened by a relative lack of 

comparative data from the producer site at Colha. However, 

a few general comments can be made. 

First, it should be considered that the Pulltrouser 

communities are farther from the chert source than Colha, 

which is located literally on top of the source; this 

distance (about 35 km) alone could account for some of the 

characteristics of the lithic assemblage, such as the 

relative infrequency of cores. Additionally, it does not 

appear that there have been many cores found in the 

workshops at Colha itself; the earliest reductive stage 

present even at the workshops appears to have been large 

macroflake blanks, possibly due to the very large size and 



relative immobility of at least some of the outcropping 

chert nodules (Shafer and Hester 1983:521, 523). 
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The significance of a comparison between the lengths of 

Colha-material flakes and chalcedony flakes is not clear; 

flake size can also relate to core size, knapping techniques 

and desired end-product. The fact that Colha-material 

flakes are shorter than chalcedony might, for example, be 

due to the former being byproducts of biface reduction while 

the latter were end-products in themselves, destined to be 

used in their original struck form (observations about the 

relative occurrence of use-wear on flakes of the two 

materials would be interesting). 

The ratio of flakes to cores does not really provide a 

reliable measure of primary reduction in an assemblage, 

because of the importance of core size in this relationship. 

Comparison with some flake data from Colha workshops 

shows that the Colha-material flakes from Pulltrouser Swamp 

are, on the average, shorter than the workshop flakes (23 mm 

at Pulltrouser versus means of 29.7, 31.8, 29.5 and 24.6 

from four different loci at Colha). This is suggestive, but 

not conclusive. 

In terms of platform morphology, another comparison cam 

be made with the limited data available from Colha (Nash 

1980:Table 3). At Colha, cortical platforms account for 5% 

of the flake sample; at Pulltrouser Swamp this figure is 1% 

among flakes of Colha-like material. At Colha, "bifacial" 
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platforms are found on 26% of the flakes; at Pulltrouser, 

35% of flakes show "bifacial" platforms. (No data are 

available from Colha as to the number of dorsal scars seen 

on flakes.) This might suggest more intense resharpening of 

bifaces at the Pulltrouser Swamp communities than at Colha, 

and again this could perhaps most parsimoniously be 

explained by distance from source. Another possibility is 

that because of the nature of these agricultural 

communities, there was more intense usage and quicker 

dulling of tools at the Pulltrouser sites than at Colha. 

Regarding flakes showing cortex on exterior surface, a 

comparison can again be made with Colha. Nash (1980: Table 

6, Table 8) finds that from operations 1001, 2001 and 2006, 

86% of all flakes and 84% of chert flakes have no cortex at 

all on their exterio~ surfaces. This is somewhat different 

from the Pulltrouser Swamp figure (89% without any cortex 

among Co1ha-like flakes), but increased intensity of 

resharpening related to distance from the chert source could 

account for it. 

The incidence of step and hinge fractures among flakes 

from the Pulltrouser Swamp sites is an interesting group of 

data; there are no data from Colha with which to compare 

them. 

Finally, it has been noted that most of the flake 

debitage from Colha loci are also of a kind to be expected 

from relatively late-stage tool reduction: At operation 



2001 (Early Postclassic) "The debitage •• is composed 

predominantly of biface thinning flakes and 
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failures •• (Shafer and Hester 1979:22);"The largest 

proportion of flakes retaining striking platforms are 

functionally classified as thinning flakes ••• and account 

for 28% of the total sample" (Shafer 1979:52). In fact, 

since 71% of the total flake sample lacked platform 

(characteristics of which define the "thinning flake" in 

Shafer's term), it should be noted that of flakes having 

platforms, 97% are classified as thinning flakes (Shafer 

1979:Table 3). However, these figures come from a workshop 

dated later than the periods of most interest at Pulltrouser 

Swamp, which are the Late Preclassic and Classic. 

Shafer (1979) has also presented some flake data from 

operation 2006, dated to the Middle and Late Preclassic, 

apparently from a sUboperation different from that examined 

by Nash (1980). Here, 95% of flakes have no cortex (Shafer 

1979: Table 6), and of whole flakes, 98% are identified as 

"biface thinning flakes". 

Thus, simply in terms of the data thus far presented, 

it remains to be seen whether the Pulltrouser Swamp sites, 

identified as "consumers" in fact have lithic assemblages 

different in significant ways from the lithics found in the 

workshops at "producer" Colha. 

There are no relevant data from Cerros or the other 

sites mentioned as possible "consumers", except for those 



from Cuello, which will be presented in the following 

chapters. 
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In summary, it must be said that the Producer-Consumer 

Model, while offering one possible description of one 

element of the prehistory socioeconomic system in northern 

Belize, has not as yet been well-supported by sUbstantive 

data from Colha or from contemporaneous sites. That stone 

tools were being made at Colha, and on a rather large scale, 

can hardly be disputed. 

It may be that the Producer-Consumer Model is not a 

true picture of what was happening in northern Belize in the 

Late Preclassic and Early Classic periods. But in fact, at 

this time, based on the scientific evidence, very little can 

be said about Colha and its relationship to other regional 

communities. It is not the purpose of the present paper to 

present one particular alternative model for northen Belize 

economic relationships. Rather, some specific data have 

been selected from an analysis of flakes at Cuello; these 

data may be relevant to two basic questions of fact, and one 

question of interpretive significance: 

l)Were any tools being made at Cuello using chert from 

the Colha area, or were all Colha-material tools imported 

finished from Colha? Did this situation change over time? 

2)Were certain formal tool types, specifically bifaces, 

being made at Cuello from Colha materials, or were these 



brought into the Cuello community only in finished form? 

Did this situation change over time? 
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3)does the lithic assemblage provide any evidence as to 

the contemporary political, economic and social 

infrastructure in Preclassic northern Belize? 

Based on the data to be presented herein, I believe it 

is possible to answer tentatively as follows: Some tools 

were made within the Cuello community using local coarse 

cherts and chalcedonies as well as the fine-grained cherts, 

probably from the Colha source. This situation did not 

change over time, except possibly in the type of material 

preferred for the manufacture of bifaces. Formal tools of 

certain types may have been made at Colha and brought as 

finished products to Cuello, where they were resharpened and 

recycled as described by Shafer (1986) and McAnany (1986; 

1988) at the Pulltrouser Swamp communities. This economic 

situation may have changed over time, with the large-scale 

manufacture of large oval bifaces and tranchet-bit tools 

beginning in the Late Preclassic at Colha. Finally, the 

lithic data per se are not found to provide evidence as to 

the specific nature of the social, political or economic 

system or systems that prevailed in Preclassic Maya 

communities in Northern Belize. 
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CHAPTER IV: 
ARCHAEOLOGICAL RESEARCH AT CUELLO 

EXCAVATIONS 

The Corozal Ptsroject, under the direction of Norman 

Hammond, carried out the first excavations at Cuello in 

1975, as part of a broad assessment of prehistoric Maya 

occupation in northern Belize (Hammond 1975). A 

significant result of this first Cuello season was the 

discovery of a long stratified sequence of plaster floors 

and midden deposits in operation 17B, a 2 M by 2 M trench at 

the base of a small pyramid (Structure 35). Level 14 from 

this trench was an extended burial with a block of chert in 

place of a skull; partially burned wood from the grave 

yielded a radiocarbon date of 1020±120 b.c. (uncalibrated; 

Cambridge University Q1476). A subsequent radiocarbon 

determination from 17B suggested an occupation beginning in 

2050±155 b.c. (uncalibrated; UCLA 1985e), with Swasey 

complex pottery at that date in a primary midden at level 28 

(Hammond et al. 1976). Continuing work at the site and 

subsequent radiocarbon determinations have led to some 

revisions in the dating scheme for Preclassic levels at 

Cuello, and the current chronology is detailed in Table 3. 

However, the discovery of the first, earliest dates provided 

a primary (if not the only) motivation for extensive work at 

Cuello itself in 1976, 1978, 1979, 1980, and 1987, and for 



further archaeological exploration and excavation in 

northern Belize which still continues. 

TABLE 3: CUELLO CHRONOLOGY 

PERIOD 

Early Middle 
Preclassic 

Late Middle 
Preclassic 

Late Preclassic 

*14C calibrated 

CERAMIC COMPLEX 

swasey 
Bladen 

Lopez Mamom 

Chicanel 

From Andrews and Hammond (in press) 

DATES * 

1200-900 B.C. 
900-600 B.C. 

600-400 B.C. 

400-A.D. 250 

Figure 3 shows the area of Cuello that was excavated, 

including the small pyramid, structure 35 and the plaster 
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platform in front of it, Platform 34. Figure 4 shows the 

site grid and the areas of that grid which were excavated in 

various seasons. 

In 1976, excavation at Cuello consisted of two 

diagonally set 5 M by 5 M trenches (A and B in Figure 4), 

Operation 17F, in the occupation area on the front (east) 

side of the pyramid. This occupation area around and under 

structure 35 was designated Platform 34. Both trenches 

reached bedrock, and, like operation 17B, revealed a series 

of plaster floors, fill and middens. 
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In 1978, the excavation was considerably extended, with 

an area of 90 X 70 M staked out in a grid of 5 M squares. 

This area included the 1975 and 1976 excavations; operation 

17F of 1976 lay in squares 30/30 and 35/35, and Operation 

17B of 1975 was in the southwest corner of grid square 

30/30. During this third season Platform 34 and the pyramid 

atop itt structure 35, were further investigated, showing a 

sUbstantial Late Preclassic construction and same Early and 

Late Classic occupation. Grid 35/30 was excavated to 

supplement the 1976 excavations, which lay just to the south 

and east of it; Late Preclassic levels were removed, 

leaving earlier deposits for 1979 excavation. 

Excavations during the 1979 season were focussed on 

establishing the nature and extent of Swasey Phase 

occupation (Donaghey et ale 1979). In addition to rather 

widespread testing and excavation in and around Platform 34, 

two grid squares, 30/35 and 35/30, were excavated entirely 

to bedrock. These excavations confirmed the stratigraphic 

separation and priority of Swasey ceramics; in and below 

Phase III only Swasey ceramic types were present. 

In 1979 excavations were also done in structure 35, the 

pyramid on top of Platform 34, and consisted of a 2 M X 6 M 

trench and a 2 M X 4 M taken down to bedrock at the back 

(west) side of Structure 35, and another 2 M X 2 1-1 trench 

along the front (east) side, also to bedrock. The north 



face of structure 35 was partially cleared as well (Beetz 

1979). 
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In 1980, two additional 10 square-meter areas east of 

structure 35 were excavated (Kosakowsky 1983). The 

northernmost square was excavated down to the base of the 

Late Preclassic deposits, while the southern square was 

excavated to bedrock, again encountering Early Middle 

Preclassic (Swasey) levels. These main excavations were in 

grid squares 40/30, 45/30, 40/35, and 45/35 on the north, 

and grid squares 20/30, 25/30, 25/35, 20/35 on the south, 

using the grid established in 1978. 

In addition, some test excavations for settlement 

pattern was done in a l-km-square area around Platform 34. 

This consisted of two pits dug in each of 30 randomly chosen 

cells, each cell 50 M square (Hammond et al. 1981). 

Twenty-one randomly chosen mounds were also tested. 

An archaeobotanical flotation sampling program was 

established in 1978 and continued in 1979 and 1980, and 

identification of faunal remains was also done in each of 

these seasons. 

Excavation was based on natural stratigraphic levels 

within the arbitrarily designated horizontal grid. The 

vertical levels were thus determined by the deposits 

themselves, not arbitrarily. Figure 5 shows an east-west 

section from the 1976 excavations, and Table 4 describes the 

levels. 
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TABLE 4: SECTION FROM 1976 EXCAVATION 

DESCRIPTION: "Composite West-East section using the north 
section of area A and a mirror image of the south section of 
area B" (Donaghey et al. 1976:58; Figure 21). 

LEVEL NO. DESCRIPTION 

245 Limestone bedrock. 
230 Old ground surface, compact gray clay to 

compact gray-black soil containing pottery, chert, charcoal 
fragments. 

228/241 
233 
239 

date Q1572: 
218 

facing. 
226 
217 
174 

limestone. 
196/170 
169/136 

81 
124 

34 
30 
28 

a midden. 
25 
21 

2 
1 

Plaster floor. 
Plaster floor. 
Soil layer with charcoal, 

1810 +/- 85 b.c.). 
Curved dry-stone limestone 

Eroded plaster from 218. 
Plaster floor. 

chert, sherds (14C 

wall, plaster 

Plastered stone wall, undressed, unmortered 

Plaster floor (patio). 
Plaster floor. 

Intrusive soil with small plaster fragments. 
Burned dark soil with plaster fragments. 
Mass of stone and chert rubble, about 1 M deep. 
Limestone cobbles. 
Soil deposit with cultural materials, probably 

Rubble fill 
Plaster floor. 
Gray-brown clayey soil and limestone rubble. 
Dark soil with much root action disturbance. 

In sum, then, the excavated areas at Cuello were in and 

around a plaster platform capping a deep-lying series of 

occupation layers composed of plaster floors, fill, soil, 

and trash, all topped in turn by a small Late Preclassic 



period pyramid. The history of the community revealed by 

these layers is the subject of the following section. 

HISTORY OF THE COMMUNITY 
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The development of the prehistoric Maya community at 

Cuello, as understood in the light of excavations under and 

around Platform 34, will be summarized here from discussions 

by Hammond 1977a and 1977b, 1980, 1982, 1984; Hammond et al. 

1981; Hammond and Miksicek 1981; Kosakowsky 1983; Miksicek 

et ale 1981; and Andrews and Hammond n.d. 

The earliest signs of occupation at the Cuello site are 

three postholes cut into bedrock and refuse deposited 

directly on the old ground surface. In this period, 

designated phase 0, paleoecological data suggest the 

existence of rather limited milpa agricUlture, small cleared 

patches of land in dominant undisturbed monsoon forest. 

Three kinds of relatively small-eared maize were grown, and 

edible snails, marine oysters and scallops were also brought 

to the settlement, the latter for their meat or for their 

shells, or both. (The coastline today is 40 km from Cuello, 

and may have been closer at this early date.) Pinus 

caribaea, a pine savanna wood useful for torches and for 

construction, was apparently brought in from a distance of 

about 6 km. 

The earliest inhabitants of Cuello possessed a 

sophisticated ceramic technology far more developed than 
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contemporary ceramic types elsewhere in Mesoamerica. The 

earliest ceramic complexes in the New World date to about 

3200 b.c., with relatively sophisticated pottery perhaps 

originating in coastal South America: but the first well

made wares of Mesoamerica, dating to about 1700 b.c. on the 

Pacific coast, do not resemble the Early Middle Preclassic 

Swasey complex of Cuello, and the origins of this first Maya 

pottery are obscure. An indigenous development is likely, 

but evidence regarding the date and place of the transition 

from the preceramic to the pottery-making era is lacking. 

In the subsequent phase I, a subcircular structure with 

a projecting eastern portion (Feature 262) was built, as 

evidenced by postholes showing a single plaster floor laid 

on the old ground surface over a thin layer of limestone 

rubble. Posthole patterns suggest several successive 

superstructures, presumably of the pole and thatch variety. 

A circular hearth of fired clay was found within the area 

enclosed by the postholes. Just to the north of Feature 

262 was a contemporaneous structure, Feature 82, a apsidal 

building of similar construction about 6 m in width. 

subsistence and ecological data from phase I are similar to 

those from the previous phase. 

The sUbsistence and environmental evidence is 

relatively constant into phase II, with the addition of wild 

or tended avocado and crabboe (a pine savanna plant) and a 

possible increase in the quantity of marine shellfish 



utilized. Razorgrass from local swamps may have been 

brought in for thatching. 
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In this phase a more impressive structure, Feature 250, 

was built partly above the earlier Feature 262. Feature 

250 is a 8 M by 4 M curved substructure having aT-shaped 

access ramp sloping down into its interior, the ramp 

apparently flanked by screens of perishable material set 

into slots with upright posts. The building was refloored 

three times; the ramp and a low access step from the north 

were added into the second and third stages of construction. 

Phase III and IlIA saw the construction, directly over 

Feature 250, of a structure at least 11.5 M long and 6 M 

wide, Feature 220. This, the final building of the Early 

Middle Preclassic, was refloored five times after its 

initial construction, with wear on the floors suggesting 

sUbstantial time intervals between repairs. The posthole 

patterns also suggest concurrent replacements of a timber

framed superstructure. There are several human graves cut 

into Feature 220 (and into one another). North, across a 

patio, was another similar structure, Feature 59. Feature 

59 was a low platform with a perishable superstructure, 

perhaps 10 M long and 5 M wide, with a niche or step set 

into the edge of the platform at its south end. A third 

coeval building, Feature 230, lay to the east. 

Paleoecological data remain the same through phase III, 

and the lack of environmental change suggests a small stable 
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population living in sUbsistence equilibrium. But by the 

end of phase IlIA, the environment was probably changing. 

Increasing human manipulation is suggested by declining 

numbers of forest molluscs at Cuello, while cores from Lake 

Yaxha and Laguna Quexil in the Peten, about 140 km from 

Cuello, show, at about the same time, decreased arboreal 

pollen, increased grassland pollen, and increases in organic 

carbon and phosphorus, suggesting similar environmental 

trends elsewhere in the region: fewer trees and increased 

burning and clearing of forests. It is possible that a 

population increase at Cuello and elsewhere in the lowlands 

forced a shortening of the fallow cycle and an increase in 

the area under cUltivation at any given time. There is also 

evidence in this last Early Middle Preclassic phase for 

cUltivation of a tropical squash and the addition of 

allspice and hackberry to the inventory of utilized wild 

plants at Cuello. 

Phase III is distinguished by a change in ceramics: 

the Bladen complex, with new vessel forms and some 

decorative innovations, appears at this time. This pottery 

is related to the Xe ceramic sphere, with close similarities 

to ceramics from central Peten and Pasion River drainage 

sites, although some regional variation remains (Kosakowsky 

and Valdez 1982). In addition, jade and obsidian imported 

from the highlands are seen for the first time. Thus, there 

is evidence that by about 800 b.c. Cuello had significant 
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contact with other communities in a broad region. Finally, 

the appearance of pottery figurines for the first time in 

phase III suggests some ideological or cultural change 

during that period. 

It is interesting that through all of the Early Middle 

Preclassic period, phases I through IlIA, the maize grown is 

quite similar to types of coeval and later date (850 b.c. to 

220 a.d.) from the Peruvian coast. This was probably a 

lineage adapted to humid lowlands which developed in Central 

America and later spread south. 

By contrast, in Cuello phase IV, in the Late Middle 

Preclassic period, new, larger types of maize appear, 

related much more closely to highland Mexican types. These 

probably represent improvements in the original Early Middle 

Preclassic strains and hybridization with highland maize. 

Such manipulation of the staple crop hints at an increasing 

population with concomitant pressure on the subsistence 

base. other paleoecological data support a scenario of 

decreasing monsoon forest and increasing cultivated land. A 

tree snail preferring open habitats, and wood types which 

flourish in post-cultivation regrowth, are found for the 

first time in this phase, and abundant squash rind is also 

present. 

Architecturally, phase IV continues the established 

Early Middle Preclassic pattern of plaster-plat form-based 

houses with perishable superstructures, grouped around a 
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central courtyard. However, there is a probable expansion 

of the occupation space at both the north and south ends of 

Platform 34. Feature 220 was destroyed and over its core 

and 2 M south of its front facade Feature 200, an ll-M-Iong 

structure, was built. This building was resurfaced several 

times during the Late Middle Preclassic and contained a 

number of human burials dating to each reconstruction 

episode. 

Cuello's Middle Preclassic Lopez Mamom ceramic complex, 

like the preceding Bladen complex, shows some similarities 

to other lowland Maya sites, but with marked regional 

variation persisting. At the same time, there is evidence 

of increasing standardization in pottery manufacture, as is 

also the case for Peten sites during this era. 

At about 300 b.c. Feature 200 was destroyed by fire; 

scorch marks in the plaster floor suggest that burning 

timbers fell into the adjacent courtyard. At approximately 

the same time, or shortly thereafter, at the end of the Late 

Middle Preclassic period at Cuello, the whole group of 

courtyard and structures was buried beneath a massive rubble 

fill, over which was placed a plaster surface covering the 

area of the earlier buildings and patio. In the fill was a 

mass burial of 32 individuals, dated to about 300 b.c. Some 

of the skeletons were articulated, some dismembered; some 

with grave goods, some without. Hammond has suggested that 

the rubble fill and burials represent a ceremonial interment 
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of the earlier Cuello community core, and a shift in 

ideology or in sociopolotical arrangements is certainly 

feasible, although the sUbstance of these changes, if they 

occurred, remains unknown. The location of the courtyard 

burials may have remained known into the subsequent Late 

Preclassic period, with a later mass burial, offerings and 

stela being placed directly over them. 

The Late Preclassic of Cuello, phases V through XIV, is 

marked by a ceramic complex, Cocos Chicanel, which shows 

marked standardization and detailed similarity to Chicanel 

(Late Preclassic) ceramics from other contemporary lowland 

Maya sites. During the Late Preclassic, in phase XI and 

afterwards, the enlarged plaza area of Platform 34 was 

bordered on the north by two subcircular buildings facing 

south, structure 304 and structure 305. Postholes show 

these buildings to have had sUbstantial timber 

superstructures. 

Prior to the construction of structure 304, a chultun 

(Feature 246) was dug through the earlier plaster floors and 

filIon the north end of the plaza. This chultun was used 

for a short time, then filled with rubbish and its opening 

sealed by the initial building episode of structure 304. 

In subsequent years, both structure 304 and 

structure 305 underwent three major rebuildings, and were 

finally (in phase XII) joined together to make one 

continuous platform (structure 303). 
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The paleoecological data show that maize was still 

the staple crop, and that cotton was now cultivated. There 

was a continuing similarity of Cuello maize to Mexican 

highland types. An edible snail, Pomacea flagellata, which 

thrives in swampy forest, is present in the Late Preclassic 

in abundance, possibly as a result of the presence of nearby 

channelled and raised fields like those suggested for 

Pultrouser Swamp a few kilometers to the northeast. Some 

resurgence in the occurrence of forest molluscs may indicate 

a re-establishment of stands of forest, perhaps with 

deliberate cUltivation of useful species. The first 

positive evidence for cultivation of cacao comes from a 

chultun of phase VIII+ (Feature 87). 

Toward the end of the Late Preclassic, at about a.d. 

100, a plain stela was erected on Platform 34, with an 

accompanying offering of three vessels, including a parrot 

effigy; the stela was covered by a floor in phase XIII. 

The last structures of the excavated Cuello Late 

Preclassic, lying to the north and east of Structure 35 (the 

small, stepped pyramid of phase XIV) were Feature 16, with a 

substantial limestone block foundation, and Feature 19, an 

apsidal building just to the west of Feature 16. 

In summary, then, the Cuello community began with a 

simple settlement of farmers who brought with them a well

developed pottery-making tradition and a maize adapted to 

their lowland environment, with snails, marine shellfish, 
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turtles, and wild mammals of various types providing 

additional nutrition. This basic sUbsistence pattern 

supported a local population of perhaps 250 persons, or 50 

to 60 households in the 1-square-kilometer area in the area 

of Platform 34. Over time, larger and more elaborate 

buildings were constructed, probably largely domestic in 

function but with a possible ceremonial component by the end 

of the Early Middle Preclassic. Before the beginning of the 

Late Middle Preclassic era, the Platform 34 buildings had 

taken on a characteristic Maya pattern of timber and thatch 

structures grouped around a plastered courtyard, and about 

300 years later the local population had increased enough to 

have an archaeologically noticeable impact on the 

surrounding environment. 

The population growth at Cuello in the Late Middle 

Preclassic era is probably part of a general population 

expansion throughout the Maya lowlands at this time. 

contact with communities outside the northern Belizean 

region was well-established, as evidenced by the importation 

of obsidian and then jade and by shared styles in ceramics 

(with the retention, however, of a strong independent local 

tradition). During the Late Middle Preclassic, a new maize 

hybrid which produced larger ears was introduced at Cuello, 

and more land was brought under CUltivation in the 

surrounding region. During the same period, the buildings 

of Platform 34 were enlarged. Finally, at the end of the 
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Late Middle Preclassic era, the old community was destroyed, 

and the buildings on Platform 34 were covered with a new 

plaster floor capping a layer of rubble. 

In the centuries after this event, the population in 

the immediate vicinity increased markedly, perhaps 

quadrupling by the end of the Late Preclassic. It is likely 

that more intensive agricultural techniques began to be 

used, and the range of products was probably expanded to 

include cotton, cacao, and trees with edible fruit. Toward 

the end of the Late Preclassic the importance of Platform 34 

as a focus for ceremonial activities may have increased, as 

evidenced by the erection of a stela, the burial of numerous 

caches, and, finally, the building of a stepped pyramid, 

structure 35. The ceramics of the Late Preclassic show 

Cuello now firmly in the broad lowland Maya orbit, in 

constant communication with contemporary Maya communities, 

sharing a common aesthetic in ceramics. 

Cuello represents, then, a lowland Maya community of 

obscure origins growing and developing through the 

Preclassic era, revealing in its archaeological history one 

example of the society whose cUlmination is seen in the 

civilization of the Classic Maya era. The importance of 

the site lies in the permutations of its own life as a 

unique historical fact, but also in the possibility that 

events at Cuello may shed light on the nature of early Maya 



culture and the processes that led that culture to the 

manifestations of Classic civilization. 

CUELLO LITHICS 
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stone tools from Cuello have been previously analyzed 

(McSwain in press); some of the results of that study will 

be summarized here. 

The stone tools from the excavations at Cuello were 

sorted into two raw material groups based primarily on color 

and texture. The first group consisted of fine-grained, 

opaque brown and gray chert, often banded, with a white 

cortex; this is probably material from the source at Colha. 

The second group included a coarse-textured white chert and 

a translucent fine-grained chalcedony of several different 

shades of gray, brown, and red. 

Both a technological typology and a functional typology 

were developed for the Cuello tools; these are shown in 

Appendix lQ. Unretouched and undamaged flakes were not 

included in these typologies at all. Roughly 2000 items 

were included in the study of Cuello stone tools. The two 

typologies were formulated in an effort to examine both the 

tool production systems at Cuello and the possible uses to 

which the finished products were put, and like most of the 

lowland Maya stone tool typologies discussed previously, 

these are not entirely satisfactory. However, analysis 



based on the classification do allow some generalizations 

about the stone tools in the Cuello community and about 

changes in the assemblage over time. 
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First, in terms of the primary and secondary 

industries, it was found that while in Early Middle and Late 

Middle Preclassic times the coarse chert and the chalcedony 

are the most frequently used raw materials for both 

industries overall, during the Late Preclassic Colha-like 

brown and gray cherts occur more frequently among primary 

tools. This change can be accounted for by a marked 

increase in the numbers of bifaces among the Late Preclassic 

lithics, more than half of which are made of the Colha-like 

chert. Thus, while during the Middle Preclassic 40% of 

bifaces were made of Colha-like chert, from Late Preclassic 

contexts 58% of bifaces were made of that material. In 

addition, the Colha-like chert is the preferred raw material 

for blades throughout the Preclassic, with 85% of Middle 

Preclassic and 76% of Late Preclassic blades being made of 

fine-grained brown or gray chert. Coarse white chert and 

the various chalcedonies are the dominant materials among 

unifaces in the primary industry and among all categories of 

the secondary industry except recycle bifaces, throughout 

the Preclassic period. 

In terms of the functional tool categories, the stemmed 

macroblade is found in Early Middle Preclassic, Late Middle 

Preclassic and Late Preclassic contexts, but the other Colha 
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types -- the large oval biface and the tranchet-bit tool 

are found only in the Late Preclassic. with regard to 

bifaces, it is interesting that for bifaces included in the 

functional groups -- that is, whole bifaces -- the Colha

like chert is the dominant raw material from all periods, 

while among bifaces and recycled bifaces in the 

technologically defined typology -- which includes fragments 

-- this preference for Colha-like chert is not seen until 

Late Preclassic times. This may be accounted for by the 

relatively higher frequency of bifacial fragments made of 

coarse white chert and chalcedony from Early Middle and Late 

Middle Preclassic contexts. Thus, it is possible that one 

reason for the eventual emergence of a preference for Colha

like chert for bifaces was that this very dense, fine

grained material did not break as easily as the other raw 

materials (which tended to be coarser grained and have more 

inclusions and material flaws). 

The biface is the most frequently occurring tool type 

from all Preclassic Cuello contexts: Of 935 items 

categories as products of the primary industry, 674 (72%) 

are bifacial. Considering both primary and secondary 

industries (N = 1917), bifaces and recycled bifaces make up 

42% of the assemblage. However, they are most dominant in 

the Late Preclassic. From Middle Preclassic contexts, 

considering primary and secondary industries together, 

bifaces make up 27% of the assemblage, while from Late 
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Preclassic contexts, 53% of the stone tools are bifaces. 

This apparent increase in the use of bifaces in the Cuello 

community may be related to agricultural expansion and 

intensification and concomitant changes in cUltivation 

techniques occurring at the end of the Middle Preclassic. 

In the following chapter, some lithic data from Cuello 

will be presented. First, the relevance of the data to the 

Producer-Consumer Model, outlined in Chapter III, will be 

discussed. Then the data will be presented in detail. 

Finally, analysis and results will be presented and 

discussed, including the significance of these data for 

exploring the Late Preclassic socioeconomic system in 

northern Belize. 



CHAPTER V: FLAKE DATA 

INTRODUCTION 

Bifaces are important in the lithic assemblages of 

Preclassic northern Belize. At Colha, Shafer and Hester 

note that "production of oval bifaces and tranchet-bit 

implements dominates the manufacturing trajectories ••• of 

the Late Preclassic workshops" (p. 524). At Pulltrouser 

Swamp, Shafer identified about 50% of chipped chert tools 

(p-xcluding utilized flakes) as bifaces (1983:Table 12-1). 
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In McAnany's study of Pulltrouser Swamp lithics, 66% of 

formal tools are bifaces (1986:Table 13). As noted above 

(Chapter IV), from Preclassic contexts at Cuello bifaces 

make up a large portion of the tool assemblage (McSwain in 

press). At Cerros, Mitchum describes three tool classes, 

one of which is "large bifacially worked tools" (1986:105); 

Lewenstein (1986:157) notes that from Preclassic contexts 

there is a "relatively high" proportion of bifaces. (Exact 

figures are not as yet available from Cerros or from Colha.) 

Additionally, it has been suggested that bifaces form one 

"system" in the Producer-Consumer model for northern Belize 

(Shafer and Hester 1983). Consequently, flakes thought to 

be related to processes of biface manufacture and 

resharpening or recycling are of importance in discussions 

of lithic evidence relating to the regional exchange model. 

Thus, while the Cuello flake analysis was broadly aimed 
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contributing to the understanding of the lithic industries 

of Cuello, there was an emphasis on lithic debitage possibly 

relevant to the manufacture, recycling, and resharpening of 

bifaces, and, ultimately, to the Producer-Consumer model. 

Flakes of fine-grained brown and gray cherts 

resembling that at Colha, and flakes of other materials, 

mostly chalcedony widely available in the region, were 

examined; it seemed potentially interesting to compare 

attributes for the two classes of raw material. For each 

flake, attributes observed were length, width and thickness; 

platform morphology; the presence or absence of damage on 

the exterior edge of the platform; number of exterior flake 

scars; the presence, possible presence, or absence of 

platform lipping; the percentage of exterior flake scar 

surface covered by cortex; flake shape in outline; and flake 

profile. 

Some contextual information relevant to the flake 

analysis will be presented first. Secondly, the flake 

sample, its characteristics and shortcomings, will be 

described. Thirdly, attributes chosen will be described and 

discussed. In the next chapter, the data will be presented 

and discussed. 
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CONTEXTS: CHRONOLOGICAL CONSIDERATIONS 

The basic unit of analysis for all the lithic material 

from Cuello is the context, the smallest materially discrete 

unit discerned in the course of excavation. However, 

chronologically speaking, contexts fall into one of two 

kinds of contextual groups, both of which were used in the 

course of the lithic analysis. The first kind of context 

is one that is dated by the ceramics it contained. These 

ceramically defined contexts were either chronologically 

"pure", containing ceramics of only one period, or 

chronologically "mixed", containing ceramics of two or more 

periods. The second kind of context is one that is dated 

in a relative sense by stratigraphic position. Both 

context types will be described and discussed further below. 

ceramically dated contexts 

Details of the ceramic chronology at Cuello are given 

in Kosakowsky (1983, 1985). Briefly, the earliest pottery 

of Swasey complex includes a glossy red ware and other types 

first seen at Nohmul in 1974 (Hammond 1975), and later found 

to lie below known Late Middle Preclassic pottery types in 

the stratigraphic sequence at Cuello (Hammond 1976; Pring 

1977). This Early Middle Preclassic pottery forms the 

Swasey Complex. Working with material from the 1980 
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Cuello excavations, and reviewing the Swasey Complex 

pottery, Kosakowsky subsequently identified a separate, and 

chronologically later, ceramic entity among the Swasey 

types: the Bladen Complex (Kosakowsky 1985:75). Mamom or 

Late Middle Preclassic pottery at Cuello is represented by 

the Lopez Mamom Complex. Both Pring (1977) and Kosakowsky 

(1985) have noted that the Lopez Complex is most difficult 

to isolate and rarely occurs in unmixed deposits: this poses 

problems for the lithic analysis, as well (which will be 

discussed further below). The chronologically latest 

Preclassic pottery from Cuello is the Cocos Complex, clearly 

related to other Chicanel pottery groups from many other 

sites in the Lowland Maya area. 

In terms of the lithic analysis, some of the tools and 

debitage are from contexts in which pottery types from two 

or more Complexes occur; such a mixed context is, of course, 

given a chronological placement based upon the Complex of 

latest date occurring within it. 

Unfortunately, while pottery types can be identified 

individually within such a mixed context and separated out 

for analysis, most Maya lithic tools (and debitage) cannot 

be so securely dated. Thus, if a context contains Swasey, 

Bladen, and Lopez Mamom pottery, the context is said to be 

of Late Middle Preclassic date, but may - and probably does 

- contain lithics actually produced and used in the Early 

Middle Preclassic periods. Additionally, a context which 
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contains, for example, only Bladen Complex pottery types, 

and is therefore labelled "unmixed" or "pure", may in fact 

also contain lithics from earlier periods. This is a 

particularly likely circumstance in the Maya area, where 

redeposition of refuse (often for use as construction fill) 

is probably the norm rather than the exception. At Cuello, 

there are some contexts (typically those identified as 

construction fill) which are dated initially, by ceramics, 

to one period in some parts of the site and to another 

period in other parts of the site (an example is context 

69/109, an extensive fill deposit). since, finally, such 

contexts are understood to represent one event, this poses 

no real problem to an analysis of the site stratigraphy or 

history as a whole; the context is simply dated by the 

latest ceramics found within it. But, again, caution must 

be exercised in assigning chronological placement to tool 

types or debitage on the basis of ceramic chronology. 

For the flake analysis four ceramically defined 

chronological categories were used: Swasey, Swasey-Bladen, 

Mamom and Chicanel. Because there were very few flakes from 

unmixed Bladen contexts, flakes in the Swasey-Bladen 

category come from contexts dated to Bladen times by 

ceramics; some of the contexts are unmixed Bladen, some 

contain Swasey ceramics as well. All flakes in the Mamom 

category are from ceramically mixed contexts; in this sample 

there were no flakes from "pure" Mamom contexts. The Swasey 



and Chicanel categories are all flakes from ceramically 

unmixed contexts. 

stratigraphically defined contexts 
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A second kind of chronological context was provided by 

stratigraphic position. Each excavation unit was assigned 

a context number, and the contexts in turn are subsumed 

under more inclusive stratigraphic phases, numbered from 0 

to XIV. 

As it turned out, not all contexts could be definitely 

assigned to phases. This was because some of the excavated 

contexts came from outside the immediate area of Platform 

34, and it was within the area of Platform 34 that the 

phases were defined. A further difficulty arose in that not 

all contexts which could be clearly placed in phases 

contained lithics. Thus, the absolute numbers of stone 

tools and debitage from each phase were relatively small. 

In the case of debitage, a trial run of analyses to examine 

the occurrence of flakes in phases showed that there were so 

few flakes located as to phase that even an intuitive 

perception of patterns was not possible, and chi-square 

tests were invalid because of the very high percentage of 

cells with expected values of less than 5. 

I therefore decided to look at the stratigraphic 

occurrence of lithics on a broader scale, and chose as a 

stratigraphic dividing-point a boundary between phase IV, 
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containing the last constructions of the Late Middle 

preclassic, and phase V, in which were found the multiple 

burials and rubble covering the Early Middle and Late Middle 

Preclassic structures of Platform 34. As noted above, it 

is likely that the event represented in phase V was a 

significant one in the history of the community, and it 

seemed possible that a comparison of the patterns of 

occurrence of lithic types before and after this event might 

be interesting. It was possible to find and lump together 

several contexts from phases 0 through IV, and also from 

phases V through XIV, to make two groups containing adequate 

numbers of flakes for purposes of comparison. In Figure 

5, pre-Phase V strata are represented by contexts up to and 

including context 74. 

It should be noted that while some of the contexts used 

for the stratigraphically dated studies were ceramically 

"pure", others were not. Thus, there is some overlap 

between the group of contexts used for the studies of flakes 

from ceramically dated contexts and the group used in the 

studies of flakes from stratigraphically defined contexts, 

but the two groups do not coincide completely. 

Figure 5 shows an east-west section from the 1976 

excavations in Platform 34 and structure 35, Squares A and B 

(see Figure 3). Table 2 gives descriptions of the major 

contexts shown. Although the area of excavation was 

exanded in later seasons, the nature of the deposits was not 
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found to be significantly different from those shown here, 

and this profile may be taken to be fairly representative of 

the site as a whole. 

CHRONOLOGY: SUMMARY AND COMMENT 

The present analysis of lithics from Cuello focuses on 

chronological variations in distribution of selected lithic 

debitage types. There are obviously other kinds of 

approaches to lithic analysis that are not considered here. 

Thus, there is no examination of the occurrence of the 

selected types in functionally distinct contexts, no study 

of the horizontal distribution of lithics within a time 

period or phase. Such studies may be of interest in the 

question of whether or not the community at Cuello was a 

consumer of chipped stone tools manufactured at Colha in the 

Late Preclassic, but they have not been done for this paper. 

A problem for studies of that kind in the Maya area is that 

most ancient Maya sites represent centuries of infilling and 

rebuilding, presumed to result in extensive horizontal and 

vertical mixing of deposits so that archaeological context 

bears an unknown relation to systemic context. There may, 

of course, be very common and repetitive patterns to the 

redeposition -- but these have not been discovered as yet, 

although there has been some preliminary work (Wilk and 

Kosakowsky 1978). 
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FLAKE DATA: THE SAMPLE 

Retouched lithics excavated from Cuello during the 

various field seasons from 1976 to 1980 were, with a few 

exceptions, brought back to the united States for analysis. 

Unretouched lithics -- debitage -- were stored near the site 

in a warehouse belonging to the Cuello Brothers Distillery. 

In the spring of 1981, I went to Belize, retrieved the 

debitage from the warehouse, and began a two-week process of 

selecting a group of items to take to the University of 

Arizona for further analysis. I was chiefly interested in 

flakes, and decided to take back only whole or nearly whole 

flakes. I also selected a few cores and amorphous pieces 

that showed signs of use-wear such as battering. After 

shipment to the University of Arizona, a further sort 

selected flakes from only four categories of ceramically 

defined contexts: Swasey, Swasey-Bladen, Mamom, and unmixed 

Chicanel, and eliminated flakes from contexts 1 and 2 

(topsoil and post-occupation buildup, respectively). The 

largest group of flakes eliminated by this sort was one 

comprised of those flakes from contexts containing mixed 

Mamom and Chicanel ceramics. Finally, flakes from a few 

well-defined stratigraphic levels were selected, with 

emphasis on contexts containing relatively large numbers of 

flakes. As mentioned previously, some of these flakes were 

from ceramically unmixed contexts, thus also included in the 
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ceramically oriented analysis, and some were from mixed 

contexts not included in the ceramically oriented analysis. 

Thus, the flake sample from Cuello is random only in 

the non-statistical sense, as are the flake samples from 

other northern Belizean sites (see Shafer 1979:49,66; Nash 

1980:333). Thus, clearly, using the flakes analyzed in 

this study as a basis for generalizations about the whole 

population of flakes that were created in the community at 

Cuello over its Preclassic history is an uncertain 

enterprise at best. To extrapolate from those 

generalizations to broader statements about lithic 

technology and the socioeconomic infrastructure of that 

technology is an even more peculiar attempt. Discussion of 

these statistical and epistemological problems is beyond the 

scope of this paper, but some comments about some specific 

problems encountered with the Cuello collection (in addition 

to those mentioned previously) are in order. 

There were some elements of the lithic assemblage from 

Cuello that were not available for analysis, and the lack of 

these elements imposes some limits upon the data base and 

upon the analysis. Specifically, nodules, cores, and 

large chunks and amorphous pieces were only occasionally 

included in the analysis due to limitations of time, space, 

and conceptual grasp of~research priorities on the part of 

the analyst. Very small flakes were recovered from some 

contexts but not from others, and were omitted entirely from 
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the analysis. Broken flakes, though recovered in great 

numbers during excavation, were discarded during an early 

sorting process, again due to a lack of understanding on my 

part of their potential importance. 

Some of the consequences of these particular 

deficiencies can be listed: (l)Raw material elements 

nodules, chunks, amorphous pieces, and cores -- are under

represented in the collection. 

(2)Very small flakes (i.e. less than 10 rom 

long) are undoubtedly under-represented). 

(3)Thin flakes and flakes of one or another 

raw material may be under-represented if they are more 

likely to have broken either during the original process of 

reduction or during subsequent deposition, redeposition, and 

archaeological recovery. 

Additional consequences are, of course, also 

possible. If, for example, it is true that relatively thin 

flakes tend to have more external flake scars than 

relatively thick flakes, then external flake scars will be 

under-represented in the collection. If on the other hand, 

thicker flakes are both less likely to have broken and more 

likely to retain cortex on their exterior surfaces, then 

cortex may be over-represented. Because of these factors, 

in terms of results and significance of analysis, some 

caution in drawing conclusions must be observed. 
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FLAKE DATA: ATTRIBUTES 

In this study, I chose to analyze a selection of flake 

attributes that might provide evidence relevant to the three 

specific questions posed above (Chapter III): 

l)Were any tools being made at Cuello using chert from 

the Colha area, or were all Colha-material tools imported 

finished from Colha? Did this situation change over time? 

2)Were bifaces being made at Cuello from Colha 

materials, or were these types brought into the Cuello 

community only in finished form? Did this situation change 

over time? 

3)Does the lithic assemblage provide any evidence as to 

the contemporary political, social and economic 

infrastructure in Preclassic northern Belize? 

Sullivan and Rozen (1985) have pointed out that there 

are various difficulties involved in the use of discrete 

attributes as the basis for inferences about the technology 

of stone tool production. And Fish (1978) has found that 

there can be discrepancies among observers which may make it 

difficult to replicate results based upon some of these 

attribute data. Nevertheless, there are certain flake 

attributes which can, with caution, be said to indicate 

elements of stone tool reduction technology. Having 

expressed their concerns about the unreliability of such 

attributes, Sullivan and Rozen subsequently use a 
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traditional list of such attributes as further evidence to 

support their own new system of flake analysis (1985). 

Fish noted that discrepancies among observers are minimal 

for some attributes, particularly metric observations 

(1978:87). 

When the attributes to be analyzed were chosen, I felt 

it was important to present data in a uniform and consistent 

manner within the scheme devised for this study. That is, I 

wanted to show comparable data for all categories of 

attribute from all chronological periods, for both Colha

like and non-Colha-like, or "other" raw material. In 

addition, it seemed wise to include an initial presentation 

of data which would group flakes of all material together, 

particularly since some of the data coming from other sites 

(e.g. Colha and Pulltrouser Swamp) have not been separated 

as to raw material; the composite figures from Cuello would 

prove more readily comparable to those data. 

Thus, for each attribute, data are presented for the 

whole sample of flakes, and for flakes of Colha-like 

material, and for flakes of other material, from the 

ceramically defined contexts (those most directly comparable 

with other lowland Maya sites). However, for analysis of 

flakes from Preburial and Postburial contexts, data are 

presented only for flakes of Colha-like material and for 

flakes of other material; data for all flakes can, of 

course, be extrapolated from these. 
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Raw material 

The relative frequency of occurrence at Cuello of raw 

material grossly similar to that from Colha is relevant to 

the question of regional exchange and source utilization, 

and the first classification of all lithic items from Cuello 

was on the basis of readily observable material 

characteristics. 

There are two categories of raw material for the 

purposes of this study: Colha-like material and "other" 

material. The former category includes fine grained brown 

and gray cherts, sometimes with banding, with a rather 

homogeneous white cortex, that are very similar in 

appearance to the chert found at the chert source at Colha 

(Shafer and Hester 1983:521). The "other" material 

category includes an opaque, white, relatively coarse

grained chert and chalcedonies in a variety of colors, most 

often a grayish white, with numerous raw material inclusions 

and flaws. 

A recent study examined thin section characteristics of 

chert (mostly in the form of artifacts) from a number of 

locales in northern Belize (Boxt and Reedy 1985). Although 

there were no samples from Cuello in the study, these 

preliminary results are of interest. Based upon the 

occurrence within the chert of radiolaria (and their filling 

with microcrystalline quartz versus chalcedony), carbonates, 

hematite, and sponge spicules, seven groups were 

-----~-~-- --_ ... 
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hematite, and sponge spicules, seven groups were 

distinguished. Seven specimens from Colha were 

"compositionally identical and ••. this type of chert is 

restricted to Colha" (Boxt and Reedy 1985:22). The other 

sites, however, yielded a variety of chert groups. 

Additionally, it is noted that specimens identical in thin 

section often varied widely in color, and the authors 

observe that "this underscores the difficulty in using color 

alone, without such complementary criteria such as banding, 

texture, and technology, as the criterion for sourcing 

cherts" (p.23). 

In the present study, colors per se of the "other 

material" overlap with the colors of "Colha-like" chert, but 

there are assumed to be significant differences in texture 

and quality. Raw material called "Colha chert" in this 

study is opaque, with only rare inclusions or variations in 

material texture. On the other hand, raw material that is 

translucent, with numerous inclusions and variations in 

texture is, regardless of color, called "other" for purposes 

of this study. All opaque white material is also called 

"other." In fact, all the pure white (not grayish) 

material is coarse-grained and opaque, the kind of raw 

material also called "novaculite" (Boxt and Reedy 1985:20). 

Lithic studies from the northern Belize region have 

recently assumed that the distinction between cherts from 

the Colha sources and raw material from other sources can be 
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made with confidence, and the present study also makes that 

assumption. More detailed and extensive thin section 

studies now underway may provide more information in this 

regard (Hester, personal communication). 

In this study, it was found that distinguishing among 

raw material categories when dealing with tools and large 

fragments was relatively straightforward, but to separate 

out flakes on the basis of raw material category was more 

difficult. Thus, some flakes identified as "brown 

chalcedony" (perhaps on the basis of translucency, cortex, 

or inclusions) during the original sorting process may 

really be from nodules of brown Colha-like material, and 

some flakes identified as "gray Colha" may be from nodules 

of local chalcedony or the coarser white chert. However, 

the absolute number of flakes about which there were doubts 

was fairly small. When identification was uncertain, 

flakes were assigned to the Colha-like category. 

Flake dimensions 

Flake length was measured from the supposed point of 

hammer impact on the platform to the farthest distal end of 

the flake along the axis of force (that is, the "last point 

of detachment from the core" as Fish has described it 

(1979:29». Length is not always the largest dimension of 

the flake, but in the Cuello flake assemblage it usually is. 

Width is measured at a 90 degree angle to, and at the 
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midpoint of, the axis of length, and thickness is measured 

at the point where the axis of width and the axis of length 

intersect. 

Flake dimensions may relate to reduction end-product 

(McAnany 1986:234;Callahan 1979) and to various 

technological factors (Crabtree 1972:12; Dibble 1981:65-

78). Logically, dimensions of flakes will also be related 

to size and shape of raw material nodules and cores. In any 

case, these basic metric observations, which are probably 

highly replicable by different observers (see Fish 1978), 

are useful for simple comparisons among collections. 

Platform surface morphology 

Platform surface morphology has been thought to relate 

to tool production, in that facetted platforms may occur 

more often in the process of biface manufacture than during 

initial stages of core reduction (Jelinek 1966:403; Dibble 

1976:47). Shafer (1979) has referred to "single faceted ..• , 

multifaceted or trimmed •. and bifaced" platforms (Figure 5 

and p.48). The latter category was not one that I have 

used. Shafer defines it as follows: "Bifaced platforms are 

just that; they are the edge remnants of the biface core 

retaining segments of both biface surfaces and normally 

display salient bulbar features" (p. 48). However, the 

absolute distinction between multifaceted and bifaced 

platforms was one I was not able to make in my observations. 



I have therefore used what seem to be more easily 

recognizable categories: plain, facetted (more than two 

facets), pointed, none (no platform visible) and dihedral 

(two facets of approximately equal size). 

Platform abrasion 
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By platform abrasion in this study is meant the 

presence on the exterior (dorsal) edge of the flake platform 

of a multitude of tiny scars or of a generally ground-down 

appearance at the exterior platform edge. In retrospect, 

this is not a very satisfactory definition (see Dibble 

1976:49). I have lumped together all kinds of damage to the 

exterior platform edge, some of which may be due to platform 

preparation, others to use-wear on a biface edge, as Shafer 

(1979) has noted can be present on his category of 

"bifacial" platforms. However, I am not sure that it is 

possible to separate with assurance platforms which are 

prepared from platforms which are use-damaged, and so the 

category stands as is for the present study. Dibble 

(1976:49) notes that platform preparation suggests a 

"greater concern for isolation, positioning, and preparation 

of the platform surface prior to removal", and the presence 

of platform abrasion, as I have called it, is of interest 

here as a possible indicator of degree of attention given to 

reduction techniques and of the manufacture or resharpening 

of bifaces. 
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Exterior flake scars 

Like the retention of cortex on the exterior flake 

surface, the number of exterior flake scars is taken to be a 

rough indicator of reduction stage. The division at 5 flake 

scars is purely arbitrary. Observations were in terms of 

direct counts, however, and there are data available to look 

at groups defined by other numbers of exterior flake scars. 

Platform lip 

A platform lip is a projection along the interior edge 

of the platform which is suggestive of the use of a soft 

hammer (e.g. antler) in flake removal (Crabtree 1972:44,74), 

and may be indicative in turn of later stages of biface 

reduction or resharpening (Phagen 1976:50), perhaps because 

the use of a soft hammer may produce a flatter or thinner 

flake (Crabtree 1972:9; Fish 1979:33). (However, as Shafer 

(1979:52) notes, not all flakes removed with a soft hammer 

will show lipping, and not all flakes with lipping will have 

been removed with a soft hammer (Collins 1974:290». Of 

operation 2001 at Colha, Shafer says that "The flake most 

prevalent in the assemblage is the biface thinning flake 

with a lipped striking platform" (1979:53). It is not 

absolutely clear to me that Shafer's understanding of 

"lipping" is the same as mine (Shafer 1979:Figure 5), and 

this doubt will weaken comparisons between the Cuello and 

the Colha collections. However, the occurrence of lipped 
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platforms may relate to the reduction of bifaces, and it is 

for that reason that this attribute is included in the 

study. 

cortex on exterior surface 

The amount of cortex (natural surface) retained on the 

exterior of a flake is often taken to be a general indicator 

of stage of reduction, even though amount of cortex can 

relate to other factors as well (such as size and shape of 

nodule) (Sullivan and Rozen 1985:756; Jelinek et ale 1971). 

Another problem is that, as Fish (1978) found, observational 

categories of cortex are very much subject to variation in 

interpretation among observers (Sullivan and Rozen 1985:756-

7). It would, perhaps, be best to make comparisons only 

bebveen flakes having no cortex at all, and those having 

some, without attempting to make further categorical 

distinctions among those flakes retaining some cortex. In 

any case, it is undoubtedly preferable to base observations 

on some numerical assessment of amount of cortex retained 

than on less clearly defined categories which are based on 

unstated premises about amount of cortex, such as "primary 

flake", "secondary flake" and "tertiary flake" (see Sullivan 

and Rozen 1985:757). In the Cuello flake study, cortical 

categories were: 100% of exterior surface covered by cortex; 

50-99% cortex; 5-50% cortex; and less than 5% cortex. The 
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sorting was done on the basis of visual assessment, without 

actual measurement of flake exterior surface. 

Flake shape and flake profile 

Expanding shape and pronounced curvature (the "concave" 

category in my analysis) are often thought to be 

characteristic of flakes which are byproducts of biface 

reduction (Sullivan and Rozen 1985:757-758), although 

considered as isolated attributes they may also relate to 

core shape and size as well as to other technological 

factors such as type of hammer or angle and type of blow 

(Crabtree 1972:12). In the present Cuello flake analysis, 

"convex" flakes are probably often flakes with large bulbs 

of percussion, possibly products of hard hammer direct 

percussion (Shafer 1979:48,51). 

In ideal formal terms, expanding flakes are those that 

are wider at midpoint than at proximal end; contracting 

flakes are narrower at midpoint than at proximal end; 

straight flakes have relatively parallel sides; lateral 

expanding flakes have an abrupt angle just below the 

proximal end such that the distal end of the flake is 

roughly lateral to the platform rather than "below" it as in 

other flake shapes. 

F'lake profile was defined with regard to the interior 

surface of the flake: Convex flakes are those that curve 

such that the interior surface is convex, flat flakes have 
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flat interior surfaces, and concave flakes curve inward, so 

that the interior surface is concave. 

Summary and comment 

Aside from the general relationships noted above among 

these flake attributes, technology, and end-product, the 

specific relevance of any particular attribute or group of 

attributes to the manufacture of a particular tool type 

remains uncertain. However, in his discussion of the Oval 

Biface Celt Production System at the Late Classic operation 

2006, Colha, Shafer described the process as involving the 

bifacial thinning of very large flake blanks: "striking 

platforms wre established by beveling the lateral edges for 

much of the length; occasionally, as the biface became 

thinner, the platforms were strengthened by edge grinding" 

(1979:58). This thinning was probably done with hammers of 

chert or a softer cherty limestone, with resultant flakes 

showing "faceted or beveled striking platforms and a small 

impact area" (1979:31) and no platform lipping (1979:58). 

The edge beveling process produced thousands of very tiny 

flakes (1979:66). 

Tranchet-bit tools were also made at Operation 2006. 

Again, very large flake blanks were reduced, in this case by 

unifacially retouching the bulbar end of the blank from the 

interior side in order to form a convex edge, while the rest 

of the blank was only roughly shaped into a triangular form. 
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Then a notch was unifacially chipped from the interior 

surface at the bulbar end, and the intersection of the notch 

with the previously retouched end was then used as a 

platform for striking off the characteristic "tranchet 

flake". If the removal of this flake was successful, 

carrying all the way across the width of the tool at the 

correct angle, then the tool was more completely shaped and 

thinned to final form (1979:60-61). Apparently, flake 

debitage from the production of Tranchet-bit tools is 

similar to that from the production of Oval Bifaces, with 

the addition of the tranchet flake. 

In summary, Shafer describes the flake assemblage at 

Operation 2006 as conforming to expectations regarding 

debitage from these production systems: 

The reduction of macro flake blanks in the workshop yielded 

less than 5% of flakes with traces of cortex, and a 

predominance of flakes with multiple-facetted striking 

platforms and "multifacted dorsal surfaces rarely retaining 

traces of cortex" (1979:68). There are relatively few 

lipped platforms (p. 66). 

Aside from noting that only flakes larger than 15 mm 

were analyzed (p. 66), Shafer does not discuss the 

dimensions of flakes associated with the production systems. 

Thus, it appears that the manufacture of Oval Bifaces 

and Tranchet-bit tools produces an assemblage of flakes 

mostly without retained cortex, having several dorsal flake 
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scars and facetted platforms without lipping, sometimes 

showing abraded edges. Shape and dimensional 

characteristics are not specified. 

In the following chapter, data will presented showing 

the distribution of the selected flake attributes within the 

two classes of chronological contexts at Cuello, ceramically 

dated contexts and pre- or postburial contexts. Some 

further discussion will accompany these presentations. A 

summary of results, with some tentative conclusions, will 

close that chapter. 
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CHAPTER VI: RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

INTRODUCTION 

In this chapter data from the Cuello flake analysis 

will be presented and discussed. Most of the data are 

shown in the form of tables. Total number of flakes 

examined for each attribute is given immediately after the 

table title, and the numbers in brackets indicate the 

percentage of flakes included in the analysis. In the body 

of the tables, the numbers in brackets show the percentage 

of flakes from the given time period having that attribute. 

Insofar as possible, data are compared with information from 

the other northern Belizean sites from which flake data are 

available: the Pulltrouser Swamp sites (Shafer 1986; McAnany 

1986) and Colha operations 1001, 2001, 2006 (Shafer 1979; 

Nash 980) and Operation 2002 (Shafec 1979). 

For each table, where appropriate, a chi-square test 

was performed to try to evaluate the statistical 

significance of the variations (or lack thereof) seen in the 

data. Although .05 was taken to be the highest value of R 

acceptable for significance, the values of chi-square and of 

R-are given for each set of data. Clearly, lower values of 

R (less than .05, for example) suggest that there are 

significant differences in the occurrence of the attribute 
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in question. But in accordance with the comments of Thomas 

(1978:233) and Scheps (1982), it was felt preferable to 

present the values of chi-square and p per se rather than 

simply to declare a given attribute distribution 

"significant" or "not significant". Even though the former 

description can justifiably be applied to p values less than 

.01 and the latter to p values over .90, there are many 

values of p which fall in between these two extremes, and 

some of these results would warrant further investigation 

despite the lack of statistical significance, strictly 

defined, for those data (Scheps 1982:844). 

A second comment must be made with regard to chi-square. 

It is ordinarily given as a restriction on the use of this 

statistic that no cell should have an expected value of less 

than 5 (e.g. Young and Veldman 1965:331). However, using 

Cochran's rule (Scheps 1982:846), if approximately 80% of 

the cells have expected values greater than 5, a minimum 

required expected value of 1 may be applied to the remaining 

cells. For some of the data presented below, the chi-

square test would be considered valid under Cochran's rule; 

these cases will be noted. 

FLAKE DATA 

Flake dimensions 

Table 5 shows the length, width and thickness of flakes 

from all chronologically defined contexts at Cuello. 
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TABLE 5: 
DIMENSIONS OF FLAKES FROM CUELLO (rom) ; N=2194 

Mean STD Minimum Maximum 

Length 32.65 12.46 8.00 98.00 

Width 24.25 10.00 5.00 72.00 

Thickness 5.56 3.76 1.00 34.00 

Table 6 shows the length, width and thickness of flakes 

of Co1ha-1ike raw material: the fine-grained brown and gray 

chert, sometimes banded, typical of the chert sources at 

Co1ha (Shafer and Hester 1983:521). Table 5 shows these 

dimensions for flakes of other kinds of raw material. 

TABLE 6: DIMENSIONS OF FLAKES OF 
COLHA-LIKE MATERIAL (rom); N=603 

Mean STD Min Max 

Length 29.41 11.23 10.00 91.00 

width 20.87 8.01 5.00 65.00 

Thickness 3.99 2.22 1.00 18.00 
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TABLE 7: DIMENSIONS OF FLAKES 
OF OTHER MATERIALS (nun); N=1591 

Mean STD Min Max 

Length 33.87 12.68 8.00 98.00 

width 25.53 10.38 5.00 72.00 

Thickness 6.15 4.05 1.00 34.00 

In this collection from all time periods at Cuello, the 

Colha-material flakes are shorter than those of other raw 

material; they are also narrower and thinner. This 

relationship is similar to that observed by McAnany on 

flakes from Pulltrouser Swamp, although the mean dimensions 

of the Cuello flakes are larger than those of the 

Pulltrouser Swamp flakes (McAnany 1986: Table 22). McAnany 

presents the comparative dimensions as evidence of the 

"tertiary nature of the chert debitage" (1986:234) and 

notes, additionally, that the flake length "is considerably 

shorter than the average length of a biface thinning 

flake .••• removed during the final stage of thinning a 

biface that is destined to be more than 125 nun long" 

(McAnany 1986:234); this average length is put at 40 nun 

based upon Callahan (1979:138). In a study of flake 

debitage from Colha, Nash has given mean length, width, and 

thicY-ness for flakes from three sUboperations at two 

workshops; 'l'able 8 sununarizes a comparison of flake 
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dimensions from Pulltrouser Swamp, Cuello and Colha. 

Figures from Pulltrouser and Cuello are for flakes of Colha

like material; those from Colha are for all flakes studied 

(the vast majority of which are of the characteristic fine-

grained cherts). 

Pulltrouser 
(N=2159) 

Cuello 
(N=1591) 

Colha 

TABLE 8: MEAN FLAKE DIMENSIONS FROM 
THREE NORTHERN BELIZEAN SITES (rom) 

Length Width Thickness 

Swamp 23 24 5 

29.41 20.87 3.99 

29.70 24.35 3.04 
(N=372) (N=401) (N=403) 

Here it is noteworthy that flakes from Pulltrouser 

Swamp, while shorter than those from the Colha workshops, 

are actually about the same width as, and thicker than, 

those from Colha. Flakes of Colha-like material from 

Cuello are about the same length and thickness as those from 

the Colha workshops, but are not as wide. At Cuello, as at 

the Pulltrouser sites, flakes of Colha-like material are 

shorter, narrower and thinner than those of other materials. 

A couple of other comparisons can be made between the 

Cuello flakes and those from Colha, in maximum and minimum 

dimensions. Table 9 shows those comparisons for the flakes 
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of Calha-like material from Cuello compared with the whole 

group of flakes from Calha. 

Length 
width 
Thickness 

Length 
width 
Thickness 

TABLE 9a: MAXIMUM DIMENSIONS FOR FLAKES 
FROM NORTHERN BELIZEAN SITES(rom) 

Cuello 

91 
65 
18 

Calha 

132 
84 
16 

TABLE 9b: MINIMUM DIMENSIONS FOR FLAKES 
FROM NORTHERN BELIZEAN SITES (rom) 

Cuello 

10 
5 
1 

Calha 

11 
6 
o 

Minimum dimensions of the flakes from the two sites are 

quite similar; among the maximum dimensions, the most 

striking is the much larger size of the largest Calha flakes 

in terms of length and width, though not in terms of 

thickness. 

Tables 10 through 13 show the dimensions of flakes of 

Calha-like material and of other raw materials from the four 

ceramically defined periods at Cuello. 
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TABLE 10: MEAN DIMENSIONS OF FLAKES FROM 
SWASEY CERAMIC CONTEXTS(mm) 

Mean STD Min Max 

FLAKES OF COLHA-LIKE MATERIAL (N=112): 

Length 28.47 11.40 13.00 65.00 

width 19.82 7.33 9.00 47.00 

Thickness 3.91 1.94 1.00 10.00 

FLAKES OF OTHER MATERIAL (N=421): 

Length 28.78 11. 78 10.00 80.00 

width 21. 79 9.07 5.00 57.00 

Thickness 5.12 3.36 1.00 21.00 

TABLE 11: MEAN DIMENSIONS OF FLAKES 
FROM SWASEY-BLADEN CERAMIC CONTEXTS(mm) 

Mean STD Min Max 

FLAKES OF COLHA-LIKE MATERIAL (N=143): 

Length 29.37 10.92 13.00 75.00 

Width 20.10 6.94 7.00 52.00 

Thickness 3.78 1. 70 1.00 11.00 

FLAKES OF OTHER MATERIAL (N=338): 

Length 36.03 12.66 13.00 98.00 

Width 26.18 10.05 5.00 65.00 

Thickness 6.15 3.35 1.00 24.00 
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TABLE 12: MEAN DIMENSIONS OF FLAKES FROM 
MAMOM CERAMIC CONTEXTS(mm) 

Mean STD Min Max 

FLAKES OF COLHA-LIKE MATERIAL (N=179): 

Length 28.38 11.16 12.00 91.00 

Width 20.37 7.97 6.00 54.00 

Thickness 3.94 . 2.10 1.00 13.00 

FLAKES OF OTHER MATERIAL (N=570): 

Length 34.06 12.21 10.00 90.00 

Width 26.01 10.32 7.0 72.00 

Thickness 5.99 4.20 1.0 34.00 

TABLE 13: MEAN DIMENSIONS OF FLAKES 
FROM CHICANEL CERAMIC CONTEXTS(mm) 

Mean STD Min Max 

FLAKES OF COLHA-LIKE MATERIAL (N=169): 

Length 31.15 11.34 10.00 72.00 

Width 22.72 9.02 5.00 65.00 

Thickness 4.25 2.80 1.00 18.00 

FLAKES OF OTHER MATERIAL (N=262): 

Length 38.86 12.32 8.00 76.00 

Width 29.66 11.03 7.00 68.00 

Thickness 8.19 4.76 1.00 31.00 

Throughout the sequence, flakes of Colha-like material 

are smaller than those of other material, though in the 
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earliest period the differences in mean length and widths 

are not as pronounced. Mean length, width and thickness 

for flakes of Calha-like material and for flakes of other 

material are greater from Chicanel contexts than from those 

of earlier periods, but not strikingly so. 

Tables 14 and 15 show the dimensions of flakes of Calha 

material and other materials from preburial and postburial 

contexts. 

TABLE 14: DIMENSIONS OF FLAKES OF COLHA-LIKE 
MATERIAL FROM PRE BURIAL AND POSTBURIAL CONTEXTS:N=231 (mm) 

Mean STD Min Max 

PRE BURIAL 
Length 27.14 9.66 11.00 65.00 
width 18.85 7.33 6.00 52.0 
Thickness 3.55 1.61 1.00 9.0 

POSTBURIAL 
Length 33.95 13.02 10.00 81.00 
width 24.95 10.00 8.00 65.00 
Thickness 4.54 2.98 1.00 14.00 

TABLE 15: DIMENSIONS OF FLAKES OF OTHER 
MATERIAL FROM PRE BURIAL AND POSTBURIAL CONTEXTS:N=545 (mm) 

Mean STD Min Max 

PRE BURIAL 
Length 29.00 11.51 6.00 98.00 
width 21.57 8.99 5.00 57.00 
Thickness 5.02 2.87 1.00 18.00 

POSTBURIAL 
Length 38.02 11.24 11.00 75.00 
width 29.06 10.88 7.00 70.00 
Thickness 7.52 4.30 2.00 26.00 
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In the preburial and postburial tables, the 

relationships noted in the previous flake dimension tables 

are repeated: Flakes of Colha material are shorter, 

narrower and thinner than those of other materials, both 

preburial and postburial. 

Platform surface ~orphology 

Table 16 shows the distribution of six platform 

morphological types (including "no platform") among all 

flakes from Cuello. Th~se data do not meet the 

requirements for a valid chi-square test. However, although 

none of the differences are very striking, it is interesting 

to note that there is an apparent slight decrease in the 

number of plain platfoLns through time, with a concomitant 

increase in the percentages of facetted and dihedral 

platforms. 



TABLE 16: PLATFORM SURFACE MORPHOLOGY -- ALL FLAKES 
FROM CERAMICALLY DEFINED CONTEXTS 

N=2194 [100%] 

PERIOD PLAIN FACETTED POINTED NONE CRUSHED DIHEDRAL 

Swasey 273 189 16 0 32 23 
[51] [35] [3] [6] [4 ] 

Sw-
Blad. 241 189 3 1 36 11 

[50] [39] [1] [0] [8] [2] 

Mamom 371 286 19 1 54 18 
[50] [38] [3] [0] [7] [2] 

Chic. 205 165 11 2 26 22 
[48] [38] [3] [1] [6] [5] 

------------
Chi-square = 22.63; df = 15; p = .09. (Not a valid test.) 

Table 17 shows the same platform morphology data for 

flakes of Colha-like material from ceramically pure 

contexts. Here again, the table does not meet minimum 

requirements for a valid chi-square test, and visual 

inspection does not reveal any marked trends. 
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TABLE 17: PLATFORM SURFACE MORPHOLOGY -- FLAKES OF COLHA-
LIKE MATERIAL 

FROM CERAMICALLY DEFINED CONTEXTS 
N=603 [100%] 

PERIOD PLAIN FACETTED POINTED CRUSHED DIHEDRAL 

Swasey 44 [39] 56 [50] 3 [3] 9 [8] 0 

SW-Blad. 51 [36] 68 [48] 0 23 [15] 1 [1] 

Mamom 62 [35] 92 [51] 6 [3] 18 [10] 1 [1] 

Chic. 57 [34] 82 [49] 5 [3] 16 [9] 9 [5] 
----------------
Chi-square = 26.16; df = 12; P = .01 (Not a valid test. 

However, there is the suggestion of decreasing percentages 

of plain platforms and increasing percentages of dihedral 

platforms. 

Table 18 shows the distribution of platform types among 

flakes of other materials from ceramically pure contexts; 

again, the chi-square test is not valid by Cochran's rule 

criteria. It is difficult, in fact, to see any changes 

among these categories through time. 
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TABLE 18: PLATFORM SURFACE MORPHOLOGY -- FLAKES OF OTHER 
MATERIAL 

FROM CERAMICALLY DEFINED CONTEXTS 
N=1591 [100%] 

PERIOD PLAIN FACETTED POINTED NONE CRUSHED DIHEDRAL 

Swasey 229 
[54] 

Sw.-
Blad. 190 

[56] 

Mamom 309 
[54] 

chic. 148 
[56] 

133 
[32] 

121 
[36] 

194 
[34] 

83 
[32] 

13 
[3] 

3 
[1] 

13 
[2] 

6 
[2] 

o 

1 
[0] 

1 
[0] 

2 
[1] 

23 
[6] 

13 
[4] 

36 
[7] 

10 
[4] 

23 
[5] 

10 
[3] 

17 
[3] 

13 
[5] 

Chi-square = 18.61; df = 15; P = .23 (Not a valid test.) 

Tables 19 and 20, on the other hand, show some 

interesting changes from preburial to postburial contexts, 

and on both sets of data valid chi-square tests were 

possible. Table 19 shows variations in the occurrence of 

platform surface morphologies among flakes of Colha-like 

material from preburial and postburial contexts, and the 

chi-square test suggests that the differences seen are 

significant. There is a decrease in the number of plain 

platforms, and an increase in the numbers of facetted, 

crushed, and dihedral platforms on flakes of Calha-like 

material. To some degree, Table 20 shows an opposite 

trend, but the differences here are slight, and the chi-
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square test does not indicate that these results are 

significant. Thus, these tables show that while there are 

changes in platform morphology, from plain to facetted, 

crushed or dihedral, among Colha-material flakes, there is 

no significant change in the frequency of these platform 

types among flakes of other material. 

TABLE 19: PLATFORM SURFACE MORPHOLOGY -
FLAKES OF COLHA-LIKE MATERIAL FROM 

PRE BURIAL AND POSTBURIAL CONTEXTS:N=231 [100%] 

PLAIN FACETTED POINTED CRUSHED DIHEDRAL 

PRE BURIAL 44 [43] 44 [43] 
POSTBURIAL 40 [31] 60 [47] 

7 [7] 
5 [4] 

6 [6] 
15 [11] 

1 [1] 
9 [7] 

Chi-square = 10.23; df = 4; p = .04 (Valid by Cochran's 
rule.) 

TABLE 20: PLATFORM SURFACE MORPHOLOGY -- FLAKES OF OTHER 
MATERIAL 

FROM PRE BURIAL AND POSTBURIAL CONTEXTS 
N=545 [99+%] 

PLAIN FACETTED POINTED CRUSHED DIHEDRAL 

PRE BURIAL 202 [54] 109 [30] 24 [6] 
POSTBURIAL 99 [58] 48 [28] 7 [4] 

19 [5] 
6 [3] 

27 [5] 
11 [6] 

Chi-square = 4.53; df = 5; p = .48 (A valid test.) 

comparing with data from Pulltrouser Swamp and from 

Colha is somewhat difficult because of the use of slightly 
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different platform morphological categories. Among flakes 

of Colha material from Pulltrouser, McAnany finds 10% with 

crushed platforms (McAnany 1986:Table 23). At Cuello, this 

platform type varies from 8% to 15% of Colha material 

flakes, with the largest percentage occurring in Swasey

Bladen contexts, with the percentage in Mamom and Chicanel 

contexts being closest to that at Pulltrouser Swamp. I 

suspect that Shafer's "bifacial" platform type, which is 

also used by Nash and McAnany, is included within my 

"facetted" and "dihedral" categories. 

Platform abrasion 

Table 21 shows the occurrence of platform abrasion 

among all flakes from the Cuello collection; a valid chi

square test was done on these data, which revealed that the 

differences seen are probably not significant. 

Examination of the percentages shows an apparent relative 

increase in the occurrence of platform abrasion among all 

flakes from Swasey-Bladen contexts. 



TABLE 21: PLATFORM ABRASION -- ALL FLAKES 
FROM CERAMICALLY DEFINED CONTEXTS 

N=2191 [99%] 

PERIOD PRESENT ABSENT UNKNOWN 

Swasey 254 [48] 256 [48] 23 [4 ] 

Swasey-Bladen 274 [57] 192 [40] 14 [3] 

Mamom 402 [54] 313 [42] 33 [4] 

Chicanel 209 [49] 201 [47] 20 [4] 
-----------
Chi-square = 14.34; 9 d.f.; P = .11 (A valid test. ) 
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A similar variation, again probably not significant by 

the valid chi-square test, is seen among flakes of Colha

like material in Table 22: A increase in the percentage of 

flakes showing platform preparation from Swasey-Bladen 

contexts. For flakes of other materials, shown in Table 

23, no such pattern is seen, and the chi-square test does 

not suggest any significant differences. 
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TABLE 22: PLATFORM ABRASION -- FLAKES OF COLHA-LIKE MATERIAL 
FROM CERAMICALLY DEFINED CONTEXTS 

N=600[99%] 

PERIOD PRESENT ABSENT UNKNOWN 

Swasey 69 [61] 39 [35] 4 [4] 

Swasey-Bladen 100 [70] 37 [26] 5 [4] 

Mamom 110 [62] 61 [34] 7 [4] 

Chicanel 89 [53] 66 [39] 13 [8] 
----------------
Chi-square = 12.70; df = 9; p = .18 (A valid test. ) 

TABLE 23: PLATFORM ABRASION -- FLAKES OF OTHER MATERIAL 
FROM CERAMICALLY DEFINED CONTEXTS 

N=1591 [100%] 

PERIOD PRESENT ABSENT UNKNOWN 

Swasey 185 [44] 217 [52] 19 [5] 

Swasey-Bladen 174 [51] 155 [46] 9 [3] 

Mamom 292 [51] 252 [44] 26 [5] 

Chicanel 120 [46] 135 [52] 7 [3] 
-----------------
Chi-square = 10.92; df = 6; p = .09 (A valid test. ) 

The same must be said of Tables 24 and 25, which show 

the distribution of platform abrasion among flakes of Colha-

like material and other material from preburial and 

postburial contexts: There are not any notable differences, 

and the chi-square tests, though valid, are not suggestive 

of significant differences. 
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TABLE 24: PLATFORM ABRASION -- FLAKES OF COLHA-LIKE MATERIAL 
FROM PREBURIAL AND POSTBURIAL CONTEXTS 

PRE BURIAL 
POSTBURIAL 

PRESENT 

56 [56] 
67 [52] 

N=231 [100%] 

ABSENT 

43 [41] 
50 [40] 

UNKNOWN 

3 [3] 
11 [8] 

Chi-square = 3.98; df = 3; p = .27 (A valid test.) 

TABLE 25: PLATFORM ABRASION -- FLAKES OF OTHER MATERIAL 
FROM PREBURIAL AND POSTBURIAL CONTEXTS 

PRE BURIAL 
POSTBURIAL 

N=546 [100%] 

PRESENT 

140 [37] 
64 [37] 

ABSENT 

216 [58] 
103 [60] 

UNKNOWN 

18 [5] 
5 [3] 

Chi-square = 1.93; df = 2; p = .38 (A valid test.) 

It is noteworthy, however, that in all periods flakes 

of other materials show a lower incidence of platform 

abrasion than do flakes of Colha-like material. 

Exterior flake scars 

Table 26 shows that, for exterior flake scars, there 

are significant differences in distribution of the 

categories for all flakes among ceramically defined 

contexts. In summary, there is a marked increase through 

time in the number of flakes with 5 or more exterior flake 

scars, and a marked decrease in the number of flakes with 



fewer than 5. A valid chi-square test strongly suggests 

that these differences are significant. 

TABLE 26: EXTERIOR FLAKE SCARS -- ALL FLAKES 
FROM CERAMICALLY DEFINED CONTEXTS 

N=2194 [100%] 

PERIOD FEWER THAN 5 5 OR MORE 

Swasey 373 [70] 160 [30] 

Swasey-Bladen 268 [56] 213 [44] 

Mamom 451 [60] 298 [40] 

Chicanel 227 [53] 204 [47] 
---------------
Chi-square = 35.5; df = 3; p = .00 (A valid test.) 
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Table 27, however, shows that for flakes of Colha-like 

material, although there is an apparent increase in the 

occurrence of flakes with 5 or more exterior flake scars, 

the differences are not statistically significant according 

to a valid chi-square test. For flakes of other materials, 

on the other hand, the differences are probably significant, 

as seen in Table 28, and reflect the differences seen in the 

flake collection as a whole: decreasing numbers of flakes 

with fewer than 5 exterior flake scars. 



TABLE 27: EXTERIOR FLAKE SCARS -- FLAKES OF COLHA-LIKE 
MATERIAL FROM 

CERAMICALLY DEFINED CONTEXTS 
N=603 [100%] 

PERIOD FEWER THAN 5 5 OR MORE 

Swasey 50 [45] 62 [55] 

Swasey-Bladen 54 [38] 89 [62] 

Mamom 68 [38] 111 [62] 

Chicanel 62 [37] 107 [63] 
-----------------
Chi-square = 2.04; df = 3; P = 0.56 (A valid test.) 
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TABLE 28: EXTERIOR FLAKE SCARS - FLAKES OF OTHER MATERIAL 
FROM CERAMICALLY DEFINED CONTEXT 

N=1591 [100%] 

PERIOD FEWER THAN 5 5 OR MORE 

Swasey 323 [77] 98 [23] 

Swasey-Bladen 214 [63] 124 [37J 

Mamom 383 [67J 187 [33J 

Chicanel 165 [63]. 97 [37J 
--------------------
Chi-square = 21.3 ; df = 3; P = 0.00 (A valid test. ) 

Table 29 shows the distribution of exterior flake scar 

categories among flakes of Colha-like material from 

preburial and postburial contexts. The chi-square, a valid 

test, does not suggest that there are any significant 

differences in this distribution. with regard to flakes of 
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other materials, however, as Table 30 shows, the differences 

probably are significant, and show a decrease in flakes with 

fewer than 5 flake scars and a corresponding increase in 

flakes with 5 or more flake scars. 

TABLE 29: EXTERIOR FLAKE SCARS -- FLAKES OF COLHA-LIKE 
MATERIAL 

PREBURIAL 
POSTBURIAL 

FROM PRE BURIAL AND POSTBURIAL CONTEXTS 
N=231 [100%] 

FEWER THAN 5 

46 [47] 
50 [38] 

5 OR MORE 

56 [53] 
79 [62] 

Chi-square = .94; df = 1; P = .33 (A valid test.) 

TABLE 30 : EXTERIOR FLAKE SCARS -- FLAKES OF OTHER MATERIAL 
FROM PRE BURIAL AND POSTBURIAL CONTEXTS 

PRE BURIAL 
POSTBURIAL 

N=546 [100%] 

FEWER THAN 5 

279 [75] 
107 [63] 

5 OR MORE 

95 [25] 
65 [37] 

Chi-square = 8.73; df = 1; p = .00 (A valid test.) 

There are not really any data comparable to these from 

elsewhere in northern Belize. McAnany (1986:Table 22) 

gives an average number of dorsal flake scars for flakes of 

Colha material as 5.2 (N=2844) and for flakes of chalcedony 

as 3.7 (N=739). At Cuello, the mean number of flake scars 
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on Colha-material flakes is 5.73 (N=603), and on flakes of 

other material it is 3.97 (N=1591). 

Platform lip 

Table 31 shows the distribution of platform lipping 

among all flakes from ceramically pure contexts. Flakes 

from Swasey and Chicanel contexts have a higher percentage 

of flakes with marked lipping than the other two periods, 

and flakes from Swasey-Bladen contexts have a higher 

percentage of flakes with no platform lipping. These 

differences are not especially impressive, and the valid 

chi-square test does not suggest that they are significant. 

TABLE 31: PLATFORM LIP - ALL FLAKES 
FROM CERAMICALLY DEFINED CONTEXTS 

N=2194 [100%] 

PERIOD MARKED QUESTIONABLE/SLIGHT ABSENT 

Swasey 66 [13] 209 [39] 258 [48] 

Swasey-Bladen 44 [9] 177 [37] 260 [54] 

Mamom 84 [11] 272 [36] 393 [53] 

Chicanel 60 [14] 159 [37] 212 [49] 
--------------
Chi-square = 7.81; df = 6; p = .25 (A valid test. ) 

Among flakes of Colha material, there are more flakes with 

marked lipping from Chicanel contexts than from the earlier 

periods, and fewer flakes with no platform lipping at all; 
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see Table 32. with a R value of .10, these differences are 

interesting, but not clearly statistically significant. 

TABLE 32: PLATFORM LIP -- FLAKES OF COLHA-LIKE MATERIAL 
FROM CERAMICALLY DEFINED CONTEXTS 

N=603 [100%] 

PERIOD MARKED QUESTIONABLE/SLIGHT ABSENT 

Swasey 12 [11] 39 [35] 61 [55] 

Sw-Bladen 15 [10] 42 [29] 86 [60] 

Mamom 16 [9] 55 [31] 108 [60] 

Chicanel 28 [17] 63 [37] 78 [46] 
--------------
Chi-square = 10.73; df = 6; p = .10 (A valid test. ) 

For flakes of other materials, however, as shown in Table 

33, there are no significant differences in the distribution 

of platform lipping among ceramically defined periods. 

TABLE 33: PLATFORM LIP - FLAKES OF OTHER MATERIAL 
FROM CERAMICALLY DEFINED CONTEXT 

N=1591 [100%] 

PERIOD MARKED QUESTIONABLE/SLIGHT ABSENT 

Swasey 54 [13] 170 [40] 197 [47] 

Swasey-Bladen 29 [9] 135 [40] 174 [51] 

Mamom 68 [12] 217 [38] 285 [50] 

Chicanel 32 [12] 96 [37] 134 [51] 
--------------------
Chi-square = 5.19; df = 6; p = .52 (A valid test. ) 
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Table 34 shows the occurrence of platform lipping among 

flakes of Colha material from preburial and postburial 

contexts. The chi-square test suggests that the 

distribution seen is significant: there are more Colha-like 

flakes with marked platform lipping, and fewer with no 

platform lipping at all, from postburial contexts than from 

preburial contexts. On the other hand, Table 35 shows some 

slight variation over time for flakes of other materials, 

but the chi-square test does not indicate that these 

variations are significant. 

TABLE 34: PLATFORM LIP -- FLAKES OF COLHA-LIKE MATERIAL 
FROM PRE BURIAL AND POSTBURIAL CONTEXTS 

PRE BURIAL 
POSTBURIAL 

MARKED 

11 [11] 
24 [19] 

N=231 [100%] 

QUESTIONABLE/SLIGHT 

33 [32] 
53 [41] 

ABSENT 

58 [57] 
52 [40] 

Chi-square = 6.74; df = 2; P = .04 (A valid test.) 

TABLE 35: PLATFORM LIP -- FLAKES OF OTHER MATERIAL 
FROM PRE BURIAL AND POSTBURIAL CONTEXTS 

PRE BURIAL 
POSTBURIAL 

MARKED 

54 [14] 
17 [9] 

N=546 [100%] 

QUESTIONABLE/SLIGHT 

147 [40] 
68 [40] 

ABSENT 

173 [46] 
87 [51] 

Chi-square = 2.34; df = 2; p = .31 (A valid test.) 

Shafer notes that from the Preclassic Colha workshop at 

Operation 2006 only about 1% of flakes have lipped platforms 
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(1979:66). This difference between flakes from Colha and 

flakes from Cuello may indicate more frequent use of soft 

hammers at Cuello. This in turn may be due to relatively 

more frequent resharpening or late-stage reduction at 

Cuello. It is also possible that Shafer's definition of 

"lipped platform" is different from the one used here. 

There are no other comparable data from other northern 

Belizean sites. 

Cortex on exterior surface 

Table 36 shows the occurrence of cortex categories 

among all flakes from ceramically defined contexts. The 

valid chi-square test quite clearly indicates that there are 

no significant differences in this distribution, and 

inspection of the numbers shows no percentage variations 

over 2%. 
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TABLE 36: CORTEX ON EXTERIOR SURFACE -- ALL FLAKES 
FROM CERAMICALLY DEFINED CONTEXTS 

N=2194 [100%] 

PERIOD 100% 50-99% 5-50% < 5% 

Swasey 8 [2] 28 [5] 113 [21] 384 [72] 

SW.-Bladen 6 [1] 34 [7] 102 [21] 339 [71] 

Mamom 8 [1] 54 [7] 165 [22] 522 [70] 

Chicanel 7 [2] 30 [7] 93 [22] 301 [70] 
-----------------
Chi-square = 3.33; df = 9; p = .95 (A valid test. ) 

--------------------------------------------------------

For flakes of Colha material, as seen in Table 37, the 

picture is similar, although here the chi-square test is not 

valid, since the distribution does not meet the minimum 

requirements of Cochran's rule. Examination of the numbers 

shows that there is some variation: The number of flakes 

having 5-50% cortex is highest in Swasey contexts and lowest 

in Chicanel contexts, and the number of flakes having 50-99% 

cortex is lowest in Swasey contexts and highest in Chicanel 

contexts. However, these variations are minimal. 
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TABLE 37: CORTEX ON EXTERIOR SURFACE -- FLAKES OF COLHA-LIKE 
MATERIAL 

FROM CERAMICALLY DEFINED CONTEXTS 
N=603 [100%] 

PERIOD 100% 50-99% 

Swasey 2 [2] 1 [1] 

Swasey-Bladen 0 6 [4] 

Mamom 0 7 [4] 

Chicanel 1 [1] 5 [3] 

5-50% 

15 [13] 

14 [10] 

22 [12] 

16 [9] 

<5% 

94 [84] 

123 [86] 

150 [84] 

147 [87] 

Chi-square = 9.54; df = 9; P = .39 (Not a valid test.) 

For flakes of other materials, the picture presented by 

Table 38 is similar. Again, there are some variations. 

TABLE 38: CORTEX ON EXTERIOR SURFACE - FLAKES OF OTHER 
MATERIAL 

FROM CERAMICALLY DEFINED CONTEXTS 
N=1590 [100%] 

PERIOD 100% 50-99% 5-50% <5% 

Swasey 6 [1] 27 [6] 98 [23] 290 [69] 

Sw.-Bladen 6 [2] 28 [8] 88 [26] 216 [64] 

Mamom 8 [1] 47 [8] 143 [25] 372 (65] 

Chicanel 6 [2] 25 [10] 77 [29] 153 [59] 
---------------
Chi-square = 13.53; df = 12; p = .33 (Valid by Cochran's 
rule. ) 

Most conspicuous is a decrease in the number of flakes 

having less than 5% cortex, and a slight increase in flakes 



having 50-99% cortex and those having 5-50% cortex. 

However, the chi-square test does not suggest that these 

differences are statistically significant. 
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From preburial and postburial contexts, flakes of 

Colha-like material and flakes of other material present two 

very different pictures with regard to cortex. Tables 39 

and 40 show these data. For Colha-like flakes, there are no 

notable variations in the distribution of the cortical 

categories among these stratigraphically defined contexts, 

and the chi-square test does not suggest that there are any 

significant differences. Among flakes of other materials, 

however, there are statistically significant differences, 

according to a chi-square test which is valid by Cochran's 

rule. Flakes with less than 5% of the exterior surface 

covered by cortex decrease in postburial contexts, while the 

number of flakes with 50-99% cortex increases in postburial 

contexts. Flakes with 100% cortex and flakes with 5-50% 

cortex also occur more frequently in the later contexts. 

One possible explanation of increasing numbers of flakes 

with relatively large amounts of retained cortex may be 

that there is, over time, a depletion in the larger locally 

available nodules of the coarse white cherts and the 

chalcedonies, so that progressively smaller nodules were 

used, with a resultant higher percentage of cortical flakes. 
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TABLE 39: CORTEX ON EXTERIOR SURFACE -- FLAKES OF COLHA-LIKE 
MATERIAL 

PRE BURIAL 
POSTBURIAL 

FROM PRE BURIAL AND POSTBURIAL CONTEXTS 
N=231 [100%] 

100% 

o 
o 

50-99% 

1 [1] 
3 [2] 

5-50% 

14 [14] 
13 [10] 

<5% 

87 [85] 
113 [88] 

Chi-square = 2.05; df = 3; P = .56 (Not a valid test.) 

PRE BURIAL 

POSTBURIAL 

TABLE 40: CORTEX ON EXTERIOR SURFACE -
FLAKES OF OTHER MATERIAL 

FROM PRE BURIAL AND POSTBURIAL CONTEXTS 
N=546 [100%] 

100% 50-99% 5-50% <5% 

2 [>1] 15 [4] 82 [22] 275 

3 [2] 17 [10] 43 [25] 109 
---------------------

[74 ] 

[63] 

Chi-square = 11. 03; df = 3; p = .01 (Valid by Cochran's 
rule. ) 

For flakes of Calha-like material from the Pulltrouser 

Swamp sites, McAnany (1986:Table 23) finds that 89% have no 

cortex, 8% have from 1% to 50% of the exterior surface 

covered by cortex, and 3% have more than 50% cortex (total 

N=3782). Direct comparison can be made with the Cuello 

flakes for the category of those flakes with more than 50% 

cortex; at Cuello, from ceramically defined contexts, 4% of 

Colha-material flakes have more than 50% cortex. On the 

other hand, at Cuello, 85% of Calha-material flakes have 
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less than 5% cortex; presumably the percentage with 0 cortex 

(directly comparable to McAnany's category) would be 

something a bit less than 85%. 

For chalcedony flakes (N=1243) McAnany found that 60% 

had no retained cortex; this can be compared with those 

flakes of other material from Cuello which retained less 

than 5% cortex, and 65% of those flakes from ceramically 

defined contexts were in that category. Flakes having 

more than 50% exterior surface covered by cortex made up 11% 

of the Pulltrouser chalcedony flakes; at Cuello, 10% of 

flakes of other material were in the >50% cortical category. 

Nash's study of Colha flakes utilized the categories 

"primary", "secondary", and "interior" in examining the 

occurrence of cortex. Presumably, primary flakes have 100% 

of exterior surface covered by cortex, secondary flakes 

retain some cortex over less than 100% of the surface, and 

interior flakes have no cortex at all. On a sample of 517 

flakes from the workshops, Nash found that 3% were primary, 

13% were secondary, and 84% were interior (Nash 1980:Table 

8) • 

Shafer (1979) found that in a sample of flakes from the 

Late Preclassic workshop at Operation 2006, 95% of whole 

flakes (N=386) were interior flakes, retaining no cortex 

(Table 6). It is interesting that among flakes of Colha

like material from contemporaneous contexts at Cuello, 87% 

have no cortex. That is, for the Late Preclassic period, 
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there are more flakes retaining at least some cortex at the 

"consumer" site, Cuello, than there are at the "producer" 

site, Colha. Unfortunately, the samples in each case are 

small (N=169 from Cuello). 

These similarities and regularities among various sites 

in the frequency of cortex on Colha-like flakes may indicate 

an underlying regularity in the morphology of nodules or 

prepared blanks used in the manufacture of tools from this 

raw material, a regularity that seemingly persists through 

the Preclassic era. 

Flake shape 

Table 41 shov's the distribution of five categories of 

flake shape for all flakes in ceramically pure contexts. 

There is more frequent occurrence of expanding flakes 

through time, and a decrease in the occurrence of straight 

flakes; however, no significant difference is suggested by 

the chi-square test. 



TABLE 41: FLAKE SHAPES -- ALL FLAKES 
FROM CERAMICALLY DEFINED CONTEXTS 

N=2194 [100%] 

PERIOD EXPAND. CONTRACT. STRAIGHT LAT. EXPANDING 

Swasey 343 [64] 31 [6] 139 [26] 20 [4] 

Sw.- 306 [64] 26 [5] 134 [28] 15 [3] 
Blad. 

Mamom 503 [67] 51 [7] 172 [23] 23 [3] 

Chicanel 296 [69] 27 [6] 94 [22] 14 [3] 
-----------------
Chi-square = 7.56; df = 9; p = .58 (A valid test. ) 

For flakes of Colha-like material, there is a 

statistically significant difference in the distribution, 

along the same lines, as seen in Table 42: an increase in 
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expanding flakes and a decrease in straight flakes. There 

is also a decrease in lateral expanding flakes, but these 

numbers are rather small. 



TABLE 42: FLAI<E SHAPES -- FLAKES OF COLHA-LIKE MATERIAL 
FROM CERAMICALLY DEFINED CONTEXTS 

N=603 [100%] 

PERIOD EXPAND. CONTRACT. STRAIGHT LAT. EXPANDING 

Swasey 56 [50] 9 [8] 37 [33] 10 [9] 

Sw-Bladen 88 [61] 8 [6] 43 [30] 4 [3] 

Mamom 111 [62] 14 [8] 49 [27] 5 [3] 

Chicanel 117 [69] 11 [7] 37 [22] 4 [2] 

Chi-square = 17.86; df = 9; p = .04 (Valid by Cochran's 
rule. ) 

Table 43 shows the occurrence of flake shape among 

flakes of other material from ceramically pure contexts. 

Here, the chi-square test indicates that there are no 
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significant differences in this distribution, and inspection 

of the percentages also does not reveal any interesting 

changes. 



TABLE 43: FLAKE SHAPE -- FLAKES OF OTHER MATERIAL 
FROM CERAMICALLY DEFINED CONTEXT 

N=1591 [100%] 

PERIOD EXPAND. CONTRACT. STRAIGHT LAT. EXPANDING 

Swasey 287 [68] 22 [5] 102 [24] 10 [2] 

Sw.-Bladen 218 [65] 18 [5] 

37 [7] 

16 [6] 

91 [27] 

123 [22] 

57 [22] 

11 [3] 

18 [3] 

10 [4] 

Mamom 

Chicanel 

392 [69] 

179 [68] 

Chi-square = 5.71; df = 9; p = .77 (A valid test.) 

For flakes of Colha-like material from preburial and 

postburial contexts, there is an apparent increase in the 
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occurrence of expanding flakes in postburial levels with a 

concomitant decrease in all other shape categories; Table 44 

shows this. However, the chi-square test, valid by 

Cochran's rule, is not strongly supportive of a statistical 

significance. 

TABLE 44: FLAKE SHAPE -- FLAKES OF COLHA-LIKE MATERIAL 
FROM PRE BURIAL AND POSTBURIAL CONTEXTS 

N=231 [100%] 

EXPAND. CONTRACT. STRAIGHT LAT. EXPANDING 

PRE BURIAL 58 [57] 8 [8] 31 [30 ] 5 [5] 
POSTBURIAL 92 [71] 8 [6] 25 [20] 4 [3] 
---------------
Chi-square = 5.38; df = 3; p = .15 (Valid by Cochran's 
rule. ) 
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Table 45 shows flake shape distributions for flakes of 

other materials from preburial and postburial contexts, with 

a chi-square test that does not suggest that there are 

significant differences. 

TABLE 45: FLAKE SHAPE -- FLAKES OF OTHER MATERIAL 
FROM PRE BURIAL AND POSTBURIAL CONTEXTS 

N=545 [99+%%] 

EXPAND. CONTRACT. STRAIGHT LAT. EXPANDING 

PRE BURIAL 251 [67] 23 [6] 94 [25 ] 5 [1] 
POSTBURIAL 109 [63] 15 [9] 46 [27] 2 [1] 
------------------
Chi-square = 1. 98; df = 3 ; P = .74 (Valid by Cochran's 
rule. ) 

Flake profile 

Table 46 shows the distribution of flake profile types 

among all flakes, and neither the numbers nor the chi-square 

test suggest any significant differences in this 

distribution. 
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TABLE 46: FLAKE PROFILES -- ALL FLAKES 
FROM CERAMICALLY DEFINED CONTEXTS 

N=2194 [100%] 

PERIOD CONVEX FLAT CONCAVE 

Swasey 33 [6] 320 [60] 180 [34] 

Swasey-Bladen 21 [4] 272 [57] 188 [39] 

Mamom 38 [5] 426 [57] 285 [38] 

Chicanel 20 [5] 269 [62] 142 [33] 
-----------------
Chi-square = 7.85; df = 6; p = .25 (A valid test. ) 

Table 47 shows flake profile distributions among 

flakes of Colha-like material from ceramically pure 

contexts, with a valid chi-square test suggesting that there 

are significant differences. There is an increase in 

concave flakes, and a decrease in convex and flat flakes 

over time, with the exception of flakes from Mamom contexts. 
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TABLE 47: FLAKE PROFILE -- FLAKES OF COLHA-LIKE MATERIAL 
FROM CERAMICALLY DEFINED CONTEXTS 

N=603 [100%] 

PERIOD CONVEX FLAT CONCAVE 

Swasey 8 [7] 67 [60] 37 [33] 

SW.-Bladen 3 [2] 85 [59] 55 [39] 

Mamom 9 [5] 112 [63] 58 [32] 

Chicanel 1 [1] 97 [57] 71 [42] 
--------------
Chi-square = 13.51; df = 6; p = .04 (Valid by Cochran's 
rule. ) 

Approximately the opposite trend is seen among flakes 

of other raw materials from ceramically pure context; Table 

48 shows this: the percentage of concave flakes is less in 

Chicanel than in Swasey contexts, and percentages of convex 

and flat flakes are higher. Here, the trend is interrupted 

in Swasey-Bladen and Mamom contexts, just as for Colha-like 

flakes the percentages were reversed in Mamom contexts. 



TABLE 48: FLAKE PROFILE -- FLAKES OF OTHER MATERIAL 
FROM CERAMICALLY DEFINED CONTEXTS 

N=1591 [100%] 

PERIOD CONVEX FLAT CONCAVE 

Swasey 25 [6] 253 [60] 143 [34] 

Sw.-Bladen 18 [5] 187 [55] 133 [40] 

Mamom 29 [5] 314 [55] 227 [40] 

Chicanel 19 [7] 172 [66] 71 [27] 
--------------
Chi-square = 15.38; df = 6; p = .02 (A valid test. ) 

In the case of flake profile categories, the 

stratigraphically defined contexts showed, in general, 

trends similar to those seen for flakes for ceramically 

defined contexts. Among flakes of Colha material (Table 

49), the percentage of co~cave flakes is increased from 

postburial contexts; for flakes of other materials (Table 

50), there are fewer concave flakes from postburial 

contexts. For both material types, convex flakes are 

decreased in number in postburial contexts, while the 

numbers of flat flakes increases. However, for the data 

shown in Table 49 the chi-square test was probably not 

valid, and in any case does not suggest statistical 

significance. For Table 50, showing data for flakes of 

other material, the chi-square was valid and suggested 

significant differences. 

158 
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TABLE 49: FLAKE PROFILE -- FLAKES OF COLHA-LIKE MATERIAL 
FROM PRE BURIAL AND POSTBURIAL CONTEXTS 

PRE BURIAL 
POSTBURIAL 

N=231 [100%] 

CONVEX 

6 [6] 
1 [1] 

FLAT 

57 [53] 
75 [58] 

CONCAVE 

39 [38] 
53 [41] 

Chi-square = 5.07; df = 2; P = .08 (Not a valid test.) 

TABLE 50: FLAKE PROFILE -- FLAKES OF OTHER MATERIAL 
FROM PRE BURIAL AND POSTBURIAL CONTEXTS 

PRE BURIAL 
POSTBURIAL 

N=546 [100%] 

CONVEX 

17 [5] 
2 [1] 

FLAT 

223 [60] 
120 [70] 

CONCAVE 

134 [35] 
50 [29] 

Chi-square = 7.40; df = 2; P = .03 (A valid test.) 

There are no comparable flake data from other northern 

Belizean sites for flake shape and flake profile. 

SUMMARY 

In summary, the flake attribute categories for which the 

chi-square test was valid and R was equal to less than .05, 

suggesting significant differences in distribution, were: 

l)Platform surface morphology on flakes of Colha-like 

material in stratigraphically defined contexts (Table 19), 
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where from postburial contexts there is an increase in the 

occurrence of facetted, crushed, and dihedral platforms, and 

a decrease in plain and pointed platforms. 

2)Exterior flake scars on all flakes from ceramically 

defined contexts (Table 26). Here there was seen a marked 

decrease in flakes with fewer than 5 exterior flake scars 

and an increase in flakes with more than 5: 70% of flakes 

from Swasey contexts had fewer than 5 flake scars; from 

Chicanel contexts, 53% had fewer than 5. 

3)Exterior flake scars on flakes of other materials 

from ceramically defined contexts (Table 28), showing a 

decrease in number of flakes with fewer than 5 exterior 

flake scars, from 77% in Swasey contexts to 63% in Chicanel 

contexts. 

4)Exterior flake scars on flakes of other materials 

from preburial and postburial contexts (Table 30). From 

preburial contexts, 75% of flakes have fewer than 5 exterior 

flake scars; from postburial contexts, 63% of flakes have 

fewer than 5. 

5)Platform lip on flakes of Colha material from 

preburial and postburial contexts (Table 34). From 

preburial contexts, 57% of flakes have no platform lipping; 

from postburial contexts, 40% have none. Marked platform 

lipping is seen more often in postburial contexts (19%) than 

in preburial contexts (11%). 
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6)Cortex on exterior surface for flakes of other 

materials from preburial and postburial contexts (Table 40). 

There is a notable decrease in the number of flakes with 

less than 5% exterior cortex, from 74% preburial to 63% 

postburial. 

7)Flake shape for flakes of Colha-like material from 

ceramically defined contexts (Table 42). There is an 

increase in the number of expanding flakes, and a decrease 

in the numbers of straight and lateral expanding flakes, 

such that in Swasey times 50% of Colha-material flakes are 

expanding, and in Chicanel times 69% of Colha-material 

flakes are expanding. 

8)Flake profile for flakes of Colha-like material from 

ceramically defined contexts (Table 47). Here, there is a 

decrease in the number of convex flakes, from 7% of flakes 

from Swasey contexts to 1% of flakes from Chicanel contexts, 

and an increase in the number of concave flakes, from 33% of 

flakes in Swasey contexts to 42% of flakes in Chicanel 

contexts. 

9)Flake profile for flakes of other material from 

ceramically defined contexts (Table 48). These numbers 

reflect chronological differences approximately opposite to 

those seen in profile for flakes of Colha material: Concave 

flakes decrease, flat flakes increase, and convex flakes 

remain about the same through time. 
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10)Flake profile for flakes of other material from 

stratigraphically defined contexts (Table 50). Here, convex 

and concave flakes decrease in number in postburial 

contexts, and flat flakes increase. 

Thus, comparing flakes of Colha-like material from the 

Early Middle Preclassic to those from the Late Preclassic, 

ceramically defined, it can be said in general that they are 

more likely to be expanding and concave and to have lipped 

platforms in Chicanel contexts than in Swasey contexts. 

comparing Colha-material flakes from stratigraphically 

defined contexts: In postburial contexts, flakes are more 

likely to have facetted, crushed, and dihedral platforms 

than in preburial contexts; platform lipping is seen more 

often in postburial contexts than in preburial contexts. 

comparing flakes of other raw materials, there are more 

flakes with 5 or more exterior flake scars from Late 

Preclassic and postburial contexts; fewer flakes with less 

than 5% cortex from postburial contexts; fewer concave 

flakes from Chicanel and postburial contexts. 

considering all flakes together, the only attribute 

that showed a clearly significant variation was the number 

of exterior flake scars. In Chicanel times there were many 

more flakes with 5 or more scars than there were in Swasey 

times. 

In terms of flake dimensions, all flakes are larger in 

all dimensions in Chicanel times than in Swasey times. 
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The possible interpretations of these results will be 

discussed in the following chapter, using in addition some 

data from the Cuello Preclassic tool assemblage. There will 

be a general discussion of the interpretation of lithic 

data, and a specific application to the Producer-Consumer 

model. Finally, the data and interpretations from several 

sites in northern Belize will be summarized and evaluated in 

terms of the Preclassic political, social and economic 

system. 
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CHAPTER VII: CUELLO FLAKE DATA AND STONE TOOL EXCHANGE IN 
PRECLASSIC NORTHERN BELIZE: SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

INTRODUCTION 

In this chapter I will discuss interpretations of the 

flake data presented in the previous chapter, and expand 

upon the flake data with some other lithic data from Cuello. 

I will then evaluate the meaning of these data for the 

Producer-Consumer model, and discuss the Preclassic economic 

system of northern Belize in the light of some ethnographic 

and lithic data. 

INTERPRETIVE GENERALIZATIONS FROM CUELLO LITHIC DATA 

In Chapter III above, three questions were posed, to be 

answered, if possible, using evidence provided by lithic 

data from Cuello: 

l}Were any tools being made at Cuello using chert from 

the Colha area, or were all Colha-material tools imported 

finished from Colha? Did this situation change over time? 

2}Were bifaces being made at Cuello from Colha 

materials, or were these types brought into the Cuello 

community only in finished form? Did this situation change 

over time? 

3)Does the lithic assemblage provide any evidence as to 

the contemporary political, social and economic 

infrastructure in Preclassic northern Belize? 
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To summarize, there is some evidence that tools were 

being made in the Cuello community using a variety of raw 

materials throughout the Preclassic era. I believe that the 

flake data offer several lines of evidence suggestive of 

intracommunity tool manufacture. In order of importance, 

these are: the occurrence of flakes with more than 5% of 

exterior surface covered by cortex; the significant 

percentage of flakes with fewer than five exterior flake 

scars; and the significant percentage of flakes with plain 

platform morphology. 

Flakes retaining more than 5% cortex make up about 30% 

of the flake assemblage throughout the Late Preclassic. 

This percentage is relatively lower for flakes of Colha-like 

raw material (23-26%) and relatively higher for flakes of 

other raw materials (31-41%), but there is not much 

variation over time in the occurence of such flakes in any 

raw material category. There may be alternative 

explanations for the existence of such flakes in the 

excavated community, but the 'simplest is that early-stage 

reduction of both Colha chert and of other materials was 

taking place at Cuello. 

Number of exterior flake scars is another possible 

indicator of reductive stgage. At Cuello, the number of 

exterior flake scars increases over time but, considering 

all periods and over all raw materials, anywhere from 38 to 

77% of flakes have fewer than 5 flake scars. The fact that 
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these percentages are higher in the earlier phases suggests 

that the early community made relatively less use of formal, 

extensively retouched or recycled tools, particularly 

bifaces, and this suggestion is supported by the stone tool 

data, which show a marked increase in numbers of bifaces 

during the Late Preclassic. But flakes with relatively few 

exterior flake scars also may be the byproducts of 

relatively early stages of reduction, and their persistent 

occurrence across raw material types and times is some 

supporting evidence for tool manufacture at Cuello, using 

both local materials and Calha-type chert. 

Finally, plain platforms, although not necessarily 

related to early-stage reduction, are also less likely than 

facetted to be byproducts of late-stage or, as it might be 

called, "post-production" reduction, such as recycling or 

resharpening of bifaces. Plain platforms from 34% to 39% 

of platforms on flakes of Calha-like chert from ceramically 

defined contexts and over 50% of platforms on flakes of 

other raw materials. There is a change over time, in that 

among flakes of Calha-like material from post-burial 

contexts there are fewer plain platforms. 

The question of whether bifaces,. in particular, were 

being made at Cuello is perhaps a more difficult one. It 

is unclear how flakes resulting from resharpening or 

recycling of bifaces might differ consistently from flakes 

resulting from late-stage reduction, except in the few cases 



where flakes are clearly derived from very worn biface 

edges. Size of flakes might be suggestive, in that 

resharpening and recycling might be expected to produce 

smaller flakes. However, comparison between Cuello and 
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Colha (based on limited data) has not shown there to be any 

real difference in flake dimensions from the two assemblages 

(see Table 8 and Table 9 above). since bifaces are found 

from the earliest times of the Cuello community, which 

probably predate the workshops at Colha, it seems reasonable 

to assume that some biface manufacture may have continued to 

take place there through the Preclassic. 

This does not imply, however, that certain special 

forms could not have been brought in from Colha during the 

Late Preclassic -- specifically, the large oval biface and 

the tranchet-bit tool. There is no evidence against this, 

and the close similarities among individual examples of 

these tools are some evidence in favor of this hypothesis. 

Additionally, flakes of Colha-like material from Chicanel or 

postburial contexts show increased platform facetting and 

crushing, increased platform lipping, more flakes with 

expanding shape in outline, and more flakes with concave 

shape in profile, as compared with flakes of this material 

from earlier contexts. These attributes, thought to relate 

to bjface retOUCh, may indicate an increase in the 

percentage of Colha-like material that was used for bifaces 
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at Cuello, or may indicate an increased rate of resharpening 

of the same percentage of bifaces of that material. 

It could be suggested, on the basis of the data, that 

while the forms (whatever they may have been) in which the 

Colha-like material was coming into the community at Cuello 

did not change over time (the amount of cortex remaining the 

same), the material tended to be used more frequently for 

manufacture of bifaces, or the degree of 

resharpening/recycling of bifaces increased, based on 

platform morphology and flake shape. 

As for contemporary political, economic and social 

infrastructure, the available lithic data, including flake 

data, are inadequate when considered in isolation to show 

what form this infrastructure might have taken. This issue 

will be discussed at more length below. 

In order to look at the question of the relationship of 

flakes to bifaces in the Cuello assemblage, another category 

of flake data was created. This category was made up of 

flakes having facetted platforms, less than 5% cortex, 5 or 

more external flake scars, and marked platform lipping. 

Flakes with these attributes are thought likely to be 

byproducts of biface retouching (Fish 1979:33; Shafer 

1979:52,68). Table 51 shows the distribution of these 

flakes of bifacial retouch in ceramically defined contexts 

at Cuello. 



TABLE 51: FLAKES OF BIFACIAL RETOUCH FROM 
CERAMICALLY DEFINED CONTEXTS 

PERIOD COLHA-LIKE MATERIAL 
Swasey (N=78) 
Swasey-Bladen (N=44) 
Mamom (N=84) 
Chicanel (N=60) 

12 [15%] 
15 [34%] 
16 [19%] 
28 [47%] 

Chi-square = 17.69; df = 3; p = 0.01 

OTHER MATERIAL 
66 [85%] 
29 [66%] 
68 [81%] 
32 [53%] 
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Although the numbers are small, the chi-square test is 

valid and suggests that the differences are significant. 

Thus, while in Swasey contexts 15% of flakes of bifacial 

retouch are of Calha-like material, in Chicane I contexts 47% 

of these flakes are of Calha-like material. 

Looked at another way, in Swasey times, 11% of all 

Calha-material flakes (N=112) were flakes of bifacial 

retouch as defined here. In Swasey-Bladen times, 10% of 

Calha-material flakes (N=143) were flakes of bifacial 

retouch. From Mamom contexts, these flakes make up 9% of 

Calha-material flakes (N=179). But from Chicanel contexts, 

17% of Calha-material flakes (N=169) may be byproducts of 

biface retouching. 

In terms of the tools from Cuello, in Early Middle 

Preclassic contexts 50% of formal tools were bifaces, and of 

these 37% were made of Calha-like material (McSwain in 

press). In Late Preclassic contexts, 72% of formal tools 

were bifaces, and of these 62% were of Calha-like chert 

(McSwain in press). Table 52 shows this distribution. 
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TABLE 52: OCCURRENCES OF RAW MATERIAL TYPES AMONG BIFACES 
IN 

CERAMICALLY DEFINED CONTEXTS AT CUELLO 

Bifaces of 
Colha material 

Early Middle Preclassic 26 

Late Preclassic 389 

Chi-square = 17.24; df = 2; p = 0.00 

Bifaces of 
other material 

45 

237 

The chi-square test shows that the differences are 

significant. So, it appears that there were more bifaces 

of Colha-like material in the Cuello community in the Late 

Preclassic than in earlier times (insofar as this can be 

inferred from the recovered discards that are the 

archaeological data), and as a result there are more of the 

kind of flakes generated by the processes of manufacturing 

(at least in terms of late reduction stages) and retouching 

these implements. 

As mentioned previously, the decreased size of flakes 

of Colha-like material from the Late Preclassic, as compared 

to earlier contexts may indicate that more of these flakes 

are the result of resharpening or recycling bifaces. 

evidence fits neatly with with the increase in possible 

flakes of bifacial retouch. 

That 

Another exploration was then undertaken, looking at the 

possibility that the increased flakes of bifacial retouch 

were products of increased recycling of bifaces. Here, the 
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lengths of bifacially retouched items from ceramically 

defined contexts (similar, though not in all cases identical 

to those contexts used for the flake analysis) were examined 

to see whether average dimensions of bifaces decreased in 

Late Preclassic contexts, which might indicate increased 

resharpening of bifaces before discard. Table 53 presents 

these results. 

TABLE 53: MEAN DIMENSIONS OF BIFACIALLY RETOUCHED 
ITEMS OF COLHA-LIKE MATERIAL FROM CERAMICALLY DEFINED 
CONTEXTS (mm) 

Mean STD Min Max 

SWASEY (N=6) 
Length 61.83 25.16 30.00 99.00 
Width 36.00 5.25 31.00 44.00 
Thickness 17.00 3.52 12.00 20.00 

SWASEY-BLADEN (N=40) 
Length 54.49 22.45 18.00 110.00 
Width 36.03 12.05 17.00 63.00 
Thickness 17.62 5.32 7.00 29.00 

MAMOM (N=49) 
Length 59.71 23.99 22.00 121. 00 
width 35.98 9.67 16.00 62.00 
Thickness 17.00 4.50 8.00 27.00 

CHICANEL (N=170) 
Length 67.37 34.43 26.00 245.00 
Width 42.04 13.28 17.00 78.00 
Thickness 16.56 4.38 8.00 32.00 

--------------------------------------------------------

As can be seen, the mean length of bifacially flaked 

items (including broken and recycled items) of Colha-like 

material actually increases in the Late Preclassic, during 

the first period of Colha's florescence. The greater 
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length and width of Late Preclassic bifaces may reflect the 

presence of the large oval bifaces, which are first seen at 

Cuello in Late Preclassic context. 

In any case, these dimensions may be some evidence 

against increased "curation" or conservation of the Colha

like material during that era, which would be expected to 

cause average biface size to be smaller. That smaller size, 

in turn, might be part of an argument for a Colha monopoly 

of chert sources at that time. McAnany, on the other hand, 

performed a similar evaluation of biface dimensions and, 

finding that there is no change in dimensions during the 

Classic and later eras at Pulltrouser Swamp, suggests that 

this is evidence of no increase in curation and of, in turn, 

the stability of the exchange system (McAnany 1986:246-

248) • 

Another kind of evidence related to this comes from the 

amount of cortex on exterior flake surface. No significant 

changes were found in the occurrence of cortex among flakes 

of Colha-like material from either ceramically or 

stratigraphically defined contexts. However, because the 

chi-square test was not valid on the original distribution 

table (Table 35) another examination of this latter class of 

data was done to address the question of whether increased 

numbers of flakes of bifacial retouch reflected increased 

resharpening of bifaces brought into the community already 

manufactured, or increased presence of bifaces at Cuello 
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(with locus of manufacture not considered). It was thought 

that if the increased flakes of bifacial retouch resulted 

from increased resharpening of bifaces, the proportions of 

flakes showing various degrees of cortex would change in the 

Late Preclassic: There should be relatively fewer showing 

any appreciable amount of cortex, and more showing little or 

none. 

Several categories of the attribute "cortex on exterior 

surface" (Table 35) were collapsed in order to produce a 

table that might allow a valid chi-square test. Thus, Table 

54 shows figures for the occurrence in ceramically defined 

contexts of flakes of Colha-like material with more than 5% 

exterior cortex and those with less than 5% exterior cortex. 

TABLE 54: EXTERIOR CORTEX ON FLAKES OF COLHA-LIKE 
MATERIAL FROM CERAMICALLY DEFINED CONTEXTS 

PERIOD >5% <5% 

Swasey 18 94 
Swasey-Bladen 20 123 
Mamom 29 150 
Chicanel 22 147 
-----------------------
Chi-Square = .92; df = 3; p = .82 (A valid test.) 

Here a valid Chi-square test shows that there is no 

significant difference through time in the distribution of 

flakes with less than 5% cortex and flakes with more than 5% 

cortex among Colha-like flakes. 
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Another explanation for the presence of flakes of 

Colha-like material with cortex at Cuello is that they were 

brought (or imported) to the community for use as tools. To 

examine, briefly, this possibility, flakes of Colha-material 

were evaluated for the presence of crushing or chipping edge 

damage that could be seen without a microscope. Table 55 

shows the distribution in ceramically defined contexts of 

Colha-material flakes having more than 5% cortex with some, 

or no, edge damage visible to the naked eye. 

TABLE 55: EDGE DAMAGE AMONG COLHA-MATERIAL FLAKES WITH 
GREATER THAN 5% CORTEX FROM CERAMICALLY DEFINED CONTEXTS 

PERIOD EDGE DAMAGE NO 
9 [50%] 

EDGE DAMAGE 
Swasey (N=18) 
Swasey-Bladen (N=20) 
Mamom (N=29) 
Chicanel (N=22) 

8 [40%] 
15 [52%J 

7 [32%] 

9 [50%] 
12 [60%] 
14 [48%] 
15 [68%] 

Chi-square = 2.42; df = 3; P = .49 (A valid test.) 

Here a valid chi-square test suggests there are no 

significant differences in this distribution; from all 

periods, about half of cortical flakes of Colha material 

have edge damage visible to the naked eye. This does not 

mean that those flakes without such visible damage were not 

used. Since some cortical flakes of Colha-like material 

were probably used, the_possibility of their having been . 

brought to the community as tools remains. 

situation did not change through time. 

Again, this 
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In all these data, however, there is nothing to 

suggest the political, social, or economic mechanisms by 

which the Colha-like material came to be in the 

archaeological assemblage. The absence of large numbers of 

flakes with a high percentage of cortex indicates that large 

unreduced nodules were not being brought into the community 

in any time period. On the other hand, while the question 

of whether tools of Colha chert were being made within the 

Cuello community cannot be definitively answered, the 

presence of some flakes of Colha material with cortex (13 to , 

15%), of some with fewer than 5 exterior flake scars (38 to 

45%), and of some with plain platforms (35 to 40%), is 

evidence that some fairly early-stage reduction was taking 

place within the community itself. 

LITHIC DATA, ETHNOGRAPHIC ANALOGIES, AND THE PRODUCER
CONSUMER MODEL 

The fact that the amount of cortex on flakes of Colha-

like material does not vary significantly from Early to Late 

Preclassic times seems to be some evidence against the 

Producer-Consumer model. If in fact the form in which 

Colha-like raw material came into the community did not vary 

much from Early Middle to Late Preclassic times, this seems 

to be evidence against the model, which implies a monopoly 

both of raw material and of production of certain tool types 

by the residents of Colha. 
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Additionally, there are some confusing elements in 

arguments based upon flake debitage presented by Shafer 

(1983) and McAnany (1986) in support of the consumer role 

for the Pulltrouser Swamp site. For example, the "tertiary 

nature" of the Colha flakes is used as evidence both of a 

"consumer" industry and of a Vlproducer" industry (McAnany 

1986:34, Hester and Shafer 1983:535; Shafer 1979:54). What 

is clear is that the raw material quarried at Colha 

underwent initial reduction, probably consisting of removal 

of very large macroflakes or blanks, very close to the 

quarry location, and primary debris is not found in quantity 

at any site where Colha chert forms part of the assemblage, 

either in the community at Colha itself, or in the other 

northern Belizean sites. 

Technological analysis can, as Dibble (1981:13) has 

noted, tell us about technology; it does not in itself 

provide explanation. Large-scale primary reduction of 

nodules of fine-grained brown and 0~ay cherts probably did 

not occur at residential sites in northern Belize. Although 

it is difficult to prove a negative proposition, the lack of 

any quantity of primary debris from several excavations at 

northern Belizean sites has provided some evidence of the 

truth of this one. But in itself, this technological fact 

is not, in turn, evidence of any particular procurement or 

exchange system. 
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It should also be noted that the distances from sites 

in the northern Belizean region to the chert sources are 

Colha are very small when compared with, say, the obsidian 

exchange regions of the Near East, where in at least one 

case sites within 300 km of the source were considered to be 

in the "supply zone", within which consumers could obtain 

their own raw material (Dixon et al. 1968). By contrast, 

the farthest site from Colha among those discussed here is 

Cerros, about 45 km, and there are no significant 

topographical barriers to travel. McAnany's interesting 

comparison of the distances encompassed by regional exchange 

systems (1986: Table 4) shows that the proposed exchange 

sphere for the Colha tools is markedly smaller than any of 

the others. A recent ethnographic study in the highland 

Maya area showed that to procure raw material for metate 

manufacture a modern specialist travels about 12 km (an 

approximately 2 hour walk) (Hayden 1987b:21). In 

comparison, the site of Cuello is about 20 km from the zone 

of chert nodules (Shafer and Hester 1983: Figure 1). 

This of course does not mean that distance alone 

determines economic arrangements, but substantive assessment 

of the relative amounts of Colha-like chert at various 

northern Belizean sites (and elsewhere, of course) would be 

of interest. 

In this regard, it can be noted that in the flake 

collection from Cuello, the ratio of Colha-like to other 
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material flakes is .38. This figure is for whole flakes 

only and for that and a number of other reasons (relating to 

sample selection) is probably not a good indicator of the 

true relationship. It is fascinating, nevertheless, that at 

the Pulltrouser Swamp sites, McAnany (1986:Table 23) shows a 

relationship among flakes nearly opposite to that for the 

Cuello collection: The ratio of chalcedony to Colha-like 

flakes is .33. For tools (formal and ad hoc or secondary) 

from Cuello, the ratio of Colha cherts to other materials is 

.47 (McSwain in press). At the Pulltrouser sites, McAnany 

notes that the "overwhelming majority" of formal tools are 

of material "indistinguishable" from that at Colha 

(1986:178). The highest proportion of Colha-like material 

among all formal tools at Cuello is about 62% from Late 

Preclassic contexts (Mcswain in press). It is at least 

possible to suggest, based on this scanty information, that 

the socioeconomic relationship between Colha and the 

Pulltrouser Swamp sites may have been different from that 

between Colha and Cuello. 

In fact, while the analysis of lithics from Cuello can 

provide some information about the lithic technology of 

Cuello, it cannot, in isolation, provide much information 

about a regional exchange system. As Torrence (1986) has 

pointed out, data from the "producer" end of the exchange 

system, from quarries and workshops, may be more revealing. 

In this regard, the few available specific quantitative and 
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qualitative data from Colha do not show marked differences 

between the nature of flake debris at the workshop sites and 

that from the communities at Cuello or Pulltrouser Swamp. 

The sheer quantity of debris is much higher, but this in 

itself is not proof of any particular economic system. On 

the basis of waste flake morphology alone, it would probably 

be difficult to differentiate among collections of Colha

like material from Cuello, Colha, and Pulltrouser Swamp. 

Ethnographic analogies in studies of prehistoric stone 

tool exchange systems are of interest, but must be used 

cautiously. The systems that remained into historic times 

mayor may not bear any meaningful similarity to ancient 

systems, which may have functioned within very different 

social and economic parameters (Dibble 1981:17). Exchange 

systerno in New Guinea and Western Australia often used for 

comparison with prehistoric lithic studies are not, by and 

large, elements of developed sedentary agricultural village 

systems; in many cases the tools themselves are simpler to 

make and thus must have had very different technological 

requirements, for example in terms of skill and toolkit.' 

Torrence (1986:Table 2) presents an interesting 

tabulation of the relationships, from ethnographic sources, 

among type of exchange and a number of traits which 

characterize ethnographically known stone tool industries. 

This table shows that industries involved in commercial 

marketing (English and French gunflint-makers, Oaxacan 
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metate-makers, and Turkish flintknappers) tend to have 

restricted access to resources or resource ownership, 

restricted access to technological knowledge or 

apprenticeships, year-round exploitation, sophisticated or 

complex technology and a specialized toolkit, with careful 

choice of raw material, and with workers who are craft 

specialists and have a high degree of skill. Furthermore, 

the workshops themselves produce very standardized products 

Unfortunately, there is no information available from these 

commercial systems regarding the rate of error or the degree 

of standardization of byproducts. In the cases of the 

gunflint knappers, huge quantities of waste were generated, 

although the amount of waste per final product seems to have 

been markedly less among the English gunflint knappers than 

among the French (Torrence 1986:74,78). In England, much of 

this waste was deposited immediately outside the workshops, 

but some was taken away to be used in road-building and 

other projects. French flintknappers gathered their waste 

and redeposited it in special dumps (Torrence 1986:78). 

with regard to the precise nature of restrictions of 

access to raw material sources, in the English gunflint case 

the raw material source was owned by a charitable trust. 

Those quarrying the flint did not pay directly for the use 

of the land, but the merchant or knapper who purchased the 

flint blocks quarried were charged, and this money was paid 

into the trust (Torrence 1986:70). French gunflint makers 
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paid rent to landowners for use of the quarries (Torrence 

1986:77). In another case of commercial marketing of 

chipped flint, specialist Turkish flintknappers, the village 

as a whole paid rent to the state for land-use rights, and 

each family contributed to that payment: once the flint was 

quarried, it was owned by the person who had quarried it 

(Torrence 1986:79). Several varieties of resource ownership 

are found among the fourth group of specialists operating in 

a commercial system, the Mexican metateros. In some 

instances, the land on which the stone occurs is privately 

owned, in others it is communally held and rights are 

granted to one or more individuals (Torrence 1986:80-81). 

In the case of Guatemalan met ate specialists, the source 

area is privately owned and access is gained through payment 

of rent to the landowner by the individual specialist 

(Hayden 1987b). 

Among reciprocal exchange systems included in 

Torrence's comparison are highland New Guinea axes (Torrence 

1986:57-59), greenstone axes from Mt. William in New South 

Wales, Australia (McBryde and Harrison 1981), and flint 

blades for spear heads from Arnhem Land, Australia (Thomson 

1949). Here, again, there is restriction of access to 

sources. In the highland New Guinea case, men from several 

villages were allowed to visit one quarry, but another 

quarry was owned by one tribe, and only members of that 

tribe could use it. In another instance, ownership was held 
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by one half of a tribe, and other men paid in pigs for 

access rights (Torrence 1986:57). In the Mt. William case, 

quarries were owned by families, and very complex kinship 

relations determined who had access to it (Torrence 

1986:55). Finally, the Arnhem spear heads were 

manufactured by men who lived near the quarry and owned the 

raw material source (McBryde and Harrison 1981:191). In 

terms of other traits, the reciprocal exchange systems were 

not characterized by a restriction of technological 

knowledge or apprenticeships. There was no sustained, year

round exploitation of the raw material source. In 

Torrence's view, there was sophisticated or complex 

technology only in the case of the quarrying for the New 

Guinea axes, and in the one case for which information is 

available (the New Guinea greenstone axes), no high degree 

of skill was required for tool manufacture. Unfortunately, 

there is no information from reciprocal exchange systems 

regarding standardization of technology, products, or 

byproducts, or regarding the quantities or deposition of 

waste (Torrence 1986: Table 2). 

In none of the cases of reciprocal exchange systems is 

there organization or ownership of resources above a tribal 

level. In the cases of chipped stone tools in commercial 

market systems, there was a variety of ownership and access 

arrangements, but except in the Turkish case organization 
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was entirely at village or family level, and the state was 

not involved. 

It is interesting that, very broadly speaking, in 

socioeconomic contexts that are of the modern capitalist 

type, access to raw material sources is a straightforward 

commercial transaction involving monetary rent payment. In 

systems of reciprocal exchange, on the other hand, access is 

a more complex matter and involves kinship relations or 

simple proximity to the source locale. 

CONCLUSIONS 

While there has been considerable optimism about the 

uses of lithic data in archaeological research focussed on 

economic and social processes (cf. Fowler 1984), data 

recovery and management have proved to be stumbling blocks 

in the Maya lowlands. It is widely accepted that the 

technology of tool manufacture and recycling should provide 

a basis for lithic typologies, yet the typologies formulated 

break down, conceptually, at one point or another in their 

various organizational schemes. Debitage, previously 

ignored, is now collected, but not systematically reported. 

There is no general agreement, in fact, as to what 

constitutes lithic data. 

In the case of Colha, a major pUblication reporting the 

site, and characterizing the economic system of that 

community and of the local region, offered no specific 
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quantitative data (Shafer and Hester 1983), yet the 

socioeconomic descriptions and explanations offered by the 

authors have been accepted by others (Marcus 1983; McAnany 

1986; Graham 1987:760) and could serve as "evidence" in 

discussions of the role of exchange in the development of 

complex society. Generalizations about the Colha Late 

Preclassic in the 1983 publication, for example, are based 

upon partial excavation of 3 out of 32 workshop localities, 

a relatively small sample despite the vast numbers of 

lithics excavated. 

In addition, the relative neglect of flake and other 

debitage from Colha poses problems for comparison with other 

sites in the region. 

In addition, the presence of exhausted and used tools 

in the Colha workshops is puzzling. Torrence (1986:74), 

based on ethnological evidence, suggests that: 

In archaeological terms the recognition of the 
waste from a commercial industry utilizing specialist 
laborers might therefore be based partially on the size of 
the deposits as well as the specialized nature of the by
products included within them and the total absence of 
completed or used tools. 

Another consideration is that the organization of 

production and distribution may be reflected in the location 

of storage places and in the nature of their contents. 

Thus, in egalitarian societies items produced for exchange 

and distributed by individual craftsmen would be stored in 



households, occurring together with the tools u~ed for 

production and with some of the byproducts of production. 
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In more complex societies, where production and distribution 

are organized hierarchically, storage may be at a central 

location, not associated with the instruments of production 

nor with byproducts (Sheets 1978; Nelson 1987). As noted 

previously (Chapter III), there may be a tendency at Colha 

for the lithic debitage mounds to be more closely associated 

with households in the Classic period than in the Preclassic 

(Shafer and Hester 1983:522). In any case, no central 

storage facility has been reported. Further, the workshops 

do contain abundant byproducts of production, tools used in 

production, as well as exhausted examples of the finished 

products. These archaeological characteristics would seem 

to correspond more closely to those of a decentralized 

system of production and distribution than to those of a 

highly organized system controlled by an elite. 

As far as archaeological evidence from the "consumer" 

sites is concerned, it has been discussed in this chapter 

that tool and debitage data from Cuello do not particularly 

support the "consumer" role of that community, although the 

possibility is not eliminated, either. On the other hand, 

the lithic evidence from Cuello does suggest that tools were 

being made within the community using the fine-grained brown 

and gray cherts of Colha. Apparently the residents of 

Cuello obtained macroflake blanks or partially reduced 
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nodules from the chert nodule zone, perhaps by virtue of 

kinship ties with Colha residents, or perhaps by direct 

access to raw material sources through rent payments. (Also, 

refer to Table 2 above.) Access through kinship would seem 

more likely by ethnographic analogy, given the probable 

reciprocal nature of the exchange system. At the same 

time, there no doubt existed at Colha a community of 

specalists making standardized tools designed for a specific 

set of uses, perhaps in a context of a particular type of 

large-scale intensive agriculture then developing during the 

Late Preclassic in northern Belize. This agricultural 

system may have created a considerable demand for tools made 

to a very specific morphological standard. 

Interestingly, ethnographic data have suggested that 

the necessity for hafting influences the degree of 

standardization in chipped stone tools: hafted tools 

conform closely to predetermined ideal shapes (Hayden 

1987b:51). It is quite likely that the large oval biface 

and the tranchet-bit tool were in fact hafted (see 

Lewenstein 1983; 1987), and this could account for the high 

degree of standardization observed in the Colha products. 

These highly standardized tools for hafting might have been 

obtained, already made, by other northern Belize communities 

through reciprocal exchange, while at the same time those 

same communities obtained partly reduced nodules or blanks 



for use in the making of other tools within their own 

households. 
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One can imaglne a resident of Cuello travelling 

periodically to Colha, visiting relatives, and bringing home 

a number of macro flake blanks for his own use in making 

scrapers, small bifaces, and blades, as well as a good 

selection of ready-made large oval bifaces and tranchet-bit 

tools (perhaps with ready-made shafts as well, also from the 

Colha specialists -- thus accounting for the exhausted stone 

tools in the Colha workshops). If, in fact, workshops 

are less associated with households in the Preclassic than 

in Classic times, there may have been an infrastructural 

change over time in this system. Perhaps in the later era 

it was more common for families residing in Colha to control 

the acquisition of raw material, production of tools, and 

their distribution, either in the interest of their kin in 

other communities or as a commercial enterprise, or both. 

In the Preclassic, organization of production may have been 

more loosely organized. 

In short, it seems very reasonable to assume that in a 

social milieu of increasing complexity during Late 

Preclassic times, the communities of northern Belize were 

involved in manY'and multifaceted interactions, economic, 

ideological, political and social. What kinds of items were 

involved in this interrelationship -- finished stone tools, 

tools blanks or nodules, canoes or other wooden items, 



ceramics or agricultural goods -- and by what particular 

arrangements, remains to be discovered. 
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APPENDIX 1 LOWLAND MAYA LITHIC TYPOLOGIES 

Appendix 1A: Uaxactun (Ricketson and Ricketson 1937) 

I. Implements with secondary chipping on all major faces 
A. Projectile points, knives, and unspecialized tools 
without stems 

1. Leaf-shaped 
a. Pointed at both ends 

i. Crude 
ii. Fine 

b. Pointed at one end, rounded at the other 
i. Rounded and beveled 
ii. Rounded and thickened 
111. Slightly crescentic 

B. Projectile points and implements with stems 
1. Axes 
2. Spear points 

C. Drills 
1. Plain shafted, large, heavy 
2. Shaft thickened at base 

D. Pecking stones 
E. Aberrant forms 

1. Trident 
2. Notched 

a. Fine 
b. Crude 

3. Crescent 
4. Dagger 
5. Turtle-back 
6. Miscellaneous 

II. Implements with no secondary chipping on one or more 
faces 

A. Dagger 
B. End scraperspp 
C. side-scrapers 
D. Side-scraper knives 
E. Awls and awl-scrapers 

III. Implements with no secondary chipping 
A. Obsidian knives 
B. Obsidian chips 
C. Flint chips, possibly used as knives and scrapers 



Appendix 1B: San Jose (J.E.S. Thompson 1939) 

r. Flint 
A. with complete secondary flaking 

Eccentric flints 
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Leaf-shaped projectile points and knives without 
stems 

Leaf-shaped projectile points and knives with 
stems 

Short celt-shaped implements 
Long celt-shaped implements 
Side scrapers 

B. with no secondary chipping on one face 
End scrapers 

c. with no secondary chipping on a major face 
Leaf-shaped projectile points and knives without 

stems 
Leaf-shaped projectile points and knives with 

stems 
Unworked chips 

II. Limestone 
Chipped implement 

III. Obsidian 
A. Implements with secondary chipping on all major 

surfaces 
B. 

C. 
face 

Implements with secondary chipping lacking on 
one major facet 

Implements with no secondary chipping on a major 
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Appendix lC: Uaxactun (Kidder 1947) 

utilitarian Implements 
I. Implements of white flint 

A. Chopping or general utility tools, pointed at 
one end, rounded at the other 

1. Standard form 
2. Standard form, reused 
3. Extra-long 
4. Extra-fine, thin 

B. Pecking or pounding tools, blunt-ended 
1. Standard form 
2. Standard, extra-long 
3. Triangular section 

C. Rubbing tools, chisel-like 
D. Drill, long, tapering 
E. Drills, small, stubby 
F. Scrapers, flat 
G. Scrapers, turtleback 
H. scraper-drill 

II. Implements of dark flint 
A. Projectile points or knives, unstemmed 

1. Pointed at both ends 
2. Pointed at one end, rounded at the other 

B. Projectile points or knives, stemmed 
III. Implements of obsidian 

A. Projectile ~oints or knives, stemmed 
1. Straight or tapering stem 
2. Expanding stem 
3. Unclassifiable fragments 

B. Scrapers, "thumbnail" 
C. Flake-blades 

Ceremonial Chipped Stone 
I. objects of white flint 

A. Eccentric flint 
[7 morphological variants listed] 

II. Objects of obsidian 
A. Eccentric obsidian 

[3 morphological variants listed] 
B. Core 
C. Flake-blades 
D. Incised obsidian 
E. Laurel-leaf blade 

-------- ---------. ----



Appendix ID: Piedras Negras (W. Coe 1959) 

utilitarian Implements 
I. Implements of light-colored flint 

A. General utility teols 
1. One end rounded, other pointed 
2. Celtiform 
3. Rectangular 

B. Hammerstones 
C. Scraper 
D. Problematical implement 

II. Implements of brown flint 
A. Projectile points 

1. Stemmed 
2 . Unstemmed 

B. Projectile points or knives 
C. Knife 
D. Knife-like implement 
E. Gouge 

III. Implements of obsidian 
A. Polishers 
B. Grooved implement 
C. Drill 
D. Flake-point 
E. Flake-blades 
F. Cores 

Ceremonial Chipped Stone 
I. Objects of flint 

A. Eccentric flints 
[16 morphological subtypes listed] 

B. Large laurel-leaf blades 
C. Unaltered cached flint flakes and chips 

II. Ceremonial objects of obsidian 
A. Eccentric obsidians 

[14 morphological subtypes listed] 
B. Unaltered obsidian flakes and chips 
C. Cores 
D. Flake-blades 

------ ----- -----------
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Appendix IE: Mayapan (Proskouriakoff 1962) 

objects of Chipped Flint 
Ritual forms 
Leaf-shaped blades and points 
Miniature blades 
Triangular points 
stemmed points 
Aberrant points 
Arrow points 
Hatchet-form flints 
Oval flints 
Asymmetrical flints 
Scraper-awls or gravers (?) 
Drills (?) 
Narrow pointed blades 
picks, chisels, or gouges (?) 
Unidentified crude forms 
Fragments of implements 
Core fragments and thick chips 
Small chips and flakes 

objects of Obsidian 
Used cores 
Flake blades 
Arrow points 
Scrapers 
Chipped blades 
Miscellaneous fragments and rejects 
Unclassified retouched fragments 
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Appendix 1F: Belize River Valley (willey et ale 1965) 

utilitarian Implements of Flint 

--_._. __ .. _-----

Points or knives 
Stemmed, bifacial 

Tapered-stem, long blade 
Tapered-stem, short blade 
Straight or expanded-stem 

Stemmed, plano·-convex 
Unstemmed, bifacial 

"Delicate, pointed at both ends 
Heavy, pointed at both ends 

Notched, bifacial 
Single side-notches 
Double side-notches 

Fragments, bifacia1 
Choppers or general utility tools 

Standard choppers, bifacial 
Chopper-pounders, bifacial 

Chisel-like tools 
Adzes or planes, bifacial 

Large 
Elongated 

Gouges, bifacial 
Small chisels, bifacial 
Adzes or planes, plano-convex 

Drills or punches 
Small, bifacial 
Small, plano-convex 
Heavy, plano-convex 

Scrapers 
Triangular side-scrapers, plano-convex 
End- and/or side-scrapers, plano-convex 

Large 
Small 

Prosmatic end- and side-scrapers 
Pebble implements, cores and nodules 

Choppers or cores 
Definite evidence of use 
No definite evidence of use 

Prepared polyhedral cores 
Nodules 

Unworked 
Slightly modified 
Markedly modified 
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Appendix IF (continued) 

Flake blades and flakes 
Prismatic blades 

Large 
Small 

Flakes (use-nicked) 
wastage 

utilitarian Implements of Obsidian 
Points or knives 

Cores 

Stemmed, bifacial 
Tapered-stem, long blade 
Straight or expanded-stem 

Notched, bifacial 

Prepared polyhedral cores 
Flake blades 

Prismatic flake blades 
Flakes (use-nicked) 
wastage 

Ceremonial Implements of Flint 
Points or knives 

Unstemmed, bifacial 
Laurel-leaf blades 

Eccentrics 
Caches of Chipped Stone 

Caches of Utilitarian Flints 
Caches of Ceremonial Flints 
Caches of Ceremonial Obsidian 

---- ------ --. 
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Appendix 1G: Altar de Sacrificios (Willey 1972) 

Choppers or Celts 
General utility form 
Chopper-pounders 

Projectile points or knives 
Fish-tailed 
Expanded stem, long blade 
straight stem, long blade 
Broad tapered stem, short blade 
Broad tapered stem, long blade 
Narrow tapered stem, long blade 
Laurel-leaf, small 
Laurel-leaf, medium 
Laurel-leaf, large 
stemless, straight base 
straight-based knives 
Round-based knives 
Bipointed knives 
Asymmetric knives 
Heavy knives 
Point or knife fragments otherwise unidentified 

Scrapers 
Bifacial, fine 
Bifacial, rough 
unifacial 

Drills 
Adzes 
Hoelike implements 
Pebble choppers 
Nodules used as pounders 
Cores 
Flakes 
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Worked scraps, rejects, fragments and otherwise unidentified 
Eccentrics 

[27 morphological subtypes listed] 



Appendix 1H: Chicanna and Rio Bec (Rovner 1975) 

Chert Core Tool and Flake Tool Industry 
Products of Decortication and Primary Trimming 

Domed Smoother 
Uniface 
Core Biface 

Celt 
Disc 
Maul 
Pick 
Wedge 
Tranchet axe 

Byproducts 
Cores 
Flakes 

Secondary Products of Flake Retouch 
Flake Preform 

Flat retouch 
Denticulate 

Single 
Double 
Serrated 

Graver 
Point 
Triangular beak 

Steep retouch 
Beak 
Notch 
simple 

Chert Blade Industry 
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Products of Core Production (Decortication, Trimming, etc.) 
Blade core 

Byproducts of Core Production 
Flakes 
Exhausted core 

Products of Blade Production 
Blade preform 

Flat retouch 
Graver 
Point 
Triangular beak 
Simple 

Steep retouch 
Beak 
Burin 
Notch 



Appendix 1H (continued) 

Obsidian Industry 
Products of Decortication and Primary Trimming 

Blade core 
Products of Blade Production 

Blades 
Complete 
Segments 

Retouch 

Proximal 
Medial 
Distal 
Fragment 

Uniface point 
Disc 

Secondary Products of Core Rejuvenation 
Rejuvenated core 

Byproducts of Core Rejuvenation 
Flakes 
Exhausted core 
Core eccentric 

Biface Industry 
Blank 
Point 
Dagger 

Special 
Ear spool 
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Appendix II: Lubaantun (Hammond 1975) 

Projectile points 
Choppers or Axes 
Eccentric Flints 
Flint/Chert flakes 

Cores 
Tools 

Flakes, Unretouched 
Flakes, of bladelike proportions 
Blades 
Core-trimming flakes 
utilized flakes 
utilized blades 
Retouched flakes 
Retouched blades 

Scrapers 
Fragments of bifacial points 
Chisels 
Triangular point 
Toothed blade 
Bifacial 

Hammerstones 
Obsidian 
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Appendix IJ: Palengue (Johnson 1976) 

Obsidian blade industry 
Obsidian bifaces 
Obsidian flakes 

Dorsal flake scars nonparallel 
Dorsal flake scars parallel 

Prismatic blades 
Prismatic blades, trimmeed 
Ground obsidian 
Platform rejuvenation flakes 
Basal modification flakes 
Polyhedral cores 

Chert blade industry 
Chert blade cores 
Chert blades 
Blade gravers 

Chert core and flake industry 
Chert blocks 
Chert block gravers 
Discoidal poinders 
Shperhical pounders 
Chert flakes, unifacially retouched 
Chert flake gravers 
Biface thinning flakes 

Chert bifaces 
General utility tools 
Chisel-like 
Broad tapered stemmed 
Bipointed 
straight based 
Laurel-leaf 
Fragments 
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Appendix 1K: Becan Flake Typology (stoltman 1978) 

Cores 
Discoidal 
Pyramidal 
Multifacted 

Flakes 
Decortication flakes 
Block flakes 
Secondary flakes 

Chert blades 
Retouched flakes 

Gravers 
Long thick graver 
Long thin graver 
Short graver 

Notched flake 
Single notch > 10 mm 
Multiple notch> 10 mm 
Single notch ~ 10 mm 
Multiple notch ~ 10 mm 

Other 

Obsidian blades 
Bifaces 

Miscellaneous 
Projectile points 
Standard bifaces 
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Appendix 1L: Colha -- Typology for Major Production Systems 
(Shafer 1979) 

LATE PRECLASSIC 
Oval biface celt system 

Macroflake blank 
Biface fragments 

tapered (proximal) 
medial 
distal 

Finished (whole) celts 

Tranchet bit tool system 
Macroflake blank 
Tranchet flake 
Finished tranchet-bit tools 

Macroblade system 
Macroblade blank 
Stemmed macroblade 

Large biface eccentric system 

Flakes 
Hard stone hammer 

single faceted platform 
tranchet flake 

Soft stone hammer/soft hammer thinning flakes 
single faceted platform 
multiple faceted platform 
bifaced (lipped) platform 

Flake fragments 

LATE CLASSIC 

--- -- -----

Triangular biface system 
Large oval flake blanJes 
Triangular preform (stage 1 bifaces) 
Triangular implements (stage 2 bifaces) 

Laurel leaf biface system 
Stage 1 bifaces 
Stage 2 bifaces 
Stage 3 bifaces 

Class 1 
Class 2 



Appendix lL (continued) 

Tapered biface system 
Large thick flake blanks -- elongated cobbles 
Tapered biface 

Flakes 
Hard stone hammer 
Soft hammer thinning flakes 

single faceted platform 
multiple faceted platform 
bifaced (lipped) platform 

Flake fragments 
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Appendix 1M(a): Pulltrouser Swamp sites (Shafer 1983) 

Oval Biface System 
Initial form 
Retouched forms 
Distal fragments 
Medial fragments 
Proximal fragments 
Distal retouch flakes 
Tranchet bit system 
Tranchet bit tools 
Tranchet flakes 

Miscellaneous bifaces 
Biface celts 
Biface pick 
Beveled bit tools 
Miscellaneous thin bifaces 
Miscellaneous pressure-flaked bifaces 
Miscellaneous biface fragments 

Macroblade system 
Stemmed macroblades 
Proximal fragments 
Medial fragments 
Miscellaneous macroblade fragments 
Blade tool 

Miscellaneous battered tools 
Battered bifaces 
Battered nodules 

Unifaces & utilized flakes 
Miscellaneous unifaces 
utilized flakes 

Obsidian blade system 
Prismatic obsidian blades 
Obsidian flakes 

Ground stone artifacts 
Celts 
Mano fragments 
Metate fragments 
Miscellaneous ground stone 
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Appendix 1M(b) Pulltrouser Swamp sites (McAnany 1986) 

Formal Tool Types 

Oval Biface 
Thick Biface 
Thin Biface 
Narrow Proximal Biface 
Distal Tapered Biface 
Triangular Biface 
T-shaped Biface 
Bifacial pick 
Biface 
Blade 
Stemmed Blade 
Macroblade 
Stemmed Macroblade 
Triangular Blade 
Projectile Point 
Pseudo-tranchet Blade 
Plano-convex 
Tranchet 
Burin Spall 
Celt 
Hammerstone (Cobble) 
Flaked Cobble Hammerstone 

Debitage Types 

Flake 
Flake Fragment 
Biface Fragment 
Angular Debris 
Fire-fractured Debris 
Tranchet Flake 
Multidirectional Core 
Flake Core 
Core Fragment 
Nodule 
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Appendix INCa): Cerros CLewenstein 1987) -- Formal Typology 

Morphological tool classes 
Oval biface 
Tranchet bit adze 
Macroblade 
Tanged dagger 
Thin biface 
Projectile point 
Nonstandard biface 
Recycled stem 
Chisel-gouge 
Perforator 
Geometric 
Plane 
Graver 
Formal scraper 
Prismatic blade 
Denticulate 
Core 
Flake 
Hammerstone 
Chisel/gouge 
Long bit drill 
Retouched notch 
Disk 
Burin 

Retouch types 
None 
Unifacial 
Bifacial 
Alternating bifacial 

------- ---- ---- - --- --



Appendix 1NCb): Cerros CLewenstein 1987) -- Functional 
Typology 

Use-life stage morphological classes 
Formal 
Recycled 
Casual 

Function typology: Uses 
Chop 
Adze 
Dig 
Saw 
Slice/cut 
Scarpe 
Scrape/plane 
Butcher 
Incise 
Whittle 
Drill 
Shred 
Pound 

Function typology: Contact materials 
Wood 
Bone 
Vines, fibers 
Hides, skins 
Meat 
Tough fibers 
Limestone 
Vegetables/roots 
Cotton 
Gourds 
Sherds 
Shell 
Animal 
Soil 
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Appendix 1N(c): Cerros (Mitchum 1986) 

Bifacial Tools 
Large Oval/Biface Celts 
straight stern Bifacial Point or Knife 
Long Blade Tapered stern Biface 
unsternrned Bifacial Points or Knives 
Bifacial Chisels 
Adzes 

Tranchet blow bits 
Oblique multiple blow bits 
Irregular bit adzes 

Bifacial Point or Knife Fragments 
Miscellaneous Bifacial Tools 

Macroblade Tools 
Tanged Daggers 
Re-worked Tanged Dagger 
Borers 
Chisel 
Miscellaneou= Macroblade Tools 
Notched Blades 
Drills and Punches 
Flake Celt 
Denticulates 
Scrapers 
Projectile points 
Miscellaneous Small Flake Tools 

Hammerstones 

Obsidian 
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Appendix 10: Other Northern Belizean sites (Andresen 1976; 
1983) 

Primary category Artifacts 
A. Flake Cores 
B. Tool Blanks and Large Blades 
C. Harnrnerstones 
D. Large Flakes to be reduced further 
E. Residual Waste 

Secondary Category Artifacts 
A. Unifacial Scrapers 
B. Crude, Unifacial Knives 
C. Crude, Bifacial Scrapers and Knives 
D. Partially Worked Tool Blanks 

Finely Finished Artifacts 
A. Drills, Gougers 
B. Arrow Points 
C. Fine, Bifacial scrapers 
D. Fine, Bifacial Knives or Points 
E. Choppers and pick-like Tools 
F. Large, Stemmed Points 
G. Ceremonial Implements 
H. Burin Spalls and Prismatic Blades 
I. Pressure Waste Flakes 
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Appendix IP: Preceramic sites in Northern Belize (MacNeish 
and Turner 1983) 

Tool Types 
Projectile point 
Biface Type A (sinuous edge, large flaking, little or 

no small edge trimming) 
Biface Type B (total periphery flaked, sinuous edge, 

though less than type A, more flakes/edge than A, 
flakes extend to midline or less) 

Biface Type C (non·-sinuous edge, flakes often extend 
past the midline, many small trimming flakes 
on the edge) 

Uniface - terminally worked 
Uniface - laterally worked (lor 2 sides) 
Uniface - terminally and laterally worked 
Uniface - modified around entire perimeter 
Macrobade - unmodified 
Macroblade - modified 
Blade (less than 10 cm long) - unmodified 
Blade (less than 10 cm long) - modified 
Graver 
Notched piece 
Burin 
Drill 
Denticulate 
Combination Tool (2 or more prepared tool edges) 
Core chopper 
Core 
Hammerstone 



Appendix IP (continued) 

Flake types 
primary - greater than or equal to 50% cortex on 

dorsal surface and platform 
Secondary - less than 50% cortex on dorsal and 

platform 
Tertiary - no cortex 
Biface manufacturing flake 
Core rejuvenation 
Core preparation 
Burin spall 
outrepasse 
Bipolar 
Macroblade and macroblade preparation flakes 
Blade - less than 10 cm in length 
Resharpening flake 
Modified primary 
Modified secondary 
Modified tertiary 
Modified macroblade 
Modified blade 

. __ ... _-----
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Appendix 1Q: Cuello (McSwain. in press) 

TECHNOLOGICAL TYPOLOGY 
Primary Industry 

Bifaces 
Unifaces 
Blades 

Secondary Industry 
Recycled primary tools 
Nonstandard tools 
Retouched/recycled byproducts 

FUNCTIONAL TYPOLOGY 
Heavy-duty tools 

Large bifaces (~ 100 rom in length) 
Large oval biface 
Tranchet-bit tool 
Chipped and polished tool 

Domestic toolkit 
Drill/pointed tool 
Scraper 

Blade 

Generalized 
Pointed/notched 
T-shaped 

Small biface « 100 mm in length) 
Ceremonial lithics 

Stemmed macrobades 
Eccentrics 
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1976 
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